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Date: 7/28/2011 First~;:;::;~ial District Court - Kootenai County User: LSMITH 
":;, '.'"''/ ,,; 
///y' 
Time: 03:42 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of6 Case: CR-2010-0021212 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Gomes, Kathryn Anne 
State of Idaho vs. Kathryn Anne Gomes 
Date Code User Judge 
10/21/2010 NCRF LSMITH New Case Filed Felony To Be Assigned 
CRCO LSMITH Criminal Complaint Clark A. Peterson 
AFPC LSMITH Affidavit Of Probable Cause To Be Assigned 
ORPC LSMITH Order Finding Probable Cause Clark A. Peterson 
HRSC LSMITH Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First Clark A. Peterson 
Appearance 10/21/2010 02:00 PM) 
ARRN LSMITH Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance Clark A. Peterson 
held on 10/21/2010 02:00 PM: Arraignment I 
First Appearance 
CONC LSMITH Consolidation of charges: 126488 126487 Clark A. Peterson 
ORPD LSMITH Defendant: Gomes, Kathryn Anne Order Clark A. Peterson 
Appointing Public Defender Public defender 
Public Defender 
CVNC LSMITH No Contact Order: Civil No Contact Order Filed Clark A. Peterson 
Comment: DEF TO STAY 300FT FROM JACOB 
DORN Expiration Days: 366 Expiration Date: 
10/22/2011 
ORBC LSMITH Order Setting Bond and Conditions of Release Clark A Peterson 
PTSE LSMITH Pretrial Services Evaluation To Be Assigned 
Document sealed 
10/22/2010 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Quentin F. Harden 
Conference 10/29/2010 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Scott Wayman 
11/04/2010 01:30 PM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
NCOS BROWN No Contact Order Served To Be Assigned 
10/26/2010 NAPH BROWN Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely To Be Assigned 
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction 
and Notice of Hearing 
DFWP BROWN Defendant's Written Plea - Not Guilty- To Be Assigned 
Misdemeanor only 
DRQD BROWN Defendant's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
10/28/2010 PROD BROWN Plaintiffs Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
PSRS BROWN Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
DRSD BROWN Defendant's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
10/29/2010 HRHD LARSEN Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Benjamin R. Simpson 
Conference held on 10/29/2010 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 
DSRQ BROWN Defendant's Supplemental Req. For Discovery To Be Assigned 
DRSD BROWN Defendant's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
10/30/2010 BNDS OREILLY Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 10000.00) To Be Ass'.gned O (; 1 11/1/2010 NODF OREILLY Notice To Defendant To Be Ass1g ned U 
Date: 7/28/2011 
Time: 03:42 PM 
Page 2 of6 
Firs ial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2010-0021212 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Gomes, Kathryn Anne 
User: LSMITH 
State of Idaho vs. Kathryn Anne Gomes 
Date 
11/1/2010 
11/2/2010 
11/3/2010 
11/4/2010 
11/8/2010 
11/16/2010 
11/19/2010 
11/23/2010 
11/24/2010 
12/1/2010 
12/6/2010 
12/8/2010 
12/28/2010 
Code 
WAVX 
SUBF 
SUBF 
SUBF 
User 
OREILLY 
BAXLEY 
BAXLEY 
Judge 
Waiver Of Extradition To Idaho To Be Assigned 
Subpoena Return/found on 10/31/10 served To Be Assigned 
Nickolas W Franssen 
Subpoena Return/found on 11/01/10 served Brett To Be Assigned 
D Fletcher 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 10/29/1 O Jacob Dorn To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 10/29/10 Roger Thom To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUIVIPACKER Subpoena Return/found 10/29/1 O Charles Hupp To Be Assigned 
CONT 
HRSC 
HRSC 
SUBF 
SUBF 
SUBF 
SUBF 
SUBF 
INHD 
PHWV 
ORHD 
INFO 
AFCR 
HRSC 
DCHH 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on 
11/04/2010 01:30 PM: Continued 
Scott Wayman 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status James D Stow 
Conference 11/23/2010 08:30 AM) 
BUTLER 
HOFFMAN 
HOFFMAN 
HOFFMAN 
HOFFMAN 
BAXLEY 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 
11/24/2010 01 :30 PM) 
Penny E. Friedlander 
Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
Subpoena Return/found on 11/14/1 O served Brett To Be Assigned 
D Fletcher 
ROSENBUSCH Subpoena Return/found/Nickolas 
Franssen/11-17-1 O 
To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned ROSEN BUSCH Subpoena Return/found/Roger Thom/11-16-1 O 
ROSEN BUSCH Subpoena Return/found/Jacob Dorn/11-16-1 O To Be Assigned 
ROSENBUSCH Subpoena Return/found/Charles Hupp/11-16-10 To Be Assigned 
WATKINS Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status 
Conference held on 11/23/2010 08:30 AM: 
Interim Hearing Held 
James D Stow 
STONE Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on 
11/24/2010 01 :30 PM: Preliminary Hearing 
Waived (bound Over) 
Penny E. Friedlander 
STONE 
BROWN 
BROWN 
Order Holding Defendant Penny E. Friedlander 
Information Lansing L. Haynes 
Affidavit of Failure to Comply with Conditions of Lansing L. Haynes 
Release for Pretrial Services 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
12/28/2010 01 :30 PIVI) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court 
held on 12/28/2010 01:30 PM: District Court 
Hearing CONTINUED 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
{' :, Court Reporter: JOANN SCHALLER Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
.. y ~'--
Date: 7/28/2011 
Time: 03:42 PM 
Page 3 of6 
Firs ial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2010-0021212 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Gomes, Kathryn Anne 
User: LSMITH 
State of Idaho vs. Kathryn Anne Gomes 
Date 
12/28/2010 
12/29/2010 
1/13/2011 
1/26/2011 
3/14/2011 
Code 
HRSC 
AGRC 
NFUS 
LETR 
DCHH 
HRSC 
NOTC 
DCHH 
HRSC 
ARRN 
PLEA 
PLEA 
PLEA 
PLEA 
PLEA 
User Judge 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
01/13/2011 03:00 PM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing 
MCCANDLESS Agreement to Requirements and Conditions 
Under the Pretrial Services Program 
BROWN Notice of Filing Under Seal 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
BROWN Letter - From Kootenai Medical Center - Re: Lansing L. Haynes 
Admission To Kootenai Behavioral Health Center 
on 12/28/10 
Document sealed 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court 
held on 01/13/2011 03:00 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: VAL NUNEMACHER 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
01/26/2011 02:30 PM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Notice Of Filing Under Seal 
Document sealed 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court 
held on 01/26/2011 02:30 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held CONTINUED 
Court Reporter: KERI VEARE 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
03/14/2011 03:30 PM) 
SVERDSTEN 
JOKELA 
JOKELA 
JOKELA 
Notice of Hearing 
Hearing result for Status Conference held on 
03/14/2011 03:30 PM: Arraignment/ First 
Appearance Arraignment 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-907 
Battery-Aggravated) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG 
(137-2732(C)(1) Controlled 
Substance-Possession of) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
JOKELA A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-8007 Lansing L. Haynes 
JOKELA 
JOKELA 
Accident-Leaving the Scene of Accident Resulting 
in an Injury or Death) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG 
(I 37-2732(C)(3) Controlled 
Substance-Possession of) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (137-2734A(1) Lansing L. Haynes 
Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent 
to Use) 
Date: 7/28/2011 Firs ial District Court - Kootenai County User: LSMITH 
Time: 03:42 PM ROA Report 
Page 4 of6 Case: CR-2010-0021212 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Gomes, Kathryn Anne 
State of Idaho vs. Kathryn Anne Gomes 
Date Code User Judge 
3/14/2011 PLEA JOKELA A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (149-1305 Lansing L. Haynes 
Accident-Fail to Give Immediate Notice of an 
Accident) 
HRSC JOKELA Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Lansing L. Haynes 
03/24/2011 08:00 AM) 
HRSC JOKELA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Lansing L. Haynes 
04/11/2011 09:00 AM) 3 DAY 
JOKELA Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
DCHH JOKELA District Court Hearing Held Lansing L. Haynes 
Court Reporter: Laurie Johnson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
3/16/2011 WITP BROWN Witness List - Plaintiff's Lansing L. Haynes 
3/22/2011 SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 03/18/11 served Lansing L. Haynes 
Jacob W Dorn 
SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 03/20/11 served Lansing L. Haynes 
Nickolas W Franssen 
3/24/2011 HRVC SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on Lansing L. Haynes 
04/11/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 3 DAY 
DCHH SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference held on Lansing L. Haynes 
03/24/2011 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: ANNE MANMANUS 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Lansing L. Haynes 
07/05/2011 09:00 AM) 3 DAYS 
HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Lansing L. Haynes 
06/23/2011 08:00 AM) 
SVERDSTEN AMENDED Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
SRSD BROWN Supplemental Response To Discovery Lansing L. Haynes 
SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 03/22/11 served Sue Lansing L. Haynes 
A Dorn 
SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 03/22/11 served Lansing L. Haynes 
Roger D Thom 
SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 03/22/11 served Lansing L. Haynes 
Charles M Huff 
3/25/2011 SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 03/21/11 served Brett Lansing L. Haynes 
D Fletcher 
4/13/2011 SUBF ROSEN BUSCH Subpoena Return/found/Nickolas Lansing L. Haynes 
Franssen/04-11-11 
4/14/2011 SUBF ROSEN BUSCH Subpoena Return/found/Brett Fletcher/04-12-11 Lansing L. Haynes 
4/22/2011 SUBF ROSEN BUSCH Subpoena Return/found/Charles Hupp/04-20-11 Lansing L. Haynes 
4/25/2011 SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 04/21/11 served Lansing L. Haynes 
Roger D Thom 
n :-i 11 
,.._. V""'j 
Date: 7/28/2011 
Time: 03:42 PM 
Page 5 of6 
Firs ial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2010-0021212 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Gomes, Kathryn Anne 
User: LSMITH 
State of Idaho vs. Kathryn Anne Gomes 
Date 
4/25/2011 
5/13/2011 
6/23/2011 
6/29/2011 
7/20/2011 
7/22/2011 
Code 
SUBF 
SUBF 
HRVC 
DCHH 
HRSC 
HRSC 
DCHH 
CONT 
PTSO 
HRSC 
PLEA 
PLEA 
DCHH 
HRSC 
ORES 
AINF 
ORDR 
PSI01 
AFCR 
User Judge 
BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 04/21/11 served Sue Lansing L. Haynes 
A Dorin 
ROSENBUSCH Subpoena Return/found/Jacob Dorn/05-11-11 Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on Lansing L. Haynes 
07/05/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 3 DAYS 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference held on Lansing L. Haynes 
06/23/2011 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: LAURIE JOHNSON 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Plea Change 06/29/2011 Lansing L. Haynes 
01:30 PM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing 
BURRINGTON Hearing Scheduled (Plea Change 07/20/2011 
08:00 AM) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
BURRINGTON Hearing result for Plea Change scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
07/20/2011 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Laurie Johnson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 Pages 
BURRINGTON Continued 
BURRINGTON Notice of Hearing 
BURRINGTON Pretrial Settlement Offer 
BURRINGTON Hearing Scheduled (Plea Change 07/20/2011 
08:00 AM) 
SVERDSTEN A Plea is entered for charge: - GT 
(l37-2732(C)(1) Controlled 
Substance-Possession of) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-8007 Lansing L. Haynes 
Accident-Leaving the Scene of Accident Resulting 
in an Injury or Death) 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Plea Change scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
07/20/2011 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: LAURIE JOHNSON 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 08/31/2011 Lansing L. Haynes 
03:30 PM) 
SVERDSTEN Order for Evaluation(s) and Setting Sentencing Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Amended Information Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Order to Amend Information Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & Lansing L. Haynes 
Sentencing Date 
MCCANDLESS Affidavit of Failure to Comply with Conditions of Lansing L. Haynes (1, (; [") 
Release for Pretrial Services '- v " · 
Date: 7/28/2011 
Time: 03:42 PM 
Page 6 of6 
First ial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2010-0021212 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Gomes, Kathryn Anne 
State of Idaho vs. Kathryn Anne Gomes 
Date Code User 
7/28/2011 MEMR BROWN Memorandum Of Restitution 
User: LSMITH 
Judge 
Lansing L. Haynes 
• Ddmdaru's name: Micheal Jan Kramer 
D ai. of am:sl: Man:b 14, 2009 
• 
2009 H~R I G Pl1"2: 11 
ORDER 
Based upon lhc above Affidavit, lhe Coun .hereby fiads tl1at there i, Probable a 
crime or crimes has been committed, and that the Derendant committed saj~ yi-ll}e ot 
Dated this _]J,,iay of f1 II I\ , 20~ aL /..:bd.. hours. 
CPAHO 
CBI\R!iE, ~ 
I. 18-8004 
2. l&-3302B 
J. 23::598 ll 
4. 
Pago 3 ofl 
D U.I 
Pm of conc:cnlcd weapon while jn1oxic:g1cd 
Transport ofan open contama ofelc:ohol 
l 
t1Q7 
~ I 
STATE OF IOAHC 
Departmental Report# 09-733 COUNTY Of KOOTENAl~SS 
FILED: 
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTE . HAR t 6 PM 12: I I 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Michael Ian Kramer 
DOB 
DL#: 
Defendant. 
State: Washington 
State of Idaho, 
County of_K_o_o~t=en-a_i ______ _ 
ss 
COURT CASE NUMBER 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
I, Cpl. S. Lind, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says that: 
1. I am a peace officer employed by .... I""'da..,h..,,o'-'S""'t""'at,...e'-"P...,ou.li""'c""'e,,____ _________________ _ 
2. The defendant was arrested on 031409 at 0540 [gJ AM D PM for the crime of driving while under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating substances pursuant to Section 18-8004 Idaho Code. Second 
or more DUI offense in the last ten years? [gJ YES D NO D FELONY [gJ MISDEMEANOR 
3. Location of Occurrence: _I9_0_m_il_ep._o_s_t_3_.5 _______________________ _ 
4. Identified the defendant as: Michael I. Kramer by: ( check box) 
0Military ID 0State ID Card 0Student ID Card [g]Drivers License 0Credit Cards 
0Paperwork found 0Verbal ID by defendant 
Witness: identified defendant. 
Other: 
5. Actual physical control established by: [g]Observation by affiant [g]Observation by Officer Cpl. S. Lind 
0Admission of Defendant to: , 0Statement of Witness: 
Oother: 
6. I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed such crime because of the following 
facts: 
(NOTE: You must state the source of all information provided below. State what you observed and what 
you learned from someone else, identifying that person): 
Page 1 of 3 
PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP ARREST: 
On March 14, 2008 at 0540 hours, I was stationary in the median ofl90 near milepost 3.5. I visually estimated the 
speed of a vehicle traveling west at 80 mph. I activated my radar and confirmed the vehicle's speed at 84 mph in a 
posted 70 mph zone. I stopped the vehicle and contacted the driver, Michael Kramer and identified him with his 
Washington driver's license. Kramer said he did not realize he was going that fast. As I spoke with Kramer, I 
could see his eyes were glassy and sleepy looking. His speech was slurred and I could smell the odor of an 
alcoholic beverage. Kramer denied drinking but later said he had two beers. I had Kramer step out of the pickup 
for sobriety evaluations. (See results below.) I arrested Kramer and took him to the jail for a breath test. The 
results were .174/.157. A driver's status check revealed Kramer had a dui conviction in Washington on 3-22-05. 
D.U. I. NOTES Sobriety Tests-Meets Decision Points? 
Odor of alcoholic beverage [8JYes 0No Gaze Nystagmus [g]Yes 0No 
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage [8JYes 0No Walk & Tum 0Yes 0No 
Slurred speech [8JYes 0No One Leg Stand [8JYes 0No 
Impaired memory [8JY es 0No 
Glassy/bloodshot eyes [8JYes 0No 
Other 
Crash Involved 
Injury 
0Yes 
0Yes 
[8'.]No 
0No 
Drugs Suspected DY es cg)No Drug Recognition Evaluation Performed 0Yes [8'.]No 
Reason Drugs are Suspected: 
Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal and failure 
of the test as required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code. 
0 Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) was/were 
performed in compliance with Section 18-8003 & 18-8004 (4), Idaho Code, and the standards and methods 
adopted by the Department of Law Enforcement. 
BAC· 174/157 by: [8JBreath Instrument Type: cg] Intoxilyzer 5000 0Alco-Sensor 0Lifeloc 
Instrument Serial# 
D Blood AND/OR 0Urine Test results pending? D Yes D No (attached) 
Name of person administering breath test: Cpl. S. Lind Date certification expires:} 13010 
---"'--------- -------
D Defendant refused the test as follows: 
Videotape# 202-341. 
By my signature and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State ofldaho, I hereby 
solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached reports and documents that may be 
included herein is true and correct to the best of my information and belief. 
Signed: --=~::;___""-#'1/'---~c---=-------
(affiant) 
.3 ! \ s l b"'\ 
(Date) 
NOTAR~ ri5iiro 
Residing at: ~:,::n:'» Pr:\ 
My Commission expires: "' \ o{tf.}9 
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l'IIIS SU~PENSION roR l'AILUR£ OR REl'l.lSA1' OFl'IU: EVIDENTIARV'll!STIS) L~ SEPAIIATI! 
FROM ANV (ITTIEJI SUSl'ENSION ORDl!ltED RV 1'U£ COUl!"r. 
- l'I t \ , t 1(1 I J I~ II I I I-t i II \I I\ I IJ I 111 ' ,t , 1•1 ',11" ,c H H I I IIH \ t• II/ I i',I IIIC\I \ I 11 1, 
Boo.king# ____ _ 
(f\soOKING INFORMATION SH 
KOW NAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDfNG 
NamR-- ID 41_i ___ Date --~---"'"--_._J_t/_~_i ____ _ 
ARRESTEE: 
Name f4?t\ W--0.r" ,~ 
AKA /\JOl'f( 
---'------------------ -----
Last Middle 
Address 2. 77 I j N 
City_---'c.,=-· -~ - ~---,..'/------
Home Phone~--W/ ,Ofr7?_ 
Accepted by: 
Agency Report# Cf?- 7.33_. 
BAC ,n 'f I • JS-Y 
Warrant Check 
Prob. Check 
Prob. Officer 
Locker# f?,s--
Location 
Hold For: 
For DUI Charge: 
Was Call Requested V 
Was Call Made x, 
I 
Employer tv/ tf'CA{' /!vMw, J 
Occupation f{v~ Work Phone# ____ _ 
PHYSICAL DESCRIP"rlON: 
Height~' ...IQ_" Weight J4f?;- Sex fVl Hair ?Po Eyes!fio 
Race d,:fe_ Glasses Y /dt;>Contacts Y /<!':!:)Facial Hair~ 
Scars. Marks, Tattoo's __ .......,~~:z.,,., ____________________________ _ 
Clothing Description ul\b.v ~ 3t'<..c0t.-f ~z1: 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMATION: 
Date / Time of Arrest 2'-14-0 'l I 6;5Sf Location 7-9& ~-z._ w@ Dist 2-7 
Arresting Officer 5 /...,"-' .I> # 161 Agency ~ Arrival at PSB _ _ ~-~~· _ _ _ 
CHARGES AND BAIL: ARREST TYPE: ( -VIE (WRNT) (CITIZEN) (OTHER) 
M / F Code Char es I· 
'J:>JC-
4. 
5. 
6. 
Warrant or Case# 
(!)9-733 
Is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical cond~s this inmate may have which might affect his/her safety or 
ability to be held without special attention by jail staff? Q)/No, D Yes (Explain) ______________ _ 
VEHJCLE INFORMATIO~ (> 
Vehicle Lic.A::235'1f°SQ<_ ST~A- YRJ&::,Make cJvwt Model ___ Body t./D f'l-t...i> Color(~ __ /_ 
Vehicle Disposition ~~4 • 
CITlZEN ARREST: I hereby arrest the above named suspect on the charge(s) indicated and request a peace 
otticer to take him - her into custod . I will appear as directed and si n a complaint against the person I have arrested. 
0 ion· R 
JAIL SHR# 355 Rev 3/06 
Idaho State Police 
INFLUENCE REPORT 
0eterdant's Name M,ck-el £ K~IM-e..,..,-r 
+·'' "" 
DOB 
Contacts [ ] Yes [ ~ Glasses [ ~E-TEST J Yes [ · J No Remove Glasses [ ] 
Eyes tracking equally [ ~es [ ] No 
HORIZONTAL GAZE NVSTAGMUS 
FIELD SOBRIETY TESTS 
EYES 
J:_/ !!.( 
lY] ~ Eye does not pursue smoothly 
~ ~ Distiact Nystagmus al max. devtalloa 
~ [!] Nystagmus onset before 45 degrees 
I li TOTAL 
ADDITIONAL SOBRIETY TESTS 
VERTICAL NYSTAGMUS O Yes 
PUPIL SIZE ___ CONSTRICTED [ ] 
~ 
NORMAL [ ~ DILATED [ ] 
WALK AND TURN 
D Cannot keep balance during instructions 
[] Starts too soon 
[] Stops too soon 
~ Misses heel to toe 
~ Steps off line 
~ Raises arms 
NVSTAGMUS 
0 2 3 4 5 6 
0 l---+--+---+---+---f--1----1 
1 2 t---+--+----+---+---+--1----1 
WALK 3 i---+---+----+---+----+--i------1 AND 4 TURN 5 1---+--+--+--+---+---+---1 
6 7 1---+--+---+---+---+----Jf--.--j 
8 t__.L__..1.---'-----'------1.--1,__----1 
OBSERVATIONS ~ Wrong number of steps 
if Improper turn Eye Color f&?J Eye ConditionJf"-~Y Speech .5/ .J.f"/~ 
[] Cannot do test 
is· Total 
ONE~TAND 
L::J Sways 
@ Raises arms 
D Hops 
~ Puts foot down 
D Cannot do test 
! ~I Total 
Audio Tape . Y O 
Breath ocf<X c,{,- ,+/ c..ctcl 
FootWear ..... J"'--~"--+_:_s:'----- Ground Surface 1-e.u-<J fct.v-e,.,._.-eJ-
CHEMICAL TEST 
clareath C:J Blood 
Other Test Result ,,, /73/ /.. /..sZ 
J 
Refused test, Why? _______________ _ 
Video Tape CC> N 
Officer's Signature __ _:....,-., __ ~c:::::;.._-.4,4-~~:....:::::==------ Date .2-/q-O f 
EH 07 05-01  REV. 1/07 
I'"\-" 2 
- i --
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Phelps & Associates, PS 
Attorneys At Law 
2903 N. Stout Rd. 
Spokane, WA 99206-4373 
Ph:( 509)892-0467; Fax:( 509)921-0802 
S1ATEOFOAHQ 
~TY Of KC(JTfNAJ } SS 
2009 HAR 18 AH IO: 52 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE \'5) 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------------) 
NO. CR-09-5447 
PRE-TRIAL MOTIONS 
COMES NOW the Defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, and moves the court for an order 
on the following matters: 
1. Motions in limine, (reserved); 
2. Motion to suppress based on violations of the defendant's right to be free from 
unreasonable search and seizure, right to remain silent, right to counsel, and related 
constitutional protections under the State ofldaho Constitution and the United States 
Constitution. Defendant's brief in support of motion will be filed upon receipt of 
Discovery, including any audio/video recordings, from the prosecuting attorney. 
Dated this \ ~ Day of March, 2009. 
ASSOCIATES, PS 
Douglas D. Phelps 
Attorney for Defendant 
ISBA#4755 
C14 
Certificate of Service 
I, Leah M. Holbert. hereby certify that on March 18, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing NOA, Demands, and Pretrial Motions to be forwarded 
wi~all of the required charges prepaid by the method indicated below. 
a~~ 
Leah M. Holbert 
PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
Kootenai County District Court 
P.O. Box 9000 
324 West Garden 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
__ Hand Delivery __ U.S. Mail X Facsimile Overnight Mail 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
501 Government Way 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Hand Delivery U.S. Mail 
-- --
Facsimile Overnight Mail 
• 
• 
l'llELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
290) N. Stouc R.d. 
Spob,11, WA 99206,-07) 
Pb, (S09)892-0467; Fu: (S09)92Mlll0:Z 
IN THE OIS7RJCT COURT OF TI-IE FIRST 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 1llE COUNTY OP K 
STATE OF IOAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
... 
MICRA.EI.LKRAMER, 
OefmdanL 
c~ No. CR-09,j447 
Cillllion No. 136766111367682 
DEFENDANT'S REQUllST 
FOR DISCOVERY 
PLEASE TAKJ! NOTICE that tho undcnigncd pursuunt to Rule 16 of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules, the Fowtb, Fillh. Slxlh. Eiabth and Fourtmith Amcndnu:nls to the 
Con.tlirulion of the Uniled Swcs, and Article t 1. 2, 13 and 17 of the Constitution of 1bo 
Stale ofldaho rcquc:,i, discovery in.,pection of all materials diJCOvcnblc by dcfcodmt po 
I.C.R. 16 b (1 ·8) and tho afomnentioncd Ccnstirulion provislon,o including but not limited 10 
tho followiaa inronnation, evidence IDd mataiah: 
I , Any rdevan1 recorded .iw1anen1 made by the defendant ind copies thmoC 
cuttOdy or CCIIIJOI or the Stak. tho aistCDCC or which 15 known or which is known or 
which is available IO the proxmting ottomcy by lhe cxadse of due diligence, and 
aloo the suhsw>ce of my n,lcvm1 or oral sutcmail made by tho defendant 'IV!k:ther 
before or after..- lo I pcece ofli-, prosecuting artomcy or bis agent. and the 
rocordod !.HCliolOOt of the d,,fendan1 bdixe I Gmxl Jury which rdates IO the offmse 
2. Any wrinm or ruorded SWffl1<:llU by a co-defendant, and the Sllbs1anee or 
'.: 1 6 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before or after arrest in 
response to interrogation by any person Imown by the co-defendant to be a peace 
office or agent of the prosecuting attorney, or which are otherwise relevant to ·the 
offense charged. 
A copy of the defendant's prior record, if any, as is then or may become 
available to the prosecuting attorney. 
Books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects, and copies and 
portions thereof, which are in the possession or control of the prosecuting attorney 
and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or intended for use by the 
prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belongingto the defendant. 
The results of reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific 
tests or experiments made in connections with this particular case, and copies thereof, 
within the possession or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is 
known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by exercise of due diligence. 
A written list of the names and addresses of all persons having knowledge of 
relevant facts who may be called by the prosecuting attorney as witnesses at trial, 
together with any record of prior felony convictions of any such person which is 
within the knowledge of the prosecuting attorney. Also the statements made by the . 
prosecution witnesses, or prospective witnesses, made to the prosecuting attorney or 
his agents, or to any offici!l1 involved in the investigatory process of the case. Provide 
. a written list identifying by name, address, and relevant specialty, of all experts 
expected to testify or provide testimony at trial or hearing, and those have relevant 
knowledge of relevant facts, including their applicable medical, scientific or technical 
n17 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY -p. 2 of 4 .. · '- i I 
7. 
8. 
9. 
backgrounds with their ~culum vitae. 
All reports and memoranda in the possession of the prosecuting attorney or 
which may come into the possession of the prosecuting attorney which were made by 
a police officer or any investigator in connection with the investigation or the 
prosecution of this case. 
The underlying facts or date that form the basis of any expert testimony 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 705. 
All documentation in support of or in connection with any search warrant 
issued in connection with this case, applications for search warrants (whether granted 
or denied), an affidavits, declarations and materials in support of such search 
warrants, all search warrants and all search warrant returns. 
I 0. All material evidence within the scope of Brady v. Maryland, 3_73 U.S. 83 
11. 
12. 
13. 
(1963), United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97 (1976), Kyles v. Whitley, __ U.S. 
__ , 115 S.Ct. 1555 (1985) and the progeny. 
The existence and substance of any payments, promises of leniency, 
preferential treatment or other inducements or threats made to prospective witnesses, 
within the scope of the United States v. Giglio, 405 U.S. 150 (1972) and Napue v. 
Illinois, 362 U.S. 264 (1959) and their progeny. 
Disclose whether a defendant or any other person was identified by any 
lineup, showup, photo SF,ead or similar identification proceeding relating to the 
offense charged, and produce any pictures utilized or resulting therefrom and the 
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all identifying witnesses. 
The criminal record of any and all witnesses who will testify for the State at 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - p. 3 of 4 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way; Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-1800 
Telephone: (208)446-1800 
Facsimile: (208)446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
Amy Nixon, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR- M09-5447 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT AND YOUR ATTORNEY OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, requests the 
following discovery: 
1. That, pursuant to !.C.R. 16 (c)(l), the state be permitted to inspect, copy, and/or 
photograph any books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects, or copies or 
portions thereof, which are within the possession, custody, or control of the defendant, 
and which the defendant intends to introduce as evidence at trial. 
2. That, pursuant to !.C.R. 16 (c)(2), the state be permitted to inspect, copy, and/or 
photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific 
tests or experiments made in connection with this particular case, or copies thereof, 
within the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant intends to 
introduce in evidence at the trial, or which were prepared by a witness whom the 
defendant intends to call at the trial when the results or report relates to the testimony of 
the witness. 
C19 
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3. That, pursuant to LC .R. 16 ( c )(3 ), the defendant provide a written Jist of the names and 
addresses of witnesses whom the defendant intends to call at trial. 
4. That, pursuant to I.C.R. 16 (c)(4), the defendant provide a written summary or report of 
any testimony that the defense intends on introducing pursuant to Rules 702, 703, or 705 
of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or hearing. Please describe the witness's opinions, 
the facts and data for those opinions and the witness's qualifications. If the expert is 
expected to testify tp his or her opinions regarding mental health, the state requests that 
the defendant comply with all requirements set fourth in LC. § 18-207. 
5. That, pursuant to I.C.R. 12.1 and LC. § 19-519, the defendant provide notice of his or her 
intention to offer a defense of an alibi. 
DATED this 
AMYNtx:oN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the L day of March, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was mailed, faxed, and/or hand-delivered to: 
Douglas D. Phelps 
Fax: (509) 921-0802 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 2 of2 
QORIGIN 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way; Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
Amy Nixon, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
2809 MAR 24 P" 3: '48 
~~£ 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR- M09-5447 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney, for Kootenai County, Idaho, 
and submits the following response to Discovery: 
1. Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16 (a), the prosecution is unaware of any evidence 
within its possession or control that is exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged 
other than that which may be included in the enclosed reports. With regards to evidence that 
may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution requests that counsel submit, in 
writing, the defense to be asserted in the case so the prosecution can review its file to determine 
if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to the preparation of the defense. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
n ') 1 
1 013""· . 
2. The State has complied with defendant's request for discovery by furnishing the 
following infonnation, evidence and materials: 
ISP report/citation #09ISP0733, (pp.1-10) 
The Defendant's criminal record, (pp.11-15) 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office immediately. The 
Prosecuting Attorney objects to any request beyond the scope of I.C.R. 16, and specifically 
objects to any request for copies of subpoenas issued by the state in this matter, for any witness's 
NCIC or Spillman report, and for any of the witness's misdemeanor criminal history under 
Ramirezv. State, 119Idaho 1037(1991). 
3. Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
mentioned or listed in the above listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the prosecuting attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
defendant. 
4. The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant that you are permitted to 
inspect and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies therefore, 
which are mentioned or listed in the above listed documents and which are within the possession, 
custody or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is known or is available to 
the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
5. NOTICE is hereby given that any Information to be filed in this matter will include a 
Deadly Weapons Enhancement and a Habitual Offender Enhancement if applicable. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 2of3 
6. The State further reserves the right to call on any witnesses listed in the provided 
discovery or listed in the underlying police report, and any witnesses listed in the provided 
discovery or listed in any underlying reports or documentation submitted by the defense. 
7. NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE RULE 404(b) EVIDENCE: Pursuant to Rule 
404(b ), the State hereby provides notice of its intent to use any of the evidence described or 
referred to in the provided discovery. 
8. The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as it becomes available. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant, the State may request an 
increase in bail and/or that condition(s) of release be established or modified at the time 
of the preliminary hearing scheduled in this matter. 
___ Offer of settlement included along with discovery. 
DATED this~ day of MtlVCVJ , 2009. 
~ }J/K l>V1 
AMYNIXdN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the _2ij__ day of March, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was mailed, faxed, and/or hand-delivered to: 
Douglas D. Phelps 
Fax: (509) 921-0802 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 3 of3 
EJ ORIGINAL 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
'{ 
2009 APR - f PH 3: 55 501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
I.CT~ 
ASSIGNED A TIORNEY 
Amy Nixon, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-M09-5447 
SUPPLEMENT AL 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
~ 
COJVIES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, 
State of Idaho, and submits the following Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery: 
That the State has complied with such request by furnishing the following additional 
evidence and materials with regard to defendant's request for disclosure on the following: 
1. ISP Narrative Report #09ISP0733, (pp.16-19) 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office immediately. 
Pursuant to J daho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant 
that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, photographs, 
tangible objects, building, or places, or copies or portions thereof, which are material to the 
SUPPLEMENT AL - 1 
preparation of the defense, or intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from 
or belonging to the defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further infonns the defendant that you are permitted to inspect and 
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of scientific tests 
or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, within the possession, 
custody or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is known or is available to the 
prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this,2:l!'day of MCA. vch , 2009. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I here by certify that on the i day of---1~~.,_·"--, -'-I _____ _,,, 2009, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was mailed, faxed, and/or hand-delivered to: 
Douglas D. Phelps 
Fax: (509) 921-0802 
SUPPLEMENTAL - 2 
[]ORIGINAL\' 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
Amy Nixon, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
s l~LE. Of tOAHO } fifto1Y OF KOOTENAI SS 
2009 APR -3 AH 10: 18 
IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-M09-544 7 
2nd SUPPLEMENT AL 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, 
State of Idaho, and submits the following Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery: 
That the State has complied with such request by furnishing the following additional 
evidence and materials with regard to defendant's request for disclosure on the following: 
1. ISP Narrative Report (page 1 of 4) #09ISP0733, (pp.20) 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office immediately. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant 
that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, photographs, 
tangible objects, building, or places, or copies or portions thereof, which are material to the 
2nd SUPPLEMENTAL - 1 
preparation of the defense, or intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from 
or belonging to the defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant that you are permitted to inspect and 
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental exanunations, and of scientific tests 
or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, within the possession, 
custody or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is known or is available to the 
prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
V\d ~l 
DATED this L day of f\X)V'l , 2009. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF Mf\ILING 
I hereby certify that on the _L_ day of.__,J1iJ_,_,rJ ...... (______ , 2009, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was mailed, faxed, and/or han'cifdelivered to: 
Douglas D. Phelps 
Fax: (509) 921-0802 
2nd SUPPLEMENT AL - 2 
--- --·--- ........... _ .&._.,.....,. ............. ..,..,..,. ..... _._ uuu'"' .1..1..1....:;;;..a..~-=- ~ noou1....1.a1..t:::::, 
STATE Qi= f[IAHO } SS COUNTY Of KOOTEN.AJ 
FR.ED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRM-2009-0005447 
MOTION TO VACATE PRETRIAL 
CONFERENCE 
COMES NOW the above-entitled defendant, by and through his attorney of 
record PETER JONES, and hereby moves this court to vacate the pretrial conference set 
in this matter. Good cause exists, as defense counsel is required to appear in Moses 
Lake, Washington, at that time and will be unable to attend this pre-trial conference. 
Counsel have discussed resolution of this case telephonically and do not, at this time, 
have a resolution. 
Respectfully submitted this 26th day of 
The State has no objection 
/telephonic approval granted 5/26/09/ 
Amy Nixon 
Deputy Prosecutor 
l©UU2/0U4 
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,. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
PJaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRM-2009-0005447 
ORDER TO VACATE PRETRIAL 
CONFERENCE 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the pre-trial conference set in this matter be 
VACA TED and that this matter remain scheduled for jury trial. 
By my hand this~day of May, 2009, 
1f!1 uu.,.., uu• 
o::. / Zti/ 2009 TU.I!: 12: 4 5 FAX 509 0802 Phelps & Associates 
Certificate of Service 
I, Leah M. Holbert, hereby certify that on May 26, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Motion and Order to Continue to be forwarded with all 
of~ required charges prepaid by the method indicated below. 
d~~ 
Leah M. Holbert 
PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
Kootenai County District Court 
P.O. Box 9000 
324 West Garden 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
__ Hand Delivery' __ U.S. Mail LFacsimile __ Overnight Mail 
Kootenai Cowtty Prosecutor 
501 Government Way 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
__ Hand Delivery __ U.S. Mail l_Facsimile __ Overnight Mail 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
·-· 
501 Oovemmeot Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d·Atenc, ID 83814-1800 
Telepbone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
Assigiled Attorney 
AMY NIXON 
• 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FJRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI-IE STA TE OF 
IDAHO, fN AJ,.q) FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plain,iff, 
vs. 
M1CHAEL J. KRAMER, 
Dcfcnd1111L 
Case No. CR-M09-5447 
3"° SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, l'rosc,;utlng Attorney for Kootenai Courny, ldn.ba, 
•nd submits the rolJowiJlll Supplemental R~ to Request ror Dit<:cM:ty 
TI,c Stlltc h•• complied with Ocfondrun'1 request b)' fiimishmg the following addltioruil 
evidence and maseri11Js: 
1. Copy of video rccordi11i; (1v1i11blt upon 1'tC<'lp1 of rt,placem••• DVD). 
If you have not recclvcd anr or 01c forcgoln& copic:$. please contac:1 Ibis offioc 
immcdia1cly. 
PursUOJ1t IO ldn.ba Criminal Ruic 16, lhc l'n>"""'1ing Attorney funhcr infonru the 
dtfcndarit th:u you arc permitted to inspect IIJ>d copy or photogn,pb book.I, P"pct, documents, 
photographs, tMSJ'blc obJCCU, building, o, ploces, o, copid o, portions thereof, which an, 
31tD SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY Page I of2 Q33 
material to the preparation of the defense, or intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at 
trial, or obtained from or belonging to the defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, 
within the possession, custody or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is 
known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this~ day of Jvt,~ , 2o01 
AMYNIXON 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that, on the ~ day of___,.~-~'----=1-------' 2t,£:rl, I caused 
the foregoing to be transmitted as followed: 
DOUGLAS PHELPS, ATTORNEY AT LAW (FAX 509-921-0802) ~
1 1 
S.kft4!tJ 
3RD SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY Page2 of2 C:34 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way; Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-1800 
Phone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
AMYNIXON 
STATE 0fIOAH0 } COUNTY OP KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
AH to: 07 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
1VIICHAt~.t.1iiiiii 
SS#: 
Defendant. 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Case No. CR-M09-544 7 
AMENDED CRIMINAL 
COMPLAINT 
Agency Case: 09-1367681 KCSD 
09-1367682 KCSD 
COMES NOW, AMY NIXON, and does hereby amend the complaint as follows: 
complains that the above-named defendant did commit the crime of COUNT I, DRIVING 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE, a misdemeanor, Idaho Code §§ 18-8004, 18-8005(4); COUNT 
II, POSSESSION OF A CONCEALED WEAPON WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
OF ALCOHOL, a misdemeanor, Idaho Code § 18-3302B; COUNT III, TRANSPORTING 
AN OPENED CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL IN A MOTOR VEIDCLE, a misdemeanor, 
Idaho Code § 23-505(1 ); committed as follows: 
AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 1 of3 35 
( 
COUNTI 
That the defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in 
Kootenai County, Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle and/or was in actual physical control of said 
motor vehicle upon a street, highway, intersection, or other place open to the public while under 
the influence of alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances, or, in the alternative, did drive 
the above described motor vehicle at the above described location, with an alcohol concentration 
of .08 percent or more, to-wit: .174/.157 as shown by an analysis of his breath; and 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in 
the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did carry a concealed weapon, to-wit: a .40 caliber pistol 
on or about his person while intoxicated and/or under the influence of an intoxicating drink or 
drug;and 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in 
the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully transport an opened and/or 
unsealed container of alcohol in a motor vehicle; all of which is contrary to the form, force and 
effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the 
people of the State of Idaho. 
PART II 
The State further informs the Court that the defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, was 
previously convicted of DRIVING ·uNDER THE INFLUENCE, or a substantially conforming 
criminal violation, on one (1) prior occasion within in the last 10 years, to-wit: a conviction on 
March 22, 2005, Spokane County, Washington (Case No. B00040316). 
AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 2 of3 
DATED this 22),0day of_J::....;L,W1~.:..;::-e..,;____ __ , 2009. 
AMY NIXON 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 722 day of JunL ' 2olf1 ' a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was cause to be mailed as follows: 
Peter Jones, Phelps & Associates 
Via Facsimile: 509-921-0802 
AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 3 of3 
nz7 
\,~t J •' 
--···- .. ···-. 
BA.AAY McHUOII 
Prosecuting Attorney 
SOI Government Way; Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene. 10 83814-1800 
Phone: (208) 446-1800 
F..,.inulc: (208) 446-1833 
Assi@"Cd Attorney 
AMY NIXON 
WJM.'o'tl:3TENAJ} SS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STA TE OF 
IOAHO. IN AND FOR n tE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST A TE OF IOA.HO. 
PlainufT. 
MICHAEL I. ~ 
D.0 .8.:-
SS #; 
DcfcndanL 
c...., No. CR-M09-5447 
SECO D M l £NDED 
CRIMINAJ.. COMPLAINT 
Agency Case: 09-1367681 KCSD 
09-1367682 KCSD 
COMES NOW, AMY NIXON, and does hereby amend 1M complaint es foUows: 
oamplains !hat the above-named dcfcndmt did commit lhc crime of COUNT 1, DRIVING 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE ..sr.ee NB 6FFEPISE; • ,nisdeme3n0r. Idaho Code§§ 18-8004, 
18-8005(4); COUNT ll, PO~ F.SSJON OF A COSCEALEO \VEAPON \VfOl.£ UNDER 
TH£ INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL. • misdemeanor. Idaho Code§ 18-33028: COUNT [I), 
TRANSPORTING AN OPENED CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL IN A MOTOR 
VEIO CLE, • misdemunor. Idaho Code § 23-505(1 ); comarlned as follows: 
SF.COND AMENDED CRIMJNAL COMPLAINT lof~38 
( 
COUNTI 
That the defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in 
Kootenai Co1mty, Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle and/or was in actual physical control of said 
motor vehicle upon a street, highway, intersection, or other place open to the public while under 
the influence of alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances, or, in the alternative, did drive 
the above described motor vehicle at the above described location, with an alcohol concentration 
of .08 percent or more, to-wit: .174/.157 as shown by an analysis of his breath; and 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in 
the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did carry a concealed weapon, to-wit: a .40 caliber pistol 
on or about his person while intoxicated and/or under the influence of an intoxicating drink or 
drug;and 
COUNTIII 
That the Defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in 
the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully transport an opened and/or 
unsealed container of alcohol in a motor vehicle; all of which is contrary to the form, force and 
effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the 
people of the State of Idaho. 
/1 :" PARTII ~
The State further informs the L I. KRAMER, was 
previously convicted of DRIVING UND THE INFL . E, or a substantially conforming 
criminal violation, on one (1) prior occasion Wl -~last JO years, to-wit: a conviction on 
Morch 22, 2005, Spokane Counfy, W/ No. B00040316). 
SECOND AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 2 of 1 
,2009. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the / / day of _i}~ Lf~A...__. __ , 202:J_, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was cause to be mailed as~"' 
Peter Jones, Phelps & Associates 
Via Facsimile: 509-921-0802 
SECOND AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 3 of3 
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STATE OF t(VIHO } 
COUNTY oc KCOTENAl S8 
FILED 
?OIOMARIO PMl:21 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-09-5447 
PROPOSED JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS 
COMES NOW the above-entitled defendant, by and through his attorney of 
· record DOUGLAS D. PHELPS, and hereby proposes that the following instructions be 
submitted to the jury: 
1. All standard instructions regarding jury trial procedures, burden of proof, 
testimony, and presentation of evidence. 
2. The attached instructions. 
Respectfully submitted this 10th day of March, 2010 
---
.... __ _ 
Douglas D. Phelps 
Attorney for Defendant 
'l:!:JVU,c;.fU.1..1. 
. 045 
( ( 
INSTRUCTION NO. ( 
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Driving 
Under the Influence the state must prove each of the 
following: 
1. On or about the 14th day of March, 2009, 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Michael I. Kramer, drove or was in 
actual physical control of 
4. a motor vehicle 
5. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or 
private property open to the public, 
6. while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or 
more as shown by analysis of the defendant's breath. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty. 
If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty. 
ICJI 1000 
11:!:JUU,l/'Ul.l. 
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( 
INSTRUCTION NO. ~· 
The phrase "actual physical control," means being in 
the driver's position of the motor vehicle with the motor 
running or with the motor vehicle moving. 
ICJI 1003 
( 
.INSTRUCTION NO. 3 
To prove that someone was under the influence of 
alcohol or any intoxicating substance, it is not necessary 
that any particular·degree or state of intoxication be 
shown. Rather, the state must show that the defendant had 
consumed sufficient alcohol or had used enough of 
intoxicating substance(s) to influence or affect the 
defendant's ability to drive the motor vehicle. 
ICJI 1006 
( ( 
INSTRUCTION NO. r 
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Carrying a 
Concealed Weapon, the state must prove each of the 
following: 
1. On or about the 14th day of March, 2009, 
2. in the state of Idaho, 
3. the defendant Michael I. Kramer 
4. carried a pistol 
5. which was concealed on or about the defendant's 
person, 
6. the defendant did not have a license to carry a 
concealed weapon, and 
7. the defendant was in a motor vehicle 
8. which was inside the limits or confines of a 
city. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty. 
If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty. 
A pistol or revolver, whether loaded or unloaded, is 
not concealed in a motor vehicle if it is located in plain 
view. 
A firearm may be concealed legally in a motor vehicle 
so long as it is disassembled or unloaded. 
ICJI 1415 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Driving 
Under the Influence the state must prove each of the 
following: 
1. on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Michael I. Kramer, drove or was in 
actual physical control of 
4. a motor vehicle 
5. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or 
private property open to the public, 
6. while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or 
more as shown by analysis of the defendant's breath. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty. 
If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty. 
l&I UU I/ U.L.L 
( 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
The phrase "actual physical control," means being in 
the driver's position of the motor vehicle with the motor 
running or with the motor vehicle moving. 
~ uua, UJ.J. 
{ ( 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
To prove that someone was under the influence of 
alcohol or any intoxicating substance, it is not necessary 
that any particular degree or state of intoxication be 
shown. Rather, the state must show that the defendant had 
consumed sufficient al~ohol or had used enough of 
intoxicating substance(s) to influence or affect the 
defendant's ability to drive the motor vehicle. 
( ( 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Carrying a 
Concealed Weapon, the state must prove each of the 
following: 
1. On or about the 14 th day of March, 2009, 
2. in the state of Idaho, 
3. the defendant Michael I. Kramer 
4. carried a pistol 
5. which was concealed on or about the defendant's 
person, 
6. the defendant did not have a license to carry a 
concealed weapon, and 
7. the defendant was in a motor vehicle 
8. which was inside the limits or confines of a 
city. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty. 
If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty. 
A pistol or revolver, whether loaded or unloaded, is 
not concealed in a motor vehicle if it is located in plain 
view. 
A firearm may be concealed legally in a motor vehicle 
so long as it is disassembled or unloaded. 
lg) UlU/011 
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Certificate of Service 
I, Leah M. Holbert, hereby certify that on March 10, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Proposed Jury Instructions to be forwarded with all of 
the required charges prepaid by the method indicated below. 
~ ~l>t¢ 
Leah M. Holbert . 
PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
Kootenai County District Court 
P.O. Box 9000 
324 West Garden 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
~_Hand Delivery __ U.S. Mail 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
501 Government Way 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
__ Hand De1ivery __ U.S. Mail 
~ Facsimile Overnight Mail 
't Facsimile __ Overnight Mail 
'1!:!U.L.L/UJ..L 
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~- . I . 
BARRY McHUGH 
.Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d • Alene, ID 83 816-1800 
Phone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208}446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
AMYNlXON 
STATE OF l[lAHU . }S 
. COUNTY o, KCftTEN/~ · S 
FILff1 
AH 9: 12 
:W THE DIS~CT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT-OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, . 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-M09-5447 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE REGARDING EXPERT 
. WITNESS 
COMES NOW, Amy Nixon, Deputy Prosecuting Attom~y for Kootenai County, an~ 
. . 
. hereby submits the follovving Supplemental Response to Disco:very Regarding Expert Witne&s. 
. . 
. 1bis supplemental response is made pursuant to defense counsel• s indication at the trial 
conference on Monday, March 8, that he believes an additional :fifteen minute waiting period 
would have been required after the Def~ant's first invalid breath test. Following the fust 
invalid result and termination of the test, Corporal Sean Lind offered the Defendant a second 
. breath test wbicb.'resulted in a sample of :174/.157. Although thi_s issue has not been raised.:in a 
motion to suppress nor a·motion in limme, should this issue arise at trial, the State intends to call 
·the following expert witness. 
1. Jeremy Johnston, Idaho State Po~ce, Forensic Scientist 
.,_., 
2010/MAR/1!/THU 09: 14 
"' ' 
KO CO 
( 
ECUTER FAX No. 208-446-( P. 005 
a. OPlNION SUMMARY: Mr. Johnston will testify that a second :fifteen minute 
waiting period was not required after the Defendant,s first test resulted in an 
invalid sample and termination .of the test. Mt. Johnston will further "testify 
that the breath testing procedures followed by Corporal Sean Lind comp~ed 
with all -required standards, and that the breath test result of .17 4/. l 57 is an 
accurate measure of the Defendant's breath alcohol content. 
b. FACTS/DATA SUPPORTING OPINION: Mr. Johnston ·.is a breath testing 
specialist and is familiar .with the Idaho State Police Standard Operating 
. . 
Procedures regarding breath tests. He wiij explain the scientific basis for .the 
. . 
fifteen minute wait period; additionally, he will desoribe why an additioDal 
. ' 
fifteen minute waiting period would not be required when suspected mouth · 
alcohol was not the reason for the invalid sample and ten:nination of the 'test. 
Here, because mouth alcohol was n:ot the basis for termination of the first test, 
Mr. Johnston will explain the scientific basis of wp.y th~ test results are still 
reliable~ 
c. QVALlFICATIONS: See attached Curriculum Vitae. 
rrt, .· 
DATED this \0 day of UtAJVC1,1 ,.20~. 
~~!D<ov\ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attomey 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
r hereby certify that,.' on 1he i. day of ~ . 
the foregoing ~ be :transmitted as followed: 
Doug Phelps 
509-921-0802 
, 2aj9! caused 
201 O/MAR/11/THU 09: 14 
- j 
KO CO 
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\ 
FAX No. 208~(46 
Curriculum Vitae 
P. 006 
Name: Jeremy T. Johnston 
Position: Forensic Scientist JI 
Education: 
,Additional Study: 
·· Professional 
Experience: 
Professional 
Organizations! 
B:S. Natural Science, Lewis and Clark College, ·1995 
. . 
M.S. Forensic Science. Virginia'Commonwealth University, Richmond 
VA, 1999 
Drug Ch,einistty, Virginia Institute of Forensic Science and Medicine, 
Richmond VA, 2001 
Forensic Chemist Semmar, Drug Enforcement Administration, Chantilly 
VA, February 2001 
Crime Scene Technology 1 & 2,Coeur d'Alene ID, August2003 
Robert F. Bork~in Course on Alcohol and Highway Safety: Testing, 
Research and Litigation, University· of Indiana, May 2004 
ISP DRE Academy, January 2006 
Intoxilizer Workgroup Meeting, August 2006 
Intoxilizer Maintenenace, CMI, Owensboro KY, April 2008 
.July 2003-present: Forensic Scientist II, Region 1 Laboratory,. 
Idaho State Police, Coeur d' Alene, ID. 
July 2000-July 2003: Forensic Scientist, Eastern Laboratory, Virginia 
. Division of Forensic Science, ~orfolk,· VA. 
March 1999-June 2000: Laboratory Technician Sr., Central Labor~tory. 
V:irginia Division of Forensic Science, Richmond, VA. · 
August 1995-August 1998: Senior Laboratory Assistant, Oregon.Health 
Sciences University; Portland, OR 
Alpha rm S~a National Criminal Justic_e Honor Society; 1999 
American Board of Criminalistics - Fellow 
. : Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists member 
Clandestine Laboratory Investigating Chemist member 
ZU lU/MAK/ Ji/TH~ 09: 14 KO CO 
I 
BARRYMcHUOH 
Prosecuting Attomey 
501 Government Way/ Box 9000 
Coeur cl'Alene.JD 83816 
Telephone: -(208) 446-180Q 
.Facsimile: -(208) 446-1833 
FAX No. 208-446 
( 
~~: d1\~,TfNAJ} SS 
Rt.ED 
7.0ICMAR 11 AH 9: 11 
P. 002 
. . 
JN TRE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN .AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
.STATE O.F IDAHO, 
Plaihti:ff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL.KRAMER. 
·oefendant 
Case N~. CR- 09-5447 
SUPPLEMENTAL WITNESS 
LIST 
The Plaintiff may call the following witnesses at trial, although no1 necessarily iD:the 
same order as listed. 
1. Corporal Sean Lind, Idaho State Police, (208) 772-60S5 
2. Jeremy Johnston, Idaho ·State ·Police, (208) 209-8700. See attached 
DATED this I at1A day,of . ....:....M....:..r.r;=l::....11Vv ..... V\ ___ .,2010 
AMY ON 
Depucy-.Prosecuting Attorney 
SUPPLEMENTAL WITNESS LIST 1 of2 
:Wl U/MAM/11/THI.! 09: 14 KO FAX No. 208- 841 P. 003 
. . 
. CBR.rf ~ OFM6!tINO 
l heiebi certlfy'that on ;-c;;;<>f ~ , 2oio. a true and conect 
COP.Y of the foregoing was mailed, faxed. and/or hand-deliv . : 
Doug Phelps 
Via F.ax: · (509) 921-0802 
SUP.PLEMENTAL :wrrNESS UST 2of2 
u.:,, i,., .:;u.tu u1u .LU: HS lfA..l bUH 921 0802 Phelps & Associate& 
* 
STATE OF /C,ll1..!I'.\ 
C0UN7Y n· ""'lV ,JSS 
· Fltf;): . 11<,· lfSOTENftA. , 
PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
Attorneys at Law 
2903 N. Stout Road 
Spokane, WA 99206 
Phone: (509) 892-0467 
Fax: (509) 921-0802 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Plaintiff ) 
vs. ) 
) 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER ) 
Defendant ) 
Case No. CR-09-5447 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
LIST 
COMES NOW the above named defendant, MICHAEL I. KRAMER, by and 
through his attorney of record, PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS, and provides the 
following exhibits: 
1: State of Washington - License to Carry Concealed Pistol 
2: Concealed Pistol License - 07/10/02 
3: Concealed Pistol License - 4/23/07 
SUBMI1TED this ll"'dayofMarch,2010 ~--
DOUGLAS D. PHELPS 
la] 002/010 
UJl'.J.1/ZUJ.U THU 1u:11s !<'AA 5UU 921 0802 Phelps & Associates 
EXHIBIT l 
llJ 003/010 
0 I" 1 01 
UJ 1 lU :.:'.U!U ltiU lU: 11) FAl S09 921 0802 Phe2lp, & AS&OCiBteB 
-
' 
"-., 
' \ 
'-
fl) 00'101 
r :, ') 
·.: D . 
U ,11 1 LI C: U .I. U ·1 11 U 1 U : 1 ti 1•,u. 5U9 921 0!102 Pbelps • Asi.oc1o.te£ (al 005/0J 
.. ~. 
....._____ 
\ 
\ 
"' 
U.3/ll/201.0 THU 10:17 FAX 509 0802 Phelps & Associates ll)0OS/010 
EXHIBIT2 
064 
J . I. 
14.1007 /010 
...,ONCEALED PISTOL LICE 
00 Original License fee-$36.00 (5 years) 
D Renewal License fee-$32.00 {5 years) 
D Late renewal & late penalty fee-$42.00 
D Replacement fee-$10.00 
00 FBI fingerprint fee-$24.00 
(PLEASE PRINT OR USE TYPEWRITER) 
.. · I 
DATE THIS APPLICATION INITIATED_06 __ 1_0_0_2 ______ _ 
LICENSE ISSUE DATE _____ 0_7_1_0_0_2 ____ -l;~;J-.-
HOUR _________ l_5_2_5 _____ --i~!ii--
-8 
NOTE ANY OISTII\IGUISHING MARKS WHICH WILL AID IN IDENTIFICATION OF APPLICANT 
(TYPE) {LOCATION) 
PREVIOUS LICENSE NUM8En_ ____________ EXP. DATE _______ _ 
NAME LISTED ON DATE OF BIRTH ON PREVIOUSUCENSE ______________ PflEVIOUSUCENSE _______ _ 
CAUTION: IF APPLICANT INTENDS TO APPLY FOR A RENEWAL, IT IAUST BE DONE WITHIN 90 DAYS PRIOR TO THE 
EXPll'IATION DATE OF A VALID LICENSE. RENEWAL APPLICATIONS MAY BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 1 TO 90 DAYS AFTER 
EXPIRATION, BUT A LATE FEE Wlli. BE ASSESSED. AFTER go OAVS, THE APPLICANT THEN BECOMES AN ORIGINAL 
AF'PI.ICATION. ALL RENEWALS BECOME EFFECTl\lE AS OF lHE EXPIRATION DATE OF lHE PREVIOUS LICENSE. 
U.S. CITIZEN 
K] YES 
0 NO 
PLACE OF BIRTH 
MINNFAPPLIS, MN 
(CITY) (STATE) 
ALIEN FIREARMS LICENSE NUMSE,.,_ ___________ EXP. DATE _______ _ 
Local laws and ardlnanC&ll an firearms are pre-empted by state law" and must bo oonallfflint wtth s1ate law. 
CAUTION: Although state and local laws do not differ, federal law and slate law an Iha p08Sl'l88ion of firearms differ. If you are prohibited by federal law from PQ$585Sing a firearm, 
you may b8 prosecuted in federal court. A state license is not a defense to a federal pt'OHcution. 
LICENSING AUTHORITY - HAVE APPLICANT READ AND SIGN THE FOlLOWING: 
I oortify lha1 I am not inengible to poasess a pistol under RCW 9.41.040 or RCW 9.41.045, aod that ( 1) I have not been co11111cted In ,nls state or elsewhere of a) any falony offense, 
b) any domestic violence offense as d8scrib8d In ACW 9.41.040 committed on or anar July 1, 1993; (21 I have not been convicted of lhrae violations of chap1er 9.41 RCW within five 
(5) calBfldar yaars; (3) I hava not been lnvalunrarlly committed for mental heallh treatment pumuant Lo RCW 71.05.320, 71.34.090, 10.n or aquivalenl statute In another jur!sdiction, 
unless my right to possess a firearm has been restored by a court pursuant to RCW 9.41.040(4}; (4} I am not under twenty one years ol age: (5) I am not subject to a court ardor or 
~ injunction regarding firearms possession; (6} I am not free on bond or personal recognizance pending lrlat, appeal. 01 sentencing for a felony offense: (7) I do nol have an outstanding 
v, warrant for my arrest from any court of competent jurisdiction for a felony or misdemaanor: (8) I have not been ordered ID forfeit a flreann under RCW 9.41.098(1)(e} within one (11 
0 year prior to applying for this cancealed pislof Ucanse: (9) and my concealed plstol llCGtnN, if any, i& nOI In a revoked status. I ul\dersland that by signing lhia ficense l am waiving 
n confidentiality and requesting that Iha department of SOIJUII and health &ervices, mental health imtutlons 8ltd other health care fac:llitlea rele&H information relevant to my eligiblllly 
lo purchase a pislal lo. a court or law enforcement agency. I certify under penalty of perjury, and subject ID tha crimlnal penailies set out io RCW SA.72.040 that Ille sta1emams and 
N other Information set forlh in !his li<:ense are true and correct. 
r-
('Y') 
LU 
DISTRIBUTION OF COPIES: ORIGINAL (WHITT) 
DUPLICATE (GREEN) 
LICENSEE'S SIGNATURE 
- TO LICENSEE 
-SENO, WITHIN 7 DAYS OF ISSUANCE, WITH REMITTANCE VIA MAIL. 
TO DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING, FIREARMS SECTION, P.O. BOX 9649, 
.,.." ,..,.. r.l'\f'"l't'"'-1'"\••,..."' ""'*"'" ,.,.o, ,,,..,.,"'" "''''""',.. •• ..,..."""'"""""'I"\,..,,,.,..,, • ..,.. 
n.,.. ,_ 
vb.'.) 
la! 008/010 
EXHIBIT 3 
066 
-taiooa/010 
• 
• STATE OF WASHINGTON CONCEALED PISTOL LICENSE 
~
01lglna1 License lee-$36.00 (5 years) 
Renewal License fee -$32.00 (5 ars) 
Late ronewal & lato ponaJty lee - l:2.00 
Replacemenl lee - s1 o.oo 
0FBI ftngerp<lnt lee - S24.00 
- --
' 
\ 
j 
• 
OATETI-OSAPPUCATIOH INITIATED _____ _____ __ _ 
412312007 !,') LICENSE ISSUE OATE _______ _ _ ____ _ 8--
1:!3:37 PM 
MOUR 
NOfll A#l'I O•SllNOUllll-lf"'C ~ wtiClt"'IU. .-.0 .. IOeJJ'lflC,.TICr,1 (IF /,PP\JIC,\Hf 
(Nl'C) flOCAT!Otg 
1$12100 1110/01 (21 P"(VIOU$uc;eiSE~"'1- ---- ------5Xf'. OAlll------
C41/f1°"4: l• 'GJltffENC TO• Pl'I.V ~ An t ~Wil."'MUsreEOC*E'MTl"NOOO,WSll~ltf011-EElO'lll,GION 
O...T( Of 'WOUA \MW UCE1dt.AENE\W.t. Al'ltt.JC.ITIC,,cS U&V 8E SOeM!nO AAOM l TO to 0.-."9 Al'ffJI 
Uf'"""'°"', MIi' 11 u.nl ,U Wit.I. 9 1 CK,t,IIIQl!0. ,-nfQ to Dl!l'S. ,'OUR Al'Pt.lCATIOlt 68XWES Ali OA.:lllol,•l 
~ l ll)H, M.I. 11, New4t.S ;Jtt fl'fEC'fl\lE ...S 0111* EJll'IR.(flOli OAfE OF THE Pl'ftVIOU6 UC81SE.. 
IJ.81 CfflllN 
""" 
., .. ,., 
Ai.JCW"nCNl'Outc:,;sc "°'---------- ~r11'\AJ10f,o Ml'-----
Loc:al laws and ordfnanetie on firHrme er• p,...mpted by .-tat• IMO end rnuat be con•«ltent with state ~aw. 
CAUTION: Although &Utte 80d local laws do nol differ, tede<af law and Slate law on the possessfon of firearms differ. It you 0.tc prohibited bv 
federal haw from possessing a firearm, yoo may be prosecuted 1n fede1al coun. A s1a1e licen$e is not a defense to a lcdcra! P'0Socutiol'I, 
LICENSING AUTHORITY - HAVE APPLICANT READ AND SIGN THE FOLLOWING: 
I cer1ify lh!l1 I am noc lnellgi1)1e to poS:5e$$ o pi,101 undet ACW 9 .41.040 or ACW 9.-11.045, and lhol (1) I heve not been ccnvkted In this slate 
or ols:ewhere of I) any folO(ly offenM:, b) any dotnMiiC vioitnce offt:n&o as desetibed In RCW 9.41.()40 oommlned on or c1,t1e, July 1, 1993: (2) 
I have not been convicted of 1t1,ee 11iolalions of ACW 9 .4 1 within rl\l'8 calendar yea~ (3) I haw not been !nvoll.ln14rily commkled IOf mentat 
O') heal1h lreal"*"t Ul'\de< RCW 71.05,320, RCW 71.3( ,090, RCW 10.77. or equivalenl stalute in another jufiadie:tion, ur\lO$S my ,lght 10 possest 
r- nreal'm.s ha:. boen ,estored by o cour1 under ACW 9,41.040(4); (4) 1 am not under twenty-one years of age; (5) I am not subjc¢1; 40 a coun order 
CO °' lnjuric:llon 1e~1d!ng firs.arms _pQSHHfon: (G) t am not free oo bond or personal recognizance pending trial, ;a.ppul, or .sentencing IOI a lo!On)i 
0 OdfenH; (7} I do not haw an outstanding warrant for my arre-si from any court or competent 1ur1eo1cUon roe a felony or mlsctometl\Or: (8} I have 
:- not been on:lefed 10,locfeil a &irearm under RCW V.41 ,098( 1 )(0) w!lhin o,,. ynr p,io, to ,pply!n,g tor this concealed pistol llceNe; (0) a.nid my 
:D ooncealed plsta acense. de~. b. not 1n e rovoktd alltus. I uncse,mno tnat by ,ionino IJQ license I am waiving confldentlall'ly and reQuCsllng 
.u that lh4 d,partment of aodal and heatlh earvlcH, mont.al hoo.tth ins.1itulionc and othor health care tecllitles reiease information relw.nt k> my 
elfgibltlty to purct\8se a plJtot to a oou,1 or !'AW entorcemen1 aooncy. 1 certify under pen.ally or ~ry. and suc,fect IO tl'le criminal Pol"lllles 
dcaoribod in RCWVA.7 2 .0<40 that • othef Wlformetion pi'0111ded in tl'lit lleen&e are uus end co,rec:t. 
019 TRl&UflOH OF COPIES: OfllQINAt,: (WHIT~ -
OUPUCAT£ 
.. ~., .... , ,uiu .1.nu iu: J., rn...a. au11 1121 U8U2 1•ne1ps & Associates 
Certificate of Service 
I, Leah M. Holbert, hereby certify that on March 11, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Exhibit List to be forwarded with all of the required 
charges prepaid by the method indicated below. 
Jwib ~ 
Leah M. Holbert 
PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
Kootenai County District Court 
P.O. Box 9000 
324 West Garden 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
__ Hand Delivery __ U.S. Mail 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
501 Government Way 
P.O. Box 9000 
)( Facsimile 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
__ Hand Delivery __ U.S. Mail !__Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
Ill 010/010 
nrg 
' ' ,j b. 
2 U 1 U/ .MA1V l l /THU 12 : 01 P. 002~~_,,~. 
BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attomey 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1800 
Phone: (208) 446-1800 
Fax: (208) 446-1833 -
Assigned Attorney: 
AMYNIXON 
STATE 0:- /(l;iHQ 
CQ!\ffy c..: KtY,n,rl"1 }8S FIi.HJ · .. 'll 
"!;t'P J;f IQ f I Ud . 
•• ' I klJ/1:t:;3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
PJ.ainti:f(, 
vs. 
MICHAEL L KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-M09-S447 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
The Plaintiff herein respectfully submits the following jury instructions in addition to the 
Court's general instructions on the law. 
DATED this ~ay of lJ\OJ[Q;\ ,2010 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney for 
Kootenai. County, Idaho 
Deputy Prosecuting Attomey 
n/9 ub ~. 
2010/MAR/11/THU 12: 01 ,OSECUTER P. 003 
. CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the \ \ day of ffl (l M':: , 2010, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was mailed, faxed, and/or hand-delivered to: 
Douglas D. ,Phelps 
Fax: (509) 921-0802 
r, r7 o· 
·VI ;,_, 
2010/MAR/11/THU 12: 0 I ;:if,tf OSECUTER 
,',;':'t"' 
,,:,, / 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plain~ 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-M09-544'7 
VERDICT 
P. 004 
We, the Jury. duly empanelled and sworn to try the above entitled action, for our verdict, 
say that we find the defend;ant: 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY) 
GUILTY 
NOTGUILlY 
OF POSSESSION OF A CONCEALED WEAPON WHILE UNDER TEE OOLUENCE 
OF ALCOHOL. . 
DATED the ___ day of _______ _.2010. 
PRESIDING OFFICER 
20 10/MAR/ 11/THU 12: 01 J~~OSECUTER 
t 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIR.ST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI-IE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-M09-5447 
VERDICT 
P. 005 
We, the Jury, duly empanelled and sworn to trythe above enti.tled:action, for our verdict, 
say that we find the defendant: 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY) 
GUil.,TY 
NOT GUILTY 
OF OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL. 
DATED the ___ day of ________ 2010. 
PRESIDING omcER 
n70 · 
. .-.. .... : / .,.:..... 
2O10/MAR/11/THU 12:01 P. 006 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIR.ST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHOJ IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, · 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-M09-5447 
VERDICT 
We, the Jury, duly empanelled and sworn to try the above entitled action. for our verdict, 
say that we find the defendant: 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY) 
GUILTY 
NOT GUILTY 
OF TRANSPORTING AN OPENED CONTAJNER OF ALCOHOL IN A MOTOR 
VEHICLE. 
DATED the ___ day of_----.-_____ _, 2010. 
PRESIDING OFFICER 
n73 V' ,. 
201 0/MAR/11/THU 12:01 
. KO f ~~ECUTER 
, ;{v 
FAX No. 208-~{;•7-1833 t >; 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _l_ 
P. 007 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that ·the defendunt, :MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, is charged in 
Count I with the crime of Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol and/or 
Drugs, alleged to have been committed.as follows: that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER. 
on or about the l~th day of March, 2009, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did drive or was 
in actual_physical control of.amo~or vehi~e, on or .. at a street, highway, intersection or other·place 
· open to the public, while under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs or> in the alternative~ did 
drive or w~ in actual physical control of.a motor vehicle, with an.alcohol concentration of .08 or 
more, to-wit: .174/.157, as shown. by an analysis of his breath. To this charge the defendant has 
pled not guilty. 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
2O10/MAR/11/THU 12:01 KO FAX No. 208- -,833 
j 
P. 008 
lNSTRUCTIONNO. 
--
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, lvfiCHAEL IAN ~ is ~ in 
-Count I with the crime of Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol and/or 
Drugs, alleged to have been committed as follows: that the defendant, "MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
on or abouttbe 14th day of March, 2009;in the County ofKootenai,'State ofldaho, did drive or was 
in actual ·physical control of a motor. vehicle, on or at a street, highway. intersection or other place 
open to the public, while under ~e influence of alcohol and/or drugs or, in the alternative, did 
drive or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle, with an alcohol concentration of..08 or 
more, to-wit: .174/.157, as shown by an analysis of his breath. To this charge the defendant has 
pled not guilty. 
n'/ 5 v " 
2010/MAR/ll/THU 12:01 KO ~~~OSECUTER 
ft, •. ' 
FAX No. 2 
., µ,'J 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
lNSTRUCTION NO. '2,. 
833 P. 009 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, is charged in 
Count Il with the crime of Possession of a Concealed Weapon While Under the Influence of 
Alcohol, alleged to ·have been committed as follows: that the defendant, MICHAEL JAN 
KRAMER, on or about the 14th day of March, 20091 in Kootenai County, Idaho, did carry a 
concealed weapon, to-wit: a .40 caliber pistol on or about his person while intoxicated and/or under 
the influence of an intoxicating drink or drug. To this charge the defendant has pied not guilty. 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
Q76 
201 O/MAR/11/TliU 12: 0 l KO OSECUTER P. 0 l 0 
INSTRUCTION NO. · 
--
YOU ARE JNSTRUCTED that the defendant, M.ICHAEL IAN KRAMER. is charged in 
. . . 
Count Il with the crime of Possession of a Concealed Weapon While Under the Influence of 
Alcohol. alleged to have been committed as follows: that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN . 
KRAMER, _on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in Kootenai County, Idaho, did can-y a 
concealed weapon, to-wit: a .40- caliber pistol on or about his person while intoxicated and/or under 
the influence of an intoxicaung drink or drug. To this charge the defendant bas pled not guilty. 
n?7 
u' 
LU l U/MAK/ l l/T.HU 12: 0 l KO ROSECUTER 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
JNSTRUCTIONNO. 3 
P. 011 
YOU ARE .INSTRUCTED that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KR.AMER. is charged in 
Count m with the crime of Transporting an Opened Container of Alcohol in a Motor Vehicle, 
alleged to have been committed as follows: that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAtv.1ER, on or 
about ·the 14th day of March, 2009, in Kootenai County. Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully 
transport an opened and/or unsealed container of alcohol in a motor vehicle. To this charge the 
defendant has pled not guilty. 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
078 
201 O/MAR/11/THU 12: 01 P. 012 
msTRUCTIONNO. --
you ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, is charged in 
Count m with the crime of Transporting an Opened Container of Alcohol in a Motor Vehicle, 
alleged to have been committed as follows: that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, on or 
· about the 14th day of March, 2009, in Kootenai County, Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully 
transport an opened and/or unsealed container of alcohol in a motor vehicle. To this charge the 
defendant has pled not guilty. 
079 
20 I 0/MAR/11/THU 12: 02 KO ROSECUTER FAX No. 208-
PLAINTIFF'S RBQUESl¥Q 
.INSTRUCTIONNO.k 
\ 
/ 
1833 P. 013 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty of Operating a Motor 
Vehicle While Under the lntluence, the State must prove each of the following: 
I. On or abo1:1t the 14th day of March, 2009; 
2. in the state of Idaho; 
3. the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER. 
4. drove and/or was in actual physical control of; 
5. a motor vehicle; 
6. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private properly open to the public; 
7. while under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, and/or wbile having an alcohol 
concentration of 0.08 or more as shown by analysis of the defendant's breath. 
If any of the above has not been. proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt. you must 
:find the defendant guilty. 
Citation: ICJI 1000 [Modified] 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
fl(, o 
, V,,,J,, 
LO 10/MAR/l l/THU 12: 02 KO FAX No. 208- -~1833 
>•; 
P. 014 
INSIRUCTION NO. 
--
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that ~or the defendant to be guilty of Operating a Motor 
Vehicle While Under tlie Intluence, the State must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about the 14th day ofMarch,2009; 
2. in the state of Idaho;· 
3. the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
4. drove and/or was in actual physical control of; 
5. a motor vehicle; 
6. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public; 
7. while under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, and/or while having an alcohol 
concentration of 0.08 or more as shown by analysis of the defend.ant's breath. 
•,,I 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doub~ you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
2010/MAR/11/THU 12: 02 ROSECUTER 
PLAlNllFF'S REQUBS1ED 
INSTRUCTIONNO. ~ 
P. 015 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that "it is unlawful for any person who is under the influence 
of alcohol, drugs or any· other 'intoxicating substances, or any combination of alcohol, drugs 
and/or any other intoxicating substances. or who has an alcohol concentration of 0.08, as shown 
by analysis of his eleod, l:lri:ae, or breath, to drive or be 'in actual physical control of a motor 
. . 
vehicle within this state, whether upon a highway, street or bridge, or upon public or ~vate 
property open to the public;" 
Citation: Idaho Code §18-8004(l)(a) 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
l U I UIMAlV 11/THU 12: 02 P. 016 
INSlRUCTIONNO. __ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that it is unlawful for any person who is under 'the influence of 
alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating substances, or any combination of alcohol, drugs and/or 
any other intoxicating substances, or who has an alcohol concentration of 0.08, as shown by 
analysis of his breath, to drive or be in actual physical control of a m.otor vehicle witlrin this state, 
whether upon a highway, s_treet or bridge. or upon public or private property open to 1he public. 
() f'\ 7 
'·-' l) .) 
2O10/MAR/ll/THU 12:02 
PLAlNTJFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTIONNO. 12__ 
P. 017 
11Actual physical control" shall be defined as being in the drivers position of the motor 
vehicle with the motor nmning or with the motor vehicle moving. 
Citation: Idaho Code §18-8004(6) 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
2O10/MAR/ll/THU 12:02 ROSECUTER P. 018 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
"Actual physical control" shall be defined as being in the driver's position of the motor 
vehicle with the motor running or with the motor vehicle moving. 
r,n r-
'I 0"' i...., 
V '1 
201 O/MAR/11/TRU 12: 02 ROSECUTER 
,PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTIONNO. 7 
P. 019 
The term ''higb.!'8-Y'' means the same as "street', and includes public roads, alleys, bridges 
and adjacent sidewalks and rights-of-way. 
ICil 1021 
Given: 
Refused: 
· Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
··i""' 0 6 
LU l U/MAK/ 11/TtlU IL: UL ROSECUTER P. 020 
,, 
lNSTR.UCllONNO. __ 
The term ''highway>, means the same as ·"street" and includes public roads, alleys, bridges 
and adjacent sidewalks and rights-of-way. 
no7· 
u u ~ 
20 l O/MAR/11/THU 12: 02 ROSECUTER 
PLAJNTIFFS REQUE$l'ED 
lNSTRUCTIONNO . ....,;~c..--
P. 021 
To prove that someone·was under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, it is not ~essary 
·that any particular degree or state of intoxication be shown. Rather, the st.ate· must show that the 
defendant had consum.ed sufficient alcohol and had used enough of aDy drug or intoxicating 
. -substance to influence or affect the defendant's ability to drive the motor vehicle. 
ICJI l 006 (Modified) 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
088 
LU 1 U/MA!V 11/THU 12: 02 P. 022 
lNSTRUCTION NO. __ 
To prove that someone was under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, it is not necessary 
that any particular degree or state of intoxication be sho"Yll, Rather, the state must show that the 
defendant had consumed sufficient alcohol and bad used enough of any drug or intoxicating 
. . 
substance to influence or affect the defendant's- ability to drive the motor vehicle. 
LU l U/MA.K/ U/T!iU ll!: UZ KO t~f ROSECUT~R 
.,· 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO.~ 
P. 023 
"It is not necessary for the state to prove that the driver could not drive· safely or prudently, 
but only that [his or] her ability to drive was impaired by the infl:uence of alcohol." 
State v. Bronnenberg, 124 Idaho 67, 70, 856P.2d 104 (Ct App. 1993) 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JlJDGE 
n ,·} 0 
v-· .. 
2010/YAR/ll/THU 12:02 FAX No. 208-,M:&~1833 {)) 
JNSTR.UCTIONNO. __ 
P. 024 
It is not necessary for the "state·to prove that the driver could not.drive safely or prudently, 
but only that bis or her ability ~o drive was mipaircd by the influence of alcohol. 
0 1 
2O10/MAR/11/THU 12:02 FAX No. 208- A,:-1833 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
lNSTRUCTIONNO. I 0 
' 
P. 025 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty of Possession of a 
Concealed Weapon While Under the Influence of Alcohol, the State must prove each of the 
following: 
1. On or about the 14th day of March, 2009; 
2. in the state of Idaho; 
3. the defendant, MICHAEL JANKRM,1ER, 
4. while intoxicated and/or under the influence of an intoxicating drink or drug; 
5. carried a firearm; 
6. which was concealed on or about the defendant's person. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
Citation: ICJI 1406 [Modified]; Idaho Code 18-3302B 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
LU l U/MAK/ il/ltiU 1 L: LJj P, 026 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
YOU ARE 1NSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty -of Possession of a 
Concealed Weapon While Under the Influence of Alcohol, the State must prove each of the 
following: 
1. On or about the 14th day of March, 2009; 
2. in the state ofldaho; 
3. the defendant, :.MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
4. while intoxicated and/or under the influence of an intoxicating drink or drug; 
5.. carried a firearm.; 
6. which was concealed on or about the defendant's person. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doµbt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
:find the defendant guilty. 
20 10/MAR/ 11/THU 12: 03 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. \ \ 
P. 027 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that "[i]t [is] shall 'ee unlawful for any person to carry a 
concealed weapon on or about his person when intoxicated or under the influence of an 
intoxicating drink or drug." 
Citation: Idaho Code §18-3302B 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
'LU l U/MA1V ! l/1 liU l 'L: UJ P. 028 
JNSTilUCllONNO._ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that it is UDl.awful for any person to carry a concealed weapon 
on or about his person when intoxicated or under the influence of an intoxicating drink or drug. 
2010/YAR/U/THU 12: 03 KO FAX No. 208-
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. -12-
P. 029 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the term ''firearm" means any weapon from which a shot, 
projectile or other object may be discharged by force of combustion, explosive, gas or mechanical 
means, whether operable or inoperable_ 
Citation: ICJI 1402 · 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
2O10/MAR/11/THU 12:03 KO ROSECUTER P. 030 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
YOU ARE :WSTRUCTED that the term ''firearm" means any weapon from which a shot, 
projectile or other object may be discharged by force of combustion, ex.plosive, gas or mechanical 
means. whether operable or inoperable. 
n''7 \..J 7 
201 0/MAR/11/THU 12: 03 KO ROSECUTER 
PLAJNTifF'S REQUESTED 
INSTR.UCTIONNO. ls 
P. 031 
YOU ARE INSTR.UClED that "[w]ith regard to the crime of carrying a concealed 
weapon, one can violate the law not only when a weapon is carried on or about his or her person, 
· but also when he or she goes about·with the weapon in such close physical proximity that it is 
readily accessible at a moment's notice." State v. Burton, 136 Idaho 526,528, 37 P.3d 23,25 (Ct. 
App.2001). 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
('I 8 n '-} I V., 
2010/MAR/11/THU 12:03 KO FAX No. 208- 1833 P. 032 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
YOU ARE 1NSTRUCTED that with regard to ·the crime of canying a concealed weapon, 
one can violate the law not only when a .weapon is carried on or about bis or her person, but also 
when he or she goes about ~th the -..yeapon in such close physical proximity that it is readily 
accessible at a moment's notice. 
2010/MAR/11/THU 12:03 KO ROSECUTER FAX No. 208-e;!~l833 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSIR.UCTION NO. ~Y, 
P. 033 
YOU ARE INSTRUC~ that for the defendant to be guilty of Transporting an Opened 
Container of Alcohol in a Motor Vehicle, the State must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about the 14th day of March, 2009; 
2. in the state ofldaho; 
3. the defendant. MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
4. either: 
a broke open and/or allowed to be broken or opened any container of alcoholic liquor, 
and/or 
b. drank and/or used and/or allowed to be drunk and/or used any alcoholic liquor; 
5. while the same was being transported in a motor vehicle. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
Citation: Idaho Code 23-505 [Modified] 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
2010/MAR/ll/THU 12: 03 KO ROSECUTER P. 034 
INST.RUCTION NO. __ 
. 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty of Transporting an Opened 
Container of Alcohol in a Motor Vehicle, the State must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about the 14th day of March, 2009; 
2. in the state of Idaho; 
3. the defendant. MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
-4. either: 
a. broke open. end/or allowed to be broken or opened any container of alcoholic liquor, 
and/or 
b. drank and/or used and/or allowed to be drunk and/or used any alcoholic liquor; 
S. while the same was being transported in a motor vehicle. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt. you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
101 
201 0/MAR/11/THU 12: 03 KO ROSECUTER 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUES1ED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _IS_ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that "alcoholic liquor" includes the following:. 
(1) alcohol, meaning the product of distillation of any fermented 
liquor, rectified either once or oftener, whatever may be the 
origin thereof, c,,r synthetic ethyl alcohol; 
(2) spirits, meaning any beverage which contains alcohol 
obtained by distillation mixed with drinkable water and 
other substances in solution, including, among other things, 
brandy, rum, whiskey, and gin; 
(3) wine, ·meaning any alcoholic beverage obtained by the 
fermentation of the natural sugar content of fruits (grapes, 
apples, etc.) or other agricultural products coma:ining sugar 
(honey, milk, etc.); and 
( 4) any liquid or solid, patented or not, containing alcohol, 
spirits, or wine, and susceptible of being consumed by a 
,human being, for beverage purposes, and containing more 
than 4 per cent of alcohol by weight. 
Citation: ICil 1251; Idaho Code23-10S 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified; 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
P. 035 
102 
201 O/MAR/11/THU 12: 03 KO ROSECUTER 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
YOU ARE ThTSTR.UCTED that ''Alcoholic liquor'' includes the following: 
(1) alcohol, meaning the pro.duct of distillation of any fermented 
liquor, rectified either once or oftener, whatever may be the 
origin thereof, or synthetic ethyl alcohol; 
(2) spirits, meaning any beverage which contains alcohol 
. obtained by distillation mixed with drinkable water and 
other substances in solution, including, among other thmgs, 
brandy, rum, whiskey, and gin; 
(3) wine, meaning any alcoholic beverage obtained by the 
fennentation of the natural sugar content of fruits (grapes, 
apples, etc.) or other agricultural products containing sugar 
(honey, milk, etc.);·and 
( 4) any liquid or solid, patented or not. containing alcohol, 
spirits, or wine, and susceptible of being consumed by a 
human being, for beverage pwposes, and containing more 
than 4 per cent of alcohol by weight. 
P. 036 
103 
201 0IMAR/11/THU 12: 04 fROSECUTER )1833 P. 037 
. 
PLAINTIPF'S REQUESTBD 
INSTRUCTIONNO. \b 
YOU ARE JNSTRUCTED that an act is ''willful" or done "wilJ.fully"' when done on 
purpose. One can act willfully without intending to violate the law, to injure another. or to 
acquire any advantage. 
Citation: 1cn 340 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
ruDGE 
104 
2 0 1 O/MAR/11/THU 12: 04 P. 038 
. 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that an act is "willful" or done "willfully" when done on 
purpose. One can act willfully without intending to violate the law, to injure another, or to· 
acquire any advantage. 
105 
·1 O/MAR/11/THU 15: 12 KO SECUTORS 
.. 
D OR.IGINAL ' 
BARRYMcHUGH 
. Prosecuting Attomey 
501 GovemmentWay/Box9000. 
Coeur d'Alene, JD 83816 
Telephone: (208}446-1800 
Facsimile; · (208) 446-1833 
FAX No. 208- 840 P. 001/002 
IN_ THE DISTRICT COqRT OF, THE FIRST JUDIC~ DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, lN.AND FOR THE-COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
. STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MlCHAEL KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
,Case No. CR- 09-.S44 7 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
COMES NOW, .AMY.NIXON, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ko~tenai County, and 
hereby moves this Honorable Court for its Order precluding the defense in this matter from 
arguing to the jury that a second fifteen minute waiting period would have been required before 
administering the second breath test. This motion is· based on the. grounds ·that the proper method 
to. address this issue would have been a motion in limine noticed up by the .Defendant before trial 
' ' . 
to allow the State to present evidence that a secon_d fifteen minute. waiting period was not 
required .. By allowing the Defendant to argue to .the Jury that the breath test is somehow 
. . . . 
unreliable based oil this theory, the State would_be·unfairlyprejudiced. Mor~ver, allowiJ;lg such 
evidence is likely to confuse and mislead the jury. 
In the .alternative, should the court allow such issue to .be ·presente4 to the jury, the State 
moves for the admissibility of the expert testi:m,ony of Jeremy Johnston, a forensic scientist with 
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the Idaho State Police~ to explain.1he scientific reliabiligr of the test under·this factual scenario: 
This Motion is therefore based on i.R.E. 40'1, 402, and 403. 
DATED this f. ~ day of M-tLYO/\ 
.2010 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
~ERTIFICATE OF'MAJ;LINO 
· I hereby certify that on the \ \ day of ~ · • 2010, a we and correct 
copy of the foregoing was mailed. faxed, and/or hand-delivered to: .' 
Doug Phelps 
Via Fax: (509) 921-0802 
MonoN m LIMD-m 
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~ting AIIOmoy 
50 I Oovommom Wo.y/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Akn~ ID 83816-1800 
Phooo: (208) 446-1800 
Fox: (208) 446-1833 
Assi!'llled Attomoy: 
AMYNIXON 
P. 001/ 009 
!ff ~QH!I\J}ss 
l RIO H4R I r P/1 2, 2~ 
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IN TRE DISTRICT COURT OF nm FIRST !U'OlCIAL DISTRJCT OF nm STA TE OF 
IOAHO, D.J AND FOR THE CO'lJN'n' OF KOOlENAl 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plllinti.tl', 
vs. 
MlClIAEL L .KRAMER 
Defeodant. 
Caso No. CR-M09-S4-47 
PLAINTIFF'S Sll1'PLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, BAR.llY MoHUGH, Prosecuting Aaomey £or Kootcuai Coun11, !duo, 
and submits the followu,g Supplomtntal Rospocue ID R.oques1 for Ollcovery. 
The State bas complied with Defeown' s rcqUOSt by fumishmg lhe followiaa addi1ional 
evidence and materillt: 
L Certification Packet from KootmAJ CoDJ1ty Sbertfl't Department, (7 ptg.,) 
If yc,u "-""· not received 1U!'J of lhe foregoing copies, please eonmct thit of!icc. 
immcdillcly. 
Pumwu IO ldsho Criminal Rule 16, the l'loscculing Anomey Mther infoam the 
defendlDt 1f.at you a:e permittod to impcct md copy or pbotoppb boob, papc,r. documl<zii,, 
photo~ _mgiblc objcc:u, b1rilding. nr plaoct, or copica or poRlons dJe,eaf, which are 
PLAlNDFF' S SUPPLEMEITTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVER~>/ Page I ofl 1 Q 8 
i.U!U/!Vl/1!\/ii/lnU Jj;40 KU ~~'ih{tU!:>tLurr.;~ 
·k_\\•7·' 
FAX No. 208-~t;:J833 
1-, ,,:,;? 
.;;pft~¾ 
P. 002/009 
material to the preparation of the defense. or intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at 
trial, or obta:ined from or belonging to the defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant_that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereo~ 
within the possession, custody or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is 
known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this I \11" day of UoaxCA,/\ , 20~. · 
AMYNIXOk 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that. on the \ \ day of fY\ hr (k-.-
the foregoing to be transmitted as followed: 
Douglas D. Phelps 
Fax: (509) 921-0802 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
, 20ft I caused 
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ROCKY WATSON, SHERIFF 
TAO LEACH, UNOERSHERIFF 
KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
March B, 2010 
Kooton.al County Prosecutor 
SOI Govemmen1 Way 
Coeurd'Alene,m 83814 
To Wbom It MAy Concern: 
Regarding the following docurnent(s): 
Operations Log for ln•trumont Number 68-013328 for the month of March 2009 
CertlfiCAte of Calibration for 68-01!328 
lnsll'Ument Certificate for 68-013328 
Solution Certificate, for 7109 and 7804 
t Lindo J, Mano,. hereby =under oath a.od catlfy under penalty ofperju,y, under 
the-laws of the State of Idaho, that I am the cu.stodlan of records for tho Kootenai Couniy 
Idaho Sheriff's Department 1 funhu certify that \be mrcgoiog lilt of documCtlU, copies 
ofwiuch ore atw:hed hereto, ate true, correct, exact, complete a.od unaltered pholOCOpi.ei. 
of the original do<:ume:nts .. the same "J)1)C4B ln the files and ~nit of this office. Saidi 
documents were made and retained II or near uu, time of the occunencc of tho matters ,.. 
forth therein, by penollli with knowledg.e of thosa "'4tt4n. Tho.se doewnenta are kept in 
the course.of regularly conducted bllliness for t:bc Koott:aai County Sheriff's 
lllJd it is the rcg.u)ar practice of the Sbtriff'a ~· d o. 
S1ateofld>ho ) 
) $$ 
County ofXootenai) 
~=i: &IM!~!? day of-1,ffi..u..c::AJ?a:.c;C.a·"'t- -...,, 20.l.Q, 
MfConuniu!oll~c .20 I':> 
11 0 
5500 N, GOVERNMENT WAY • P.O. BOX 9000 • COEUR D'Al.ENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 
SHERIFF (208) 446-11!00 FAX(208)446-1307 • JAIL(208)«ll-1400 FAX(208)446°1407 
The Idaho State Police 
Certifies lhat 
Instrument Serial No. _,.,a"'-0 .. 1..,n ... za.__ _______ _ 
is approved for the performance or Forensic- Alcohol Testing as per Idaho 
Code 18-18004(4) and the Idaho State Police Rules and Regulations. 
Feb . I~ 2006 
0,1. c.rtl1lcd 
llooc.:aa:1 Co SOJ'U SCtOQ 
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CERTIFICATE OF 
CALIBRATION 
?uJ' '1'o/#)!.~W/Jt calibration of INTOXJLYZE~ ~a-ial numbe; 
,J). p.; (j..L.1.,,2Q{L , m1111ufacturtd by CMI, subsidrary of MPD, 
Inc. o/Ow.tns/Joro, Ktnllld:y, was ltstuiandfoundtobein compluincewith 
the Nalional Highway Traffic Sa/tty AdminislTation Standard fur Dtt1ius 
to Measure Breath Alcohol (F.R., No. 179 48705-48710 Sept. 17, 1993). 
ulibratio,n solutiom IITt traaablt lo NIST (NBS) st, ttJlq,d te · I 828. 
Do~ :,I,/ 0 ft Si~ . 
l:!IIIL 
N 
• 
u, , w-1111 11, av 1), , 1 IAl No. 208·o!833 P, 006/009 
- . 
Idaho State Police Faren.sic Services 
CERTIFlCA tt OF ANALYSIS 
The Dopanment ort.aw l!nfl>rcemem Idaho State Poliu Fo=sic Sc,v!ces hc,d,y eeni~ca 
thar Simulator Solution Lot Number 0000007] 09 to be used to c-on~t cahOration c.h«b -wilhta 
,he State of ldaho in aecordo.ncc: with thopo)ieies and/or procedures promulgated by tho Ocrrtmcnt 
aovernln! breath alcohol examinations. This Lot bu a urget value of ~wi'th a range o AW. 
to 0.22 gram1 of ethyl alcohoV210 liten of "11por . 
. 
The CXJ)irtnon date for lbia lot wmbet is Aprj} ), 2009 ,c 11 ;59 PM. 
Qecembor t 9. 2001 
Date 
STATE OF' IDAHO 
County of Ada ) 
) ) , .. 
On !his 19~ of December, in the ;,,,ar 2007, bofore me, Jan, DaYtnpott, a notarypubhc, 
personally appeared David A. Larcock, lcnown 10 me to be the person who•• name ii wbacribod to 
the within instrument as a Forcna1c Scientist fo:r the Idaho State Police Forenrlo Sorvic.t1. ind 
acknowledge to me that ho executed the: same 8' such Seicniiat 
~~ Notary Public 
My Commission Expiru: 4- L'i 
11 3 
hU ! Al I t. lijij- t. 007/009 
Idaho State Po/Ice Forensic Services 
CERTIYICATE OF ANALYSIS 
The Oc.putmeru of Law Enforcement ldaho St.ate Police Forcn,ic Scrvicc, hc:r-ob)' cenifie-1 
1h11 Simularor Solution Lot Number 0000007804 to be UKd to ccndil<I cam,ralloo ~cola wllhin 
the Siar• ofldaho in accordanc:c wilh the polic:ics and/or prwcduru promulgattd by lhc Dcp,.nmcnt 
BO"o'.''.J = aloobol cxaminatiOM. This IOI has a target value of 0,08! wilh a ranac of .o.01l 
to O or 01hyl alcobolfl 10 liren of-·· 
Tho •"l'i11tio.n date Cor 11,is lot number it Apnl 15. 2009 ai I l:$9 PM. 
Dcegnbor 19, 2007 
Date 
ST A TE 01' Jl)ABO 
Couniy of Ada ) 
On lhi• 19th ofDeeembcc, in Ille year 2007, b<Con: mo, JIM D•"S0l'On. • nocary public, 
peraonally appeared David A. Laycock, known to me to be the ptrlO-n who1c nama ii cu.bktibod to 
the within inarru.ment &S a Foren11c Scic.n-tirt mt lhc ld.abo State PotJc:c Porc:o.slo S~cu. •od 
acknowledge to me that be executed Ute a.ama u rucb Scicmrin 
11 4 
' 
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PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
A ITORNEYS AT LAW 
2903 N. Stout Rd. 
Spokane, WA 99206-43 73 
Ph: (509)892-0467; Fax: (509)921-0802 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUJ'JTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
____________ ) 
CASE NO. CR-09-5447 
MOTION OBJECTIJ'JG TO 
INTRODUCTION OF 
BREATH TEST 
I. FACTS 
The defendant is before the court on trial for DUI. The state is attempting to lay a 
foundation to admit the breath results of the evidentiary test which the defendant 
submitted to. In order to do this, the state has produced certified copies of the operations 
log and/or an affidavit from an expert about the simulator solution used to test the 
machine. 
II. ISSUE 
Would the admission of these documents be in violation of the defendant's Sixth 
Am~ndment right to confrontation under the case law of Crawford v. Washington, 54 l 
U.S. 36 (2004)? 
1 'J 7 
HI. ARGUMENT 
The central test as to whether a defendant's right to confrontation is violated is a 
determination as to whether an out-of-court statement is "testimonial." Crawford v. 
Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004). 
"Various formulations of this core class of "testimonial" statements exist: [ 1] ex 
parte in-court testimony or its functional equivalent - that is, material such as affidavits, 
custodial examinations, prior testimony that the defendant was unable to cross-examine, 
or similar pretrial statements that declarants would reasonably expect to be used 
prosecutorially ... [2] extrajudicial statements ... contained in formalized testimonial 
materials, such as affidavits, depositions, prior testimony, or confessions ... [3] 
statements that were made under circumstances which would lead an objective witness 
reasonably to believe that the statement would be available for use at a later trial. .. " In 
re Interest of Doe, 140 Idaho 873 at 878, 103 P.3d 967 (Ct. App. 2004), quoting 
Crawford, 541 U.S. 36 (2004). In order to determine whether or not an objective witness 
would reasonably believe that the statement would be available for use at a later trial, the 
court must look to "the content of the statement, the circumstances under which it was 
made, and the interrogator's purpose in asking questions." State v. Hooper, __ Idaho 
__ , __ P.3d __ , (Ct. App. 2006 Opinion No. 55) 
Should a piece of evidence be testimonial, the declarant must be subject to cross 
examination from the defendant or his counsel, otherwise the defendant's right to 
con:~·ont his accuser is violated. Crawford, 541 U.S. 36 (2004), see also Davis v. 
Washington, __ U.S. __ (2006). 
1 'I 8 
The statements in front of the court today are (1) an affidavit, and (2) the 
operations log of a machine used for evidentiary testing. The affidavit is a document 
listed by name in both Crawford and in Doe; it is clearly testimonial. 
The operations log is not exactly an affidavit, but the only purpose for an 
evidentiary testing machine is to produce evidence. Therefore, it stands to reason that the 
only purpose for creating a log about the operations of an evidentiary testing machine is 
to prove that the machine was working when it produced evidence. It is no coincidence 
that this is exactly the purpose for which the operations log is being introduced today. 
An objective person, looking at the content of the operations log and the circumstances 
under which the operations log was made, would reasonably believe that the log was 
being kept for purposes of presenting foundational evidence at trial. Therefore, the 
operations log is clearly testimonial. 
The state does not have available for cross-examination the makers of the 
operations log, nor do they have the technician who generated the affidavit. In short, the 
state is unable to provide the makers of these testimonial statements for cross-
examination. That being the case, it is clear that Crawford requires the exclusion of these 
statements from evidence. 
Respectfully submitted this jQ_ day of tJ\o.cc..1-.. , 2010 
<::-
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KRAMl!R, MlCHAa 
09:10:4S Juda., Barton, Robtrt 
B,cplalns prec~ of Cllllng Juran.ad 111,, P"'" 
c,npio,;• challenges. 
09:14:23 Otbtr:Cluk 
Calls Jurors ruunos. 
09: 15:37 Judge: Burtoo, Robert 
Retie\,~ chorglng l~ltuetlons w/tho pot"'1Linl 
Juro... 
09:18:57 Vofr Dire 
09:19:13 
09:19:22 State Attornqr: Niion, Atny 
Stare's Volr Dire 
09:27:ll I would Ilk• 1.0 excuse Juror No I? /'or Cause. 
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Con you list,;,, ro oho wihlosses 1111d I.hen follow 
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09:28:00 01J1cr: J7,Juror No, 
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09:28:01 Judge: Burton, Robert 
I will leave her on the panel 
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Continue w/State's Voir Dire 
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09:43 :01 Add Ins: PBELPS. DOUGLAS 
Defendant's Votr Dire 
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09:56:43 Judge: Burton, llc)but 
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09:57:00 Other: 8, Juror No 
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09:57:04 Judge: Burton,•Robut 
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10:23:35 
Caso numba: CR2009-.5447 
Plalnllll': 
Plnlntiff Aitomcy. 
Defendant: KRAMER. MICHAEL 
p.,., Auamey: Pbelpo, Ooua 
Co-DcfcndAnt(s): 
S111< Auomoy: NlMn. Amy 
Public Defender: 
Previous aU<!lo and 1J111owlon, oar, t,e found i~ cuo: 0001 
10:24:31 Othtr. Ouk 
Try CallSe Oodi; e.rutr. Old, 
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10:24:48 
10:24:58 
10:25:24 
(i 
Judac: Burto~, Robtrt 
Admonl.sl,c, Jury 
Slop .....,rdiaa 
Recording Suut<d: 
10:25:24 Record 
KRAMER. MlCliAEil 
10:46:04 Judgo: Burlon, lto!>crt 
Wo arc book on the record in Sl!lle "'·Kramer. I 
have handed out the stodt 
10:4 6 :21 in>tructions. Ase Ibero any objections to these? 
I 0:46:12 State Attorney: Nixon, Amy 
No objcetion. 
10:46:42 Add Ins: PlIELl'S, DO0GLAS 
No objection. 
I 0:46:53 S1a1e At10nlty: Nixon, Amy 
Filed• Motioo ln Liminc ln re"' the brcalb 
lest ·rhe first test was 
J0:47:10 attempted to give to Def. th.i wu tcnnumtcd 
nnd lhe new test rcst1lled in 
I 0:4 7: 19 .174/.1 77. Defense stares a second 15 mioutt 
period should have been given. 
I 0:4 7 :35 Srate feels tl,is should have boon addn:sscd at 
nn earlie.r time. This is aq 
I 0:4 7:47 issue of law, not something the jury should 
consider. 
10:47:57 Add In.<: PJlELPS, DOUGLAS 
Clearly, ctre credlbily of tho breoth test is at 
issue. This lest. there was 
10:48: 17 one blow. Otftcel' st.ates it wns shortty followed 
by two others. It could be 
I 0:48:30 on indication of mouth alcohol. t ihhlk_thm is 
an issue for lhe jury to 
10:48:47 cSU!hlish. Whco you hovc3 samples, one rigJ,r 
after the otbc.r. There is a 
t 0:49:04 question about the liability. It is tho sl!l~s 
burden to prove this case. 
10:49: 14 This is a little related 10 some o(my mo~ons. 
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t0:4 CrJ3 Juodce: a.n.., lu)ben 
I 1Aill!elu,chcmupanocatim•. Will> 1hhont 
I "'"'° dial any Mtm IO 
I0·4 9Jl Slllp!RIS •hoold hi,• boon broug)II up pr,or to 
1oday w/OOlllJIIIUlOC w/lhc nilot. 
10:4 9"6 ir,... lalcl prop« round.lion II w-asnom,.,t 
..,.._oro,r...,.im1nl,terod 
10:"0:00 the lest. 
IO:SO:D6 Add tu : PRIILPS, DOl.lOLAS 
We filed a dclmnd fordi<eovory on 3ll 8/09, !!ho 
ilel1U2;6;7:8;17 add.......S 
I O: 5 0 :23 various issues "' w,tn....., ch<Ul,caJ l<Slil1C 
and lbc Sw,, ncvtr dil0l05ed 
I0:50~ any cxpcns or any docurueots IIH,y inlcntlal IO 
u,e ro Jay • lbundotlon for • 
t0:50:4S breolh t..i. Oisck>Rm orlhoiedocwnonts are 
required, we J tlJI red tbo,o by 
10:5 I :02 f"" fillnt ycsterday. The Sill< also adcled a 
Jerern y Johnson 10 lhe.ir ,vu:nes:s. 
10:S I : 14 planning IO use thl:m for the btelll1 ""'-Sime 
has failed IO meet discove,y 
10:51 :28 rcgu<Sls. I nm speeif1cally llddn:ssin1 No.~. 
reads n:,qU<St No. 6. 
10:53:22 Slalt Altorn•y: Nlxoll,.Am)' 
Sp<eifically regarding the wliness issue. Jeremy 
JClhnson on1y became 
1 O:S3:37 neeessary after Monday's conference. I donl 
1hi11k Jerem)' JohnSOl'.I is necessary 
J 0:.53:49 a1 lhis poinl. I -would a.,;k to have Jeremy 
John.son allowed 8ll n rebuttal 
10:54 :04 witne:iS. 
10:54 :05 Jud ir: Burton, Robert 
So it is whether or n01 tO have brealh lest 
s-pec.illists? 
I 0:54:28 State Attorney: NixonJ Amy 
Yeo 
I 0-.54:33 Judge: Bunoa, Rober l 
SoWlds llke she will nol notd IO call dlb 
witness. 
10:54:41 Ad d inl: PHELPS, DOUGJ.AS 
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Reads JU)' lnJTMllon No. 7 OUI loud toC...rt 
10:54:~ J•dao: Bunon, Roben 
7 don 11-.~ _,, ID be •l'P'le&b~lllUOI< then> I., 
.,, '"'"" with• offlc« no1 
10:SS,06 submlUilljl O ropol'I and tul,minlna It to }'OU 
10:,s:11 Add lu: MIP.Ll'S, DOUGLAS 
H1\'o not provided any callboradcn w~h• 
m11<hinc, 
10:SS:19 Judi.: Bunoo, llobtrt 
Your $p«!llio n,qu.., iJ wMe olf:«r'1 
repons. 
J O:SS :35 Add Ill,: PIIP.L.PS, DOUGLAS 
I btllcvo one of the docomcn,a pnvldod, whloh 
Is• log, •n 1111,Trument los. 
10:,S:5~ l'rcp•rcd by lowonforoemcnt, noon•llyp~ 
In course of conducting e 
I O:S6:08 brClllh t .. t. It is one or1bc doeumenu that 
were pmvidcd.11 discusses 
l O:S6:20 a&cncy Involved. soluJlon used, <lW'll&• of 
no.chine. Ccrtanlly those nro dOOI 
I 0:56:32 prepared by officer. M,o is the col1bcllllioo of 
the amchinc, which ls not 
J 0:56 :44 prepat<d by lheolliocr ood ~,c fu«:nsio 
documentlltion. r red lhosc 
10:56:55 yt,ncrday, 
10:5 7:0l Judge: Burton, Robert 
Seems Uke your main iuuc i, Disoovory No. l 7. 
10.57: 16 Add Ins: PHELPS, DOUGLAS 
I chink also this document here pr.paml by the 
officm-. 
10:57:29 Jude<: Burton,Roben 
How many occas.sions did yau go to Shorrifs 
off'tee m secure this 
IOS7:40 informalioo? 
10:57:40 Add In,: PHELPS, DOUGLAS 
This was something 1hat was 00t1'lCled by the 
SW.Patrol 
• 
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IO:S7:SI J•d1c: a..noa, lwbett 
How many 11m .. dld you 1111 lhOll? 
10:S? :SI Add bi,: PHELPS, OOUGl.,Ali 
I dldn~ I Oaurcd iinot provldlld lllmethtn 
they int~ lo !l(il\ usa Ille 
10:58 :11 brad, "'1. lrt knowlhO)I......, u.illg die 
bRalh 10<1, I -,Id have brouah1 
1°'58:2$ In III expe11, Tuey did !IOI bly llle foundltitm 
and Juat l'fOVldcd 111< w/Jhe 
10:SB,.I documcnmtioo unlit yesterday. Suno did 001 
ptOYide them, I ondopntcd thoy 
10:S9:00 ~DOI aoln8 fwd w/1 bro.\lh-. ~ Judioe to 
my .Oen~ M do not ho.ve 
10-.59:14 timc10 gaan expen. Abo mybcliefpttjudlc, 
g,,esbeyoodtMLDo n<ll 
10-.59:33 believe usioa the dcicuml:nwlon only is .,,,.,.., 
10 '4y fo<lodatioo.. 
11:0 l: 11 c.antinua "1irgument eoncernlng disrovery 
-l 1:09:21 Wene minglllcCoun IO S\IJlJ"SS the bt,:ath 
.... and ""'allow il be 
I 1:09:43 bnlug)!t in. It isa ~ tlw the)• cannoc 
leave • prop<, loundafion for the 
I 1:09:53 evideuc:e. Slales""'° bw10a,pporu•me. 
I 1:10:07 Jadge: 8UfflJG, Rabut 
This is a mo<ion to suppress th.,( you should 
r-. brought ap prior IO !Oday. 
11:10:23 Add In>: J>BELPS, OOU<;LA.S 
This is oo< thot Molion. I made dl!covay 
dan3nds""' !he: rcquc$tcd 
II; I 0:49 infonm,tion "''IS not provided until )'<$Imlay. 
11 :11 :04 Judge Burton, Robert 
It ...,,d have bem beut.r <o bring Ibis up prior 
to !Oday - l hne a jwy, 
11: I I :26 • mocJon, and a 23 pljte ca .. law to review. This 
could ha•'c bttn brough1 up 
11:t l :39 Moodaydurini: thc$111\Uconf""'OCC- I am stuck 
u, mill~• dodsioo. I dCI l10I 
II :11 :53 koow if rhis c:a,c applies or noC. in """'1 • 
short time. 
11:12:00 State Attoraey: 1''laoG, Aay 
• 
• 
In Plolnlltr. lnkl.\1 ro,q,on., to d~vuy we 
dld tolld tho b,,.tb lest 
11: 12:13 catobo. Nov.ha'o lo Dt1'• rt,q-do I -• 
""I- "' tile callbonlllon 
11: 12 .lJ ~. I Jlmply dn not- ii, &om lhe 
woy I rad a.., r"'IJOC* A• 
11 :12:ll 1100n u J n,d «nlfiCIII06 doollmenb, I lwd ibe 
SlfflC 10 lht Ocfcolo, He I> 
11 : 1 2,0 l'lkans lh<.< .., .. 111 ibe 1aa mlm,tt trt 
111llly need 10 br\-e O!oilllftaS 
11: 13:0, sooh a, ron:i,llc ..,,_ It would CO!!f\lsc lhc 
Jury. 1luo1 la ,omocltfflll mo,,, 
I J: I 3:16 praporly brouaJ,1 b<for<thc Cou,t In• Motioo 10 
Suppress. I-le WU puc on 
11, 13:27 11011«,o yearaaoo11he 11i,ie-providod chc 
breo11cs1 certllioatc to 
11 : 13:36 dcf"'1.<. 
11: l3:l8 Judgo: Burton,Robtrt 
ls'11c I l«O If chis case ho llllnded out docs In 
lh<1 •pply 10 t,re,th ""tlng 
11: t 3:48 ru1d doounu:nmlion of that in Idaho 1hen 
c<m,lnly the rcqulr,:n,0111 of1he 
11 : 14 :07 S1n1,:10 provide lh• t<:lllmony of t11)' pawn wh~ 
i• rcsPQ"lli~le for the 
11 : 14 : ll tCSllng p!\)Cednroa. This case law Is a o:ouinc 
cose. 
11 :14:.5:3 S11ueAnorncy: Nixon, Amy 
The officer here could provide infocmation if 
chc tCSling procedure wm: 
11.15: 16 <Meetly fo llowod. 
11.15:20 Add lnr. PHELPS, OOUCLAS 
Whal $he bu provided I., a certificate of 
onaly1is. DL,cusses certlfcate. 
11:16:57 Dl!<u.sscs what wiUldS<S may be need to testify 
cfw 1"c '""""""°' u-.d ,..., 
11: 17: 16 dooc m aaordao« wMc prt,pet t<:Stlhl 
proc<dun:s. 
11:10 :01 We ore ming lhc Ccw1 IO"'IJP[CO$tbeevideocc 
l,a,cd en tho 5111cs lad< ID 
11 :10:33 provide Ii-. """'"""Y wimasa. 
I I :20:4J Jlldge: Bw1oJI, Robm 
I am going IG find that 11m Min IO SI.pp• #,;IS 
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II 1::?ll-.$6 
11:21:07 
II :21:20 
1h22:19 
11:22:JI 
11:22:45 
11 :23:00 
11 :23:10 
II ·23:12 
11:23:27 
11:23:43 
11 :24: 10 
11 :26 : 13 
11:26:2,1 
II Jl ·4' 
ll:41 : l2 
( 
umimcly. I will allow lhc 
Slirie. bcrawo •b,.y d,d J'111:lote IIOd wltl 
IUlbari~ lhan &o ~ iii tlils Mr. 
Jcl,nK>n llO leltl&, mwnl)' i.,a,,. llil) 
loslimony \\Ill bogi•TII I \\iQ ollO\I' 
you to intmlewlhe"'1__, 
Al f.- Ill mi. CIN m> you hl•o pmklc,I, I 
dont know lfthe r._.110 lhe 
,.,me. 111"1 al• dl..,YlnllC< 1,r,. Al chi• 
pcu,~ u ,., .. o<Ullll 
,upjY<OilM bdoJ un l:i<kof foundolitlo)OII __, 
tnlko th•l objo.tlon. 
Stall> Attorney: Nixon, Amy 
Thero Is video 1111d we did Ridacr the !Mt 2 
miDUCcs. 
Add lnJ: PRnPS, DOllGl..i\.S 
I •grttd w/thlL 
Stott Altornc,y: Nhoa, A..,. 
Then: \\115 I l11c diJclollwe by Iler.,_ ..... U 
«incealcd wcapoos penniL 
Add Int: PUELPS, DOUGLAS 
Wt will tie 11$1dng tO produce tllll doanncnt.1 
no""1 on video 1111 clieit 
..tvis<d 111e om ... m .. h• did have 11w permit 
aftd I uMI disc;IU$1: it. 
Judg<: Dorton, Robert 
I doot KC whcff tllll wooJd be imprapa-. 
Otb•r: D1lllrr 
Brinp "'Ille Ju,y 
Jadge, Burton. Roba1 
Jury is oow pn,,cm- We mana&ed "' -it out 
issU<$ and= '10\\' =<IY IO 
pn><=I Rc\'lew> initial jury imfnlctioos """" 
JllllU. 
Swc Atll).moy: Nixon, Am1 
Slate• Opening Swcmcnt. 
Add l oo: PllELfli, DOUGLAS 
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lleli:mc()peoing S111<meot. 
11 :4 3:SS Jiodgr: Bano,,, Robcri 
Wcwtll b<m fol kind,, Ind NI bi.ok 111d taody 
ro &O at I : 15 p.ta 
11 :44!31 Sl!Op ,_ntuoc 
(On Rcccsa) 
13:21:31 
RccordingSau1cd: 
13:21:31 lk<onl 
K!IAMl:R, MICHAEL 
13:2J:4S Oth<r. Cl<rk 
lUJY Rt<ums 
13:23:19 S1a11eAnomey: NiJ:on,Amy 
Calls r-.... Corponal Scan Paul Und; DiR<t. 
13:23:35 Other. Cieri< 
Wftn.ess OAtls 
13:23:50 Oth•r: Und,S<u Pawl 
Trpr w/lSP since June 1997: dl,cus..-s~s 
~ first polirioa was 
13:24:43 gencrnl p>tr;ilroAt1, fleld ttinh>& o11ioer, ct<>. 
Rxplaini various pOSilioos 
13:25: IS hO:ld while wor1<ing w/lSP. 
13:25:24 (pm:ntly rcfcm,cl toua -~ which isa 
f:u1l<. I illri miked ti i -
13:25 :46 cotp0'1!I. I IDI """""''Y P.O.S. T. c:atiJied. 
discusses whm certification is 
13:26:06 reqult<d 10 beccme P,O.S.T. ccnifioil. 
13:26:20 l t,e(ieve l red that O\'ct a year 1110• Wai l',0.S. 
T. cettlficd on 3/18/2009. 
13:27 :0S Oi.scussc, various DUI Inning red. DIJ<usses 
wba, is lea.mod Jurina. classroom 
13:27:28 ,, .. lnins; exphlins "wet labs" and whll OGCW'II 
during Lhc "wet labs"': ol,o 
13:28:59 ndmlnistcr brooth leJla durin& these labs 10 
dctaminc lhdr blood aloobol 
13:29: 14 contcnl, help, gives us a b61Cllno Ol1 how people 
would reoct at various 
13:29:30 lll\1cls of lntoldcodon: 1 have pcnonall)' 
O&II 111nw1iN ...._, GURTOHOS1210A 
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13:2!>-.SS 
13:3°'25 
13:30:lS 
13:30,0 
13:3 I :02 
IJ:3l :13 
13:3 1 :24 
13:31 :39 
13:31 :SI 
IJ:J2·1S 
13:32:27 
13:32:40 
13:32:54 
ll:33:H 
l):J~:.14 
13:33:46 
13 :14:29 
13:34:41 
13:3S:G4 
ll:3S: 16 
1l.JS:2q 
ll:3S:4 l 
I ):36:01 
13:36:12 
( 
••-lP'"d DIJIJdurina -ar 
cn,ploymoft1, ayaqe probably 30 DUb b )'mrl DUI 
in1~iplaft IJ lier,> all 
Dl1b beain, oa,on; ......ti)'.,,.,_ atof 
uall1c Yiollllan and-""""" drh-tr, we lmaviowlllO peopk, rrom then, wt 
SlJIII lhec ln•o,tl&mlao The 
lnvOllipllon todudos <p<Atlna" 'lh<m. lltld 
ln•'C$11111loi. and r-ibly 
brcarh1m 
No1 •II DUI ln•Cllips;ao, l<*I 10 DI.II -
I do off..- poe,plo I llffl1 
ror DUl , • ...,.11, ample. Onoo I a.i 10 1b111 
poln1, I tll,mt 111 orlniM Ille 
pcnon 11 lnui.lcaklJ. The brcuth lc51 confirms 
111< obcrvotlons I hod In 1he 
rield, I probably ha,,: given lhouund, o(fiold 
sobriety l.-; expll>nJ 
various flold 10t,ricty ten,. One it lhe eye 
test. ono It wolk and tum, and 
there I~ alto anc,lea illlnd. Tho,e ore ul<d 10 
dcieronlmc ir.,,nobody Is 
lmp,lrocl. Oenen,lly look 10 see er poop le can 
undu..,11nd and perronn 
\!\'l\lumions a in1true1ed, etc. JfsuspocC 
IOO>Cbody Is driving under ~,c 
inOucne<, befaro we do rhc lnicrvlcw and 
&llblidy tvalutLtions~ dtsouact 
11COtln1 mc,l>Od tJ,!CCI 10 """"' rha aabrlo,y ,...._ 
II Is 1'<'$•iblc 10 pus the ll'SIJ. \Vos an duty 
J/14/09 •pp!Oll Sam. I """ 
running •llllonary nulor on 190; .,., Is 
llCT'CfOII)' Ila~ atrai5hl ii lo A 
dlvlJcd hlahw.y w/a modiM. It was early oiornlo11 
and !1 v.w March weather. 
\\11\ler, Do not recall the W<llhcr coodidom; it 
., d.uk no nan no moon 
Some pr-,, h WM icy, Appmx 5'30 am a """ide 
"'"" m)' ananion as It wa, 
si,o,:dlng. l'osl<d limit IJ 70 mph, I was located 
111 me mc,dlan. I om In my 
p,rrol vehicle. I ncclccd llie si-U•a vthicle 
•nd vi,w,lly O.OUiJ,I h wu 
Wffilln& the llmiL I ICli- lldar and lbll 
oanlinncd lhc '1thl<le ,_ 
1nvdlng approx 84 mpll. Explllns ¥boll! 
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1):3-?:0S 
13:37 :20 
13:37:33 
13:37:45 
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13:39:00 
13:39:16 
ll:39:2ll 
13:39:38 
13:39:SS 
13:40:09 
11·40:37 
13:40:59 
IJ:41 :31 
I 1:41 :49 
13:41 :.SS 
13:42:30 
13:42:41 
13:42:53 
( 
atimatlon ofspo<d wlvehicles. Can 
Yisilaliu vehicles both coming towards -me and 
tnvelina AWi)' from me. I 
visually estimau,d the lp<Cd of 1hr vehicle and 
lhouiJt1 it ""' lbcrut 8.5 mph, 
I oonfirm<d the speed w/rwltl. I mppod lhe 
lldtlclc l>y 1<tiY11tin11 my 
.__ n~ oo my vchiolo. Ultinll5toly mado 
CODlaCt wilh• vd,kle. I Wl5 
ou!<kle 1116 drim'a door of the vehlolt. 
Vehlclc wu fulklze pick-up 
red/11)M1)0tl coklr 111\d was r•llil>& I lrJIICf 
w/snowmobil0$. Fim tol.d driver 
SIOppCd for -1ing. be was surpriood and did 
not realize be \va5 driving. 
thot fasl.1 identified that driver. PoinL< t<> 
Defendant._. the driver. tha1 
would hc Michael Krarnet. lmmodiakly noticed hi, 
•Y<> wen: sleepy looklnl!, 
also spoecb was 1lurrcd, slow ond dcUbcmc. A, 
I spoke l <X>Uld smell 
alcohol bevcn,gc ooming from the ,-.:hicle. When 
asked lhe driver denied 
drinking. Then, wu a p<USengcr In tho front and 
one In 1t,c bock. The 
passenger in tho bllck WU layin& down lla.-pfng. 
I did suspe<:I soroclhlna ond 
then a,k,d the drivc,to step out of the vehicle 
to possibly conduct sobrid)' 
cvoluatlons. I did ask If any wcapo,,., were In 
the vchlelc. Ht said he hlld • 
pi$1ol on hb pc,mn. I 11$k those qucatlon, ror 
omca safety. Discu.,.. 
firearm training 1luou1h ISP, I cany a &look 
pmol ond abo Coll rifle. 
Fomili., w/ldllho lows rtglrding WOllpOll.1. I do 
not - lhc o.r, wmpo,, whfk 
IAlklni; whim. It w:u on his ri&ht hip and did 
... ..,. ii until he su:ppcd 
(JUI of hi; vehicle. P""°8nia,,d weapon 10 be I 
pbtol Do not rcca II whc(hcr 
II ..... loackd or llOL PISIOI was on the 
DcfcnclonL he "'"'Id have hid -
to It Ho would have to Just ,-1\ down and 
W/dlOW ""'"""" (n,m bobic<. I 
diSlllffl<d the o.r w,a. ponato,, of n,_,,. 111d 
,....,. 
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p1....i 11 In my poUOi car. I 
13:4 3:10 tl1cn ta pnx~ <lrl.-u =· c!ic:.b and 
llotn 1-prq,llffll IO l'ftl(dd 
tJ:4:l:l( rodd**1el) 1q1, 1 hMI to l\'l'Ollllnt 111)' c• 
lo al .... ""* "'°"' ta 
0;4Jll' eondlicl 11-IMU. ~f been illlNIII "' 
ldmiahlcr the ..... Prior.., 
l ) :44 :03 l<OIJ I &d I stfta1I ~ 6r ll,e 0.tcndonl, 
mcdlcal ....... d,oo 
D:44 :14 comfonal>ll,I),, , .. ei orod.-lon,mptan 
idea o( ihc .,.._, •l>lllt> 10 
IJ:44:JO pcrfo11111hc 1..._ I did ~ Oefcubcll11Dt/lc 
ticld ,obric<y ...U. I did 
13:44:42 ""pWn tho-prior IO odmlnlllmng lhc 
tesu. Dur!n& the 11,sa ..... 
13:4Stl I which Is an ho~w tillUlllllll lCSI, w,, an, 
looking for eye movtl!ICflts. Th~ 
13:45 :SS ,aiqorlet. one I, •smcaib p1111UI!", o.rdld no1 
hO\·e •11110001 P'"'"'"' hit 
I 3:46:29 eye,"~"' trocldng in ajc,1cJ manner, 1,.,11 
dlrolllly In front ol'D<fw"111 
I ):46:41 am..- .-h. l!xpl.elns IMtNcdons-giva, l)flor 
to lldmlnl61orina the......, 
13146:58 l)ot did undol'Sllnd 1hc hmniction, and h• 
pc,fonnod 1hc 1$. I le (aflod the 
13:47:07 IC$! on 1JI 6 point$, N<lUonc l1muimu1n 
dc•laJlon, explain.I what"'"' 
13:47:27 c111Rlli Ool•ndonl llto Oillod lhiSCesl, 
D!owsses lost CAt<BOf)I given and 
I J:47:48 Def"'"' ll>iied duu u:s~ OY'Cl'ali dlfringthc 
horiiontt:11 1m,gymus tcSt It ~·uc 
IJ:48 : 12 d11tolll11ncd that someihlna wu In the Ders 
sy,u,m. Reviews who• is lodc<d for 
I 3:48:27 when wnducJlna the walk •nd tum u,,t. 
... Odmon,tr11tes walk and l'u.rn test .nd 
J 3:48 :41 lm:lruteJon, given to Jury•• 
I ) :49:52 Dunn~ chi• , .. t1hc Def only counled cia Mop 
only took 18 s1eps lwd and 18 
I 3:50:06 tteps bock, he did not lum as dcmonlllnltod, 
•lso he (ollcd 10 mllkc hcol to 
13:50:20 to coo1oc1. I believe he cattlldod his 4J'J1lS away 
(rum his body, which would 
13:50:39 sc«< 11.1 • point Ol-'Ct1!15eS scoring procca lJJOd 
during Jbc .,,.lk ond nun 
13:50:56 ""'· 
13:SI :39 Also offered dicOllO-lca,;u.nd. ··~ 
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l3!S l:56 
13:SU6 
13:S2:S8 
13:S3:13 
13:53~ 
13:54:10 
13:54'27 
13:54:•J 
13:SS:OI 
13:55:1 1 
13:55:20 
13:SS:•I 
13:56:09 
13:S6:21 
IJ:,6:46 
IJ:57:03 
I 3:57 ;20 
13:57:31 
13:57:44 
13:58: 11 
13:58:22 
1):58:39 
13;!;8:56 
ocie-l<g ,w,c1 and in•Jll<dous 
Cl•.., IO the JIii)'" 0 
Dd'dld porfonn Iha! tdl 1nd hodl,d fill! ill ho 
scored 8 3 OU! ~, ho put ht, 
(OOI doa11, •WIIY<'f ao;I ndlOod hb 11111U. Old -
om•r Ill) lllnhcr 1<11. l )hen 
placed him undcr amst far ....,,..,,ian of DUI. 
He dld not po.fl the M>brioty 
11:111, dld not reel C001fomble allowmJ o.rio 
driw, off. Onoe plncecJ imdor 
""""he wu placed in my petrol ur. J !hen 
had t(t deal 1"/hi• YChldc and 
lhe pa.ncngers. I lWtOd -1cing "'' cei1ing 
!hm • ride and they al!o "= 
worried ebou1 setting !he snowmobiles home. 
Prior to towing • '-'thklc,. we 
inveolOJ)' Ibo vehicle ond "" do Iha! tl,r olf...,. 
(lRltcx:tioo and o.r 
pro1cx:tion in ca,e bo bas valuables localed in 
lhc vclticJe so y.,e can document 
prlor u, tl1e vchiole being lowed. 
Be.lieve l11at vehicle had 4 doors; believe i1 hid 
2 mws. J did inventory lhls 
vchiclo. l did find 3 bottles or liguor. l 
bonles were MacNaugh1on'• Whi$1<ey 
ond one "'"' Jagmneislcr. Those: wm: glaso 
hollies. One boitlo or Whiskey was 
open and for mos1 pan. Jagcrmcistc:r was empty. 
Thu seals were broken Md the 
boules were no, full , 'f1ley were physk..\lly 
locaccd ·be-hlnd I.he driver's seat 
l then 1>laced them on the b&::k oftlte snowmobile 
rraiJer to remind me that I 
found them rutd they are tbe,e and .also to put It 
no my video. The passengers 
during tl1is lime they were off to the side. I 
h:id l.\n officer assist me who 
WM Wl!Mm wfiile doing my lnv~nlO()', Pm;ng~l1! 
hod been drinking. 1 oould 
omc!l alcohol from 1hcm aml lhey admitted IO i~ 
Pnssengcrs gol a ride a.Dd 
lrft scene .. '01c vehicle wns towed, SOO\,l,'JD.obifes 
went withe passengers. During 
all of this the D<:f is still in my patrol cor. I 
lbcn IOOk die 0.( 10 the 
jail 10 compleu, various paporwork and to 
11(•101 .... BUIUONOJ1l1CII\ 
• 
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l3:5t-.ll 
13:SM 
l):S'r.51 
14:00:12 
14:00 l7 
l4!00:3P 
14:01:Ul 
14:01 :19 
14:01 :46 
14:02:2.1 
14:02,42 
Jq:02:59 
14:03:26 
14:03:« 
14:04:05 
14:04 :41 
14:04:55 
14:05:16 
14:05:46 
14:06:00 
14:06:1~ 
14:06:~ 
14:07:06 
( 
ldtnlnblcr Ibo t,,c,ml, 11!11. 
"*"- l<dlnJ<.aJ roqull"'mcni, u.-d IO 
mlnalerthc bftilUI .... Tho 
inachloe-4 It pll)'lllmll), ._.., _ lk)all, 
11>= .. .-poll&hi.-
lhll olllom wiUtCUl)'\llid.a lllcnl in Ilic l1cld 
lllao..-11-111"-a c:otl'ljlkle«I 
ln,_-dtto odtnln~ b!whlQl.l,nd 
•wim ,au r<q11nd 101'814 
prior IO bo llbk IO odntlnllCcr U.- laU 
Ccmlda,,d a catlll«I opcntor 
of the lntO>Jls« machine. Old hive Dd i,afom1 
abrUIJ1tCS1.ln 
GD111plilffl:e w/lhc ot111dllllh. !'riot to t...ah R:St 
I had 10 cbc:cl< his mouth re, 
fon:lp1 ob)ccu, ttl'; ho h-.l nolltl111 ill hh 
moulh: 1hm a 15 min ot.:,vaslon 
period; this lt gl\'BI 10 lf!Nill It lliY 
re.ldual •l<>ohol in his"""'~' Ot 
•1mnuc ~101 time la glven ~• allow the llc:ohol 
to dl.,lpOlc: during thlll 
tlmo I pre,cntod the Dcfwllbc oloohol advl,ooy 
afwt111 ls l<'QUlrcd of him 
n11dio. I observe thoDof during~- JS min,; 
he did 11N swig moud1wa,h or 
do anything to cau.,c m<i concern, 
Al end of 15 min period he Wll5 aslo:d lfwillin& 
10 u,ki: a hrer11h resc. He 
,:1ld he would and lbcn I began 1ho brc111h 
te11lng 1iroc:edure, Hnvo operntod 
11\e b~Jith tcs1 machine hundreds of times., 
cxplaim1 wtuu 1hc machine looks 
like. Koyboitrd on fnslJ'\JptenLIJ used lO Input 
t.1111elllint\ lime t1f arrest, 
subjc:ct.~ infonn:ttlo11, my lnfom1ntJon. etc~ 
Follow computerized lnstn.it'Jlons 
which prompt me to know What would be nexc for 
wh.:i1 d!1t4 l11 needing lnputted. 
Bern<e, ... ha,e o..r give, the IMlple, I pUI. 
fresh mouthpiece on I.he 1ulbo 
u....i 10 gel th< brclllh sample. Normolly provide 
2 s,mplc,, when administmng 
the b"""11 icst. Dc:f gave 3 .samples. First one 
WIS lnwtld because he w115 not 
com:cdy b""'-inl UIIO the machine. Bo wu 
5llrull& 1111d aoppin'- Al ·lhat 
,,..141 .. 
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( 
14:07:32 poin1 I 1lien had him l'Cllan tho ICll, O.rthen 
a••• l mo,o _,.pies. 
14:08:12 Uisc.,<Ses \\!ill t.ooltnlcol r,,qul""'enQ tlw111ro 
ncodcd prior to edmlnl•t"' thc 
14:08:ll test to enswre tho n,oebtlll It "°"'"M u,rm;cty. 
14:0 9:26 Tho O.fihel\ rct<!Ok Ill• t ... 1 by blowlna Into th• 
illllk• !Ube. It oppo,1ftd to 
14:09-AO bo properly wodrJoU. 1111d tho m..::•tn• Ulen 
IOC<plcd that "fflrl• The n1achln1 
14:09:Sl lbcn doet 1111<11hct 1""11" lllld It moa out ti<tin 
and then ,.. ,.i:. a 2nd Ulnplc 
14:10:0! &om the Od. All<rarr.pla _.. 51,-.,, Ille 
machine will ask me varioca 
14: I 0 :IB quc,stion, such u Ir dnl.p....., i,,volved, etc.. 
la ocher words the maehtne 
14:10:35 tltea docs"""" inlmlll cbocb. Then, ..... no 
iadiCllion Iha the machine was 
14:10~ IWltlr,almp,opetty. lwultsofthe-plca-.. 
»rm the Slalldatd m1111lo of 
t4: l 1 :09 cml<. Then: IJ • prinlOUI &om the tnadtlne and 
al,o • log to indlcalc .. 11o 
14: l t :45 u...S it Md v,hai, cec. 'Jbc, printcU prinlJ OUI a 
) pl<x:cpapcrllclltcc.lt 
14: 12 :03 lists dalaltlmts, ma.tblne .....i, tolutlon 
number, ud t.hcn Ute ~n's 
14: 12: IS lnfOfflllldan and the R$OltJ as wdl as Ille 
blanks ilurt were blown. Tho log Is 
t4: l~:l9 bruitcaUy lhlt .ltmct w/in the ISP whoumd that 
lmtn1man1, rdl.lfts, etc, 
14: 12 :46 Th•t Is for lhcja11 '1olf so (hoy know when to 
change tho ,olu1lon U$cd to 
14: 12 ;51 c11llbni1cnhc l)'Jilcm. 
14: 13:41 Thero wu a written los In 1his ..,.., which 
recorded the ru,uJt, or Der~ 
14.14:01 bicath tc,l. 
14:l4: I b SUlh! A 11or11ey: Nix.on, Amy 
I land., Sur10'• Proposed llxllibll One to the 
witness. 
l'k14 :27 OtbeM UJtd,Sn.11PauJ 
I do ,....1u thlit docummt It is !he 
bno,llaior prlntoot from Der. 
1414:39 bmlth testing. h has """CIPOndffll: cas, 
oumbcr, bit oamc, my...,,., et<.• 
J4:l~:S6 is .....i 03/1412009. l1'!r inli>mwk,n malchfto 
,....,,,_ 
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whJt I mn<mbcr liQm u,.1 date. 
14:l 5:30 Sule Attorney, Nl•on, Amy 
Move to admll Elchlblt I 
14: I 5:39 Add Ins: PIIJII.PS, DOUGLAS 
Objection to roundOllon 
14:15:42 Judge: Burton, Roberl 
SuslOin obje<tion, there is still foundation 
needing to be leld. 
14:15:55 Otber: Llad,Stan Paul 
This doomn.cnt wne f'rom a macllln1! 11ta1 iil8 in 
o,e bookblg erca; have $OCII 
14: 16:14 this machine a fewwt'dts1go. Recognite on 
document to be Def, DOB J., olso 
14; J 6:30 same .. Dot's Driver's Licenoo. On boltom left-
hand of document is my 
14:16:B handwriting. 
14; I 6:59 S1:1te Attorney: Ni~on1 Amy 
Remove for admission. 
)4:17:05 Add los: PHELPS, DOUGLAS 
Obj to lock of foundation 
14:17: 10 Judge: Burton, Robert 
You need LO es1iblish whethct this is provod 
dc:vice. I will sustain the 
14:17:3 1 objection. 
14: 17 :35 Srntc Attorney: Nixon, Am)' 
I will hold o.ff adm.iuing that pie.a of evidence 
n1 O,is time. 
14: L 7:51 Handing you State's proposed CO(Jllbit No. 2 
14: I 8:02 Other: Lind, Sean Paul 
About 1/3 down the pogoofdooumenc isa 
lnsuument. No, and also solution 
14: 18:47 numbers on that document. Poge 2 of that packet 
is the log ror the 
14: 19:10 ln1oxJla1or 5000 as I have used ii mony tlmcs 
and I h.ave aloo made a notation 
14:19:23 00 this log. This is log Used OR 3/14/09. 11us 
infonnation also matches th,e 
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14:20:03 
14:20.20 
14:20:31 
1• t20'.J8 
,~ :20.11 
14:21:22 
14!22:03 
14:22:17 
14:22:29 
14:22:40 
14:23!07 
1426:24 
14:26:J I 
14:26:35 
14.26:36 
14:26:4 1 
14:26:43 
(j 
lnlonm,tlon on liWo'J Pn,pQocJ llahiblt No. I, 
C)o 4th pa&• lathe 
ctttlllcatlon of the m.chlno w/111< aerial nwnbct 
.,l,ld, is am• nimbc:r on 1/oe 
ocher d<!a,meJUs. On_, ...., ls ll!IOtho-cmillatlo" ,ipill UK, 
-...wnumbcr. 
l'ollow!na pog. ls Ille tolllth>II LOT l'!G., whloh If 
IWO liaad OD 1loe ocher 
doc;umcr,u, 
Did bn,: 1 vldoo camera mmonlod QI! my..., cklrin; 
thb v.fflc AOf! on 
03/14/09, II "u ""'1dn' lh•I dai as 11 hid made 
avtcloofi>rmc.h b noc,n 
Ol)Cn1d011 11 all times. k Is normally only Ir I 
u,m k on or wh<n "'l' 
.,,..,~ ·~,.,.. ICIMalCd. 
Bdine """'""'a4cquatoly dacumcnieJ ,.-,. IOOk 
pllle on 03114110. 
Si.re Al10l'U)'l Nixon, A..-, 
r,- w!lncu w/ SI.II<'• p o..-,d Eodlibk 'No. 
3 
Otll<n Uad, S..o Pnl 
B<liw: 1bll 10 be Ibo ll()ffl!CI wldoO • lime of 
...., .. J/14/10 
Slot< Atiorner: Nla on. A"')' 
Mo>r IO Admll Pl't Ex No. 3 
/\dd .... rn£LPS, OOOGW 
Noobjccdcm 
Juda<= Burtot>, Robert 
Admlncd 
State Au orney: Nlxoa, Amy 
Plopolc ao publish to jury 
Add lnr. PHELPS, DOUGLAS 
NoobJ 
Jude<> Burton, Roben 
Oollhcad 
_ .. 
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14:26:47 State Af(omey: Nixon, Al!IY 
•• Ployf video oh10p/am:s1 10 ~IC Jury" 
14:49:47 Gtnrnlt 
1im•mimp 
14:56:25 Stat• Al1oroey: Nixon, Amy 
Video stopped at 28:30 
14:57:01 Other: Und, Su• l'aal 
Al end or video Is whc:n I \W$ JlWlln11 out lhe 
liquor bo!llt$. Dt( did hnve a 
14:57:17 Oask on hi$~-The flask did 0011!.ln 
alcohol. 
14:58:12 ,ludge: Burto•,Robert 
Admoni$bcs Jury 
14:58:23 Slop recording 
(On Recess) 
rs, 1 o:37 
Recording Slartod: 
15: I 0:37 .R .. ord 
KRAMER, MICHA.BL 
15: I 0 :37 Judg,: Burton, Rob<rt 
Please rewm the jury 
I 5: I I :02 Other: aerk 
Jury Relums 
15:14:54 Add Ins: PHELPS, DOUGLAS 
Cross-Exnrninatlon 
I 5: I 5 :00 Other: Lind, Scan Paul 
There wos e period ofrimo when l trlod to roocb 
vehicle-. Did not notice lane 
I ;:15 : 15 problems when pursuing the vehicle. Pan ofmy 
training is to observe 
15: J 5:34 vehicles for weaving for DUI emphasis; bavo 
driven a pick .. up w/a trailer; not 
15: l 5:59 always easy to m1Wltai:n the lane of travel: 
vehicle was going 84 mph; did no1 
15: 16:15 notice trailer t.o weave from side to side; ...,.,Id 
139 
( 
havonc,led Iha irl UW 
I!: 16.24 !hat; v.l,a, 1nvdlila II U>II hlal, or 11pooJ 1 
sli&ht mo,...,,cnc on 1h1 
IS: 16:ll 11 .. rin,: wh""I <11Uld po.1ibly...,. Ille 1Bfler 
lO JWIY &om d<I• lO ud,i. 
IS: 16:47 \Ybffl punuin& lhau111nole I did actl,_ my 
O\~ llptJ. Do nee raall 
IS: 11:01 lrwblclodld or did no1 slp>l v.1u:;i pulllni 
otr1osl4ooflho- The 
IS: 17:16 vkko would 1ui,-. sho,,,c:d lhll. Tha,o .,.,,... lot of 
rood nt>illc M IMI time: 
IS:1 7,40 iOID<limesmab!s itdilllcull to i-011hole 
limes; !kid lObritl) IOU lo 
IS: 17:SI Involve •bililytohcarand fol low lrutr\ldtaor 
Tau I &-momin11>Cf "''Ill not 
Is: I Saa Wider ..... clf'Cllffl- "''""""''•& the I ... 
pufonnc:d by tho Oct R«IJI 
IS: I 8:41 Od'"=inJ a - "'""snow JUI~ bcllcvc tho top.,,.. off. Ho hid tcvcral 
IS: l 8S7 d1!Jcn:i11 b~orclolhcson. l'eoph,cao,ld 
hon: nuurally OOCIUl'lna 
IS: 19.19 O)'ltJgmUJ. e,,ayone do<,s. People -Id have 
oyugmm rcJ.oled ID heod 
IS, 19:16 mjllfics. UaJ,tt from v,hlclo doa not have 111 
cffoct oa • S1'1>jecl'$ ability 
IS: I 9 ·SI 1011W<I< I hid been tta1Md lll•uuobc liahts 
«,vld have I nysuamus 
I S:20.07 cffoc.t. ..ttlch 1, "try "'" iwn off Ollr -.,.cy 
hgllll Trained 10 look fir 
IS:20: 18 oll,e, f""""11hlllU>uld CBIISO nylllgmlll. 
EVCl)011c 1w sy,up,os and 
I S:2O:)~ J<rM:tally alcohol enlWICd the O)'SUllfflUI. Der 
WU tilwll 00 the Imler 
15:20:59 "1ulc pc,funnin; lhb les1. It bC.&lier 10 ha>c 
• pcr><in sil 10 keep 1h<m 
15:21 : r• from "-.,,dcrln&, Trainin. docs noi II)' wh<lb<1 
MlbJ<,cl should be siaina Ot 
I S:21 :27 &11ncllna, I did hold up my pen "-hlle per(onnin& 
lhi1 ltst., I hid him INdt m)' 
IS:21 :42 1huml> I hold my 1/ownb ll Simo lovd oro.r, 
t)'<S. Nal 1CS1 ,.,.. waJlt end 
IS:22:00 tum 1<s1 and lc:n-on would ..... a l'aihw. 
Not kccpln& hands lO a side It 
IS:22:21 111 e,-oocetbeya.1 walldlla-Mo•lnahb 
r ... durlnc in>trudlan• would 
IS:23: li ~anenor, 
.. ., 
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IS:2l !JO 
IS:23:)2 
15124:ff 
IS:25:15 
IS:26-09 
IS:27>41 
15:27:5-4 
15:28 :06 
IS:29:1>7 
1$:29:17 
15:29 :21 
15:29:40 
15:29 ·47 
15:3 1: 14 
15:) 1: 17 
15:3 I :20 
IS:~ I :26 
I S:3 1 :40 
15:3 1.57 
15:32: 15 
15:32:49 
15:33:02 
(i 
I IOld him IO COCIIII - h of hJs '1"11' OUI 1011d 
Tolld him 10 9 $tp< c,,o 
dln:dlco 1111119 slops I>#. 
°"''"'""' '° ~ ,.i., _, ... .. , fflG( 
<NMI lhe Odd ~ 
ltSIS. Dit<u _ _ l«gpd _ nl,.,.. -Id 
conllillllo durin& .,.... ....is 
Dc;fhod aid ht hid beal -·••>hil1111, I d.> M4 
know ~ f,o,v Iona.ho -11111 
dolna tlols. 11"'4 CI04lld hi•-<.., .a ... c,, aoo', 
llhUl!y a, pcrfonn lbQ,o 
ocru. Pound aleohol in bod'.-.Js> bkk 
1hcn wn somdoly $1<,opiQJ- Do 
not la>ow v.ilo c:o,m,mcd alcohol in lbc •<hide, 
-hWll!dl!J!Y\lbmllll 
oflhtm. Do not know how many ciao~ Ibey......, up 
- moblling. l bdi<M ii 
wa. • s.turday.Thoy could bin,: amumod some of 
Sl:lltc Anoraty: Ni1tont A,uy 
Obj, move IO tlrike. spc:,c,,ilalkln 
Add lrw PIIELl'S, DOUGLAS 
t, ~ocs to ,ny clknl's dcgr,:e ofillloxlcotiDn. 
11 f,111J11:r iOCI to who d"' 
coold be drinking. 
,fad~t-: Burton, Robert 
o ..... i1. abjection. 
Add In,: Pll"&U 'S, DOUGLAS 
Conllnucs w/cross-examlne 
Otl1rr. Und. Sean Paal 
I d[d find • Oask in an inside poclcc:t of Dcfs 
ca•< I opened it and smelled 
II, sme llod I ikc wbiski:,y, I do n<n read! if I 
dumpad lhot out or 001. I do 
nol have: hen: Coday. Thue wtre 2 whiskey 
bonles and I Ja~ermdstcr. 1 
,,i,,,key bonle was still scaled. lndiCMod ll~I 
Oef hnd red eyes, could be. 
c:tuu ed from riding a snowmobile. I Cllt.N>l tr:11 
how much alcohel one consumes 
Imm 1hcodor. I did '"'Ice irO.(hld • we11pon, 
• 1 41 
' 
and he told me bt N<I • 
JS:33:13 conaalcd """flOII' ponnl11.&pWn1 what• 
-led \\Wl'QII. l'(:fflllt I,, I did 
15:33'.ff DOI nri~ Ill)'~ "8,Vdlna the ~led 
.....,..., pon,,IL 11,e Jlffl 
1':34:10 ft111111h,v plllOl<l lwock In ltlJ ~dlltla. Prier to 
~-oflkfl-lat 
1s:3s:11 """'Oocl """°"~mos to oJ.mln~tr1,,a Doi 
U... ,-. That ccrtUlullan 
ts:3S::!7 -• ISi' Rqjlo<l°"'ollloe. Did no, •MCI. wh•I 
timWlll!ll'IIOIIIIHIDtbM..,.. 
1_$:3S'31 In the macbh,c. Do not u.,c u lndq,c,ulA,11 
knowlcdai of "IMll 10lutioin v.v In 
IS:3S,q the mlldllnc. Sl1"lflcwnoc,of1llo so4•tloo ba 
bowlne boSt (a, lhe maqhl11<. 
I S:36:02 Di9CIWcl WM! collld cau-11n ln,••lld llllfflplc. 
15 :3 7:19 Th.,111 pu1 of ourtnlnln:.IO wo km,w """' 10 
watch l"or ,.!,en admlnldai,,g 
I 5.3 7:30 the ,..,, Which b why Ibey .,. no! 10 havo 1111)' 
obJ<!CIJ In 1hclr mo111h. There 
i,017:42 Is 2 m1Chlne1 In 1h11 n,on, >11lere l adminlllon,d 
the m•c;hlnc. 
15:3 7:59 I think I uJCld 1hr ltn machine. Do n01 l'CCIJI 
u,lng a dlfftreul 11,achlnc 
15:38: 19 •fiorlhc 01'11 ICSI WU odmJniM<:rcd m,dWQ 
Invalid. Could bo oil,.,. 
15:38:32 omcm In lhc roam. depend••• the 1.lmoor 
d:iy Know of rad to hO\\t ntdio 
I 5:40:04 r«quc11oy rould cffcel the DU10hloc. £l<rlalm lhe 
.,,,.slb!ity ofihl, w~ury. 
I h W:? I 11,c lc,c11lo,u1 of 1he machi ncs muJt be ccnlfied. 
I believe lhc KCSO hu 1bclr 
15:40: J4 pmcc>JS of cct1lfylns 1hc.._ believe ti-
proi.:.cj,t_s come rrom 1hc, S-ut1c of 
15:40:,18 ld•ho ,o my bolicf, Tcmpc:raturc of s1orc 
c:onosponds ,o subJec1's body 
J 5·4 I :00 lt·m,,eraturc. Thrra is II thetlTlometct on the 
mt1c-hine bu1 II has to be 34 
15:4 1137 de~= •nd I did check 1h01 dtty, di> no1 believe 
J documented tJ1ot ~nywher-e., 
15:41 :47 I h<llove 011 lnsrn11nen1 1<>11, lhere Is• chcclcmnrl( 
indlcaLlng thnt II Is iu 
t 5:42:0 I rani,,:. The 1<mper11uro lhnt dny W!IS 34 d(ll"""-
)4 number b the nwnber to 
I 5:42.21 romcmb<r rrom nl)' lllllnln11. It is an old M io!! 
tbcrmomc1er used to de&::rm1ne 
,.. .... e..1 ll'C~'''°" 
• 
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( 
IS:43:07 Sia~ Ano....,-. Ni.a:n, AIU)' 
l\e-Dil'OCI 
15:43:10 Olkr. Uad,Sea1 Paul 
In lidd Der did 11111 lndlcl10 ti.~ ""' balr 
my illllNOtlanJ, -did he 
15:43 :24 lndlmlO he WUloll tinid. l)<fdld IIOI oan,pllJII 
abouJ hi, dolhl•a cltht< 
15:43:13 Wheo slvlns tobliccy tcm I cloobtavor>tf• 
ohlllly Jo pay -nlon. and 
I S:43 :~2 ho appcncd Jo bo !oaaJcd OD mewl ho did ll0I 
follow 1hcm lnstruotlonl. MY 
I S:43 :53 cxp<ri.- lod me ro hello"" Oc(wu 
in10xicltod lfls pori'Offl!Ancc U>II di)' 
I $:44 :Ol "-u not con,i11c111 wlsomcbady ""'° ,.,.. jusa 
tired 
15:44 :1$ l)j~ nN ..,., ifl)cfhld a conCCllcd wcopon 
pe11nit 
IS:44:l6 Acid In,: l'lll!LPS, DOUGLAS 
Objoclion ub lbr Jes•I conclusion 
15 4-4 :4 1 Juclgc1 Burton. Robert 
SuM11in 
IS·44:4•1 Otll,•r: Ll11cl,S,.n l'nul 
Dl~ not Mk lrl.lcfhnd n pmnh 
1$'44:SJ Add In,: PII ELPS. DOUGLAS 
Obj 
,s~•M:SS ,Juc!~tl Uurton, Rohcrc 
Ov"""lcd 
15·•14:SB Add In,: PUELPS, l>OUOLAS 
1110 Wc:tpon I•~ i.s ftU'linly a 111rcty concern. l 
do not n:olly care if they 
I S:,IS: 18 have • pcm1ft or no~ Not my n:11,onsibilty to 
check 110lution U$Cd in 
S,:4$:29 brea1halyzcrml<blne,j. Pollowod 1hc requban""u 
In ltavinJ Def submit to• 
-11-
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15:45:17 
IS:45:ll 
15:46:03 
IS:46:22 
15:46:40 
15:46:50 
15:47:06 
I 5:47:24 
15:47:38 
15:47:45 
15:47:57 
15:48:00 
15:48:22 
15:48:28 
I S:,18:4 2 
15:49:04 
15:49:16 
15:49:2 6 
15:49:33 
btcaU, It$!, Verifylna solu1ion LOT is elso not 
p,vtofmy requin:mcr1L 
Stat• A.No.mey: Nboa, Amy 
State'• proposod exhibit l 
Other: Ulld, Sean P>aul 
Thm,MC sev~ times. l'irsl time is 0734, 
which is 7:34 ain; machine 
opcn,10r's name Is my name, Instrument No. Is 
68-013328 1hol n,floots !he 
machine lhal was used Whkh prinlcd out this 
printout Oivjng breath lest, is 
regular activity for ISP; did ••u"'11y_make • 
photocopy o(lhe printou~ this 
is tl,e copy. Of the orig I keep 2 ports ofl1 
and 1he Other OJ:le is sem to 
the ALS agency; it also stays w/o,g rpt a, the 
office. 
State AttOrney: Nbon, Anly 
MO'i.•e 10 ~mit State's exhibit No, 1 
Add lns: PHEW'S, DOUGLAS 
Obj lo lack of foundation and then, is no 
indicalion as to when the testing 
period began. 
Judge: Burton, Robert 
Sustained 
State Attorney: Nixon, Amy 
Movi: to admh Sta1e·s Exhibit No 2. 
Add Ins: l'J[ELPS, DOUGLAS 
My obj is fir-st \'--'e have not heard any testimony 
from forensic commander. Also 
to the first page: of that document i.s an oa:th or 
an affinnation. r nm not 
sure who (ndicatcs they are tho custodian of 
1hoso rcoords. As to the 
certifteate of calibcrat.iou \"\'C- have noL beard 
any tesrimony from Deb 
Scoffiold regarding ocrtfication of calibonliQn 
whether machine is approved 
for loc:rtlon at where it is placod. Addi1ooally 
• 
• 
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"''° 11,c IDlullon fltllllbcr 
15:49:<! !hen h .. ,,.e1hln1 tbal apol)atl to~• 
.-riml Milota lll'el'.ltlc 
I S:4 9J9 C'i.llllUlr ,.t,o \loO ht•• flOI IMMI •Ill' , ... llmMt 
Oum. I do DOI bohno 
I $:5O·U .,.._, rOIIMlltlon wu u,od 10 admlt1!1ct0 
~Plocu•wcwlw 
LS:5O:~I Ollll wppons ~ Then, I• oobi>Jt hm1 to 
tell "'>11iol JC>IUlian ""' 
I $:S I :04 p'-d In madilnc, ,-1,cn k .,. placal In 1hc 
m,cht,,,. n- iJ-borelO 
I S:S I :18 A)I INl ,,.,,., ,olutlonr ,._...,,.,.ln>lolllod ln 
11\0thlncand lrlhe) """'ibol 
IS:S L :26 tho.,.,,_,.,...,,.,,lonHo lllfOhl•• "' lime my 
client W11f glvln1 ~,c br .. lh 
15:S I :l8 IC!il. 
15:~ I :Sl Judgo: Ounon, Rol1<l1 
We hove dl1cussod this before, B•!IO<l on 
11ppllo•blo CIISC law In ldnho I will 
I 5:52:07 ovonulo ~,e Obj, 2 will be odmluod ii tlul 
C.imc, 
I S:52: I 8 !/iul• Ailorncy, Nlx~n, Amy 
Move lO admlulon Ill $1Mc'I lox No. I 
I S:52:24 Add Ins: PHF.Ll'S, DOtJCI..AS 
S::une objcctionJ. 
t S·Sl:lO Judi:c: Horton, Robert 
One will be admitted 
l S:SJ:08 Ocbcr: Lind, Sean Poul 
R.,,,,cwin• Admlual Exhib)u I and 2. There m 2 
brdlih ten ra1.1hs on tboac 
15:53:27 cxhibi11 llaulU ,. ... . 174 and second wm .IS7 
U.!i3,38 Ad~ lnu PIIELPS, DOUGLAS 
No Rc-00,, 
15:S4:ll Stale Anorney: !','lxon, Amy 
Slokl<Sls 
1 S:S4:37 Add bu: PHELPS, DOlJGLAS 
WCQld 11,k b'llle "1ulf.rilnc" Motion 
1 S:SS: 16 w ... 1c1 like io ,_.,a..,. that ...,.._,L 
>1ffli....._8•1-. l t.llUOMDtt10A 
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IS :5 S:26 Cills O.Cto lhe ltllnd. Di~ 
IS'.:55:,17 Olkr. O trl< 
W-lfllOUOOl.b 
11:.55:SI DefnclanlJ KRMl£R, MICUAU, 
&a.Md ipCIJJ IWDOI ,U,IU ocJd.-..s. 0n 
Ol/1""°9'Prior ID !he l!op I WU 
IS:56:16 om ..,.,,.,,,t,llln, DI lic,nw1. My l ~"1 IIJl4 
m>""'t riN ....,, ,o 1'"11M 
IS:56:34 =t, lhc AM tho rouowtna cby. Wu 111own1!11>Uln• 
all day. OUCUIMII 
lS::5 6 :S9 badcpound w/lli< Court, lnctudlns 111!1'Y, JCIYlo• 
Dll"u-<an<r b!sto,y. 
IS:57:30 I om odisohle VA 
15:57:34 S1tt•AlfOl'IU!J' Nl..,., .....,, 
Obj ID rde\-.ncy 
I S;:57:37 Jodge: Burton, Robe,( 
0,.-a,ulcd 
15:57:40 Dcltndusl: KRAM!.R. MlalAEl. 
My bltet and noclt "4,cn: I IMi>c ? dhlodgcd dim. 
Prolonp m• Jrocn 
lS:S7:S9 rJuinc/<lllnlflnglOO tooa: 1111 roec f,cclllb 
tt,,,y ,,. J;riJU ood nccdl<:s; I 
I S:S8:ll al,o hove lllfli dbcasc, llocn bcin& 11 thc,.Glllf 
War w/~10 burnln& oil fioldJ. 
I S:58:34 I ..... lh= in flm Ind._.,. '""l "•· I \\U 
in lhc Air Fon:c. At .omo 
15:51!:SS roi1111r•lncd m)'SCll(to baa plwnmc,. I draw 
dlsobllity but am aL,o stiU 
15:59:08 allo~<d t0 work u lana u I don, oxen myJClr 
I did lcll ll'OOllC' aboul my 
I 5:59:28 n«:k rrol>lems and th11 I hod not lll(en any 
111,dlcaOon ror ICM:tal dl)'I. I did 
I 5:59:4-1 milk• my best cJTort to r:abthc 1csu. f Wllt 
fully drc•ied In lhermalt, 
15:59:57 booli, 010. Qullo • rcw laycrs or clotbos. I did 
,ell 1he oniccr I had o 
16:00 :o<l pcm,11 10 OlllT)' the ;un, I hovc thnt whnc today, 
II is proh,11bly sizl! of 
16:00:23 buslncss ""'1l. I hove that '-4 t -:orrye 
"""'Pl'" rrorn time IQ 1imo, I do 
16:00:42 <M}' •""""""when up In Ille mo•nlllnt, Hav. 
,..D, 
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never had ~ use it but have 
16:0 0:5'1 come close, I did adviocuooperthlll I did h•v• 
the """Jl(Jfl· 
16:01 :51 Add lnl: PlJELPS, DOUGLAS 
Hnnding -.!uioss Der~ Exhibll A. 
16:02:08 bdcndont: KRAMER, MICIIA,EL 
That is my pennit 
16:0 2:13 Add 1 .. , PHELPS. DOUGLAS 
Move to admit 
16:02: IS Stale Attorney: Nixon, Amy 
Object to hcaisay 
16:02:20 Add Ins: PllELPS, DOUGLAS 
I can lay more foundation 
16:02:24 Defen,l:rnt: KRAMER, MICHAEL 
Wa.i issued this upon appJl<talloo and wuissuod 
by gov't ag.encr, this is wllar 
16:02:36 the agency g•vo me after I had sent in my 
npplication. It 1akcs approx 90 
16:02'.46 days. 
16:02:53 Add Ins: PHELPS. OOUGl.AS 
M9ve to 11dmil 
16:02:59 State Attorney: Ni1011t Amy 
I dont believe there is testimony to foundadon 
and lea\ie my obj ection to 
16:03 :11 hearsay 
16:03 :D Judge: Burton, Robert 
Does not faJI under business rccon:ls. Believe he 
testified it was a «>P)' of 
16:03:25 what he had on his pcrron. I will admit it 
rather than have him submit die 
16:03:36 original 
16:03 :57 Ddcndant KRAMER, MICHAEL 
Day prior to stop I had consumed a coupl~of 
beer;. Once in BAC !000\ I ,ws 
16:04:14 put on • machine. After s,:venl lllemp!S the 
machine was noL working. So l 
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16:0~:34 
16:04:~ 
16:04:51 
16!0.1:09 
16:05:26 
16:0Sl48 
16:06:()6 
16:06:18 
16:06:33 
16:07:09 
16:07:36 
16:07:52 
16:08:06 
16:08:21 
16:08:37 
l6:08:S3 
16:09:07 
16:09:22 
16:09:48 
16: 10 :09 
16: 10:24 
16:10:41 
( 
.., back down end then pro,.ecdod saffllQ,hJnc ,_, 
io IL 1bcll \'11:ol 11,n,uah 
.,._,. or""1fflln1 lhlll mochino Up. Pl1111wll 
WllS iaYalJd end lhcn n:lnllinin; 
2 blows. I blew on 2 dllrorm1 m11ch11101 lhot 
alp1. I tl•woncc II dlcl 11111 
tllllo, tllm a~r U11\ II was ,.lid li!r 1ho Cllhtt 
111mplc,i. Nevu found ou1 
problem w/fln1 mllC)llnr I blew ln111. Ollka, ~Id 
-died; ffl)'"""'lh-dlcl 
ho do an obocl\'allon pcric,d blw lho 1w11Jilna or 
maclliDc:! I have medlCIII 
•••••li•ion w/my _,,,b w I lllb tliat wtia, J 
- • p,oblcm but it Is lwd 
10 expllin l~ I om • doclor. I hne ... 11tlcl 
'"°"" t)'IIO problem. H ls 1 
bamina KIIJlllu,n 1111d I ha"' IO loarp Id holjl 
mfflmll. 
Sr.arr Anona,,.-: Nboa, Amy 
~-
o.,r,ndaall KRAME.R, MJCUAJU. 
w..,, .,,.,..1-nlin on 03/1 lAl9 for an <n'<fflQIIII 
lillO\\fflobilJng IJip. Do haw 
pmbknu in t,aclr. and """"-My bock Is pr,uy 
palllfill. i1 Is painful majority 
of,mic. II ill at a level 0(6 righl.now,jwl 
by •inlng ...... Did go ... au 
day snowmcblfU\8 trip. Of OOUISO ll!Jl buns~ 
bad.. but I Jo•c &<>Ing 
sno"""'biling. II Is worth it IO me. Who» sittil!a 
on • $nowmobilc I sh and 
wm hold my 11111$ out, .. i,1c1, ec1uallykind or 
helps. Csnnot de,c,ribc pain 
bccau,c of1hc adcrnalino going tbrooJgh me. 1 
usu.Uy oolke illho Dal day. 
I d.id have• oouplc beets on 1he 13th. I did 
«II off,cer about my neck, was 
not asked i!lh111 problem would hiodermy 
ability ro perform the tes1s. 
omoer did question n,c.about h<allh problems. 
Te$1lfied 1ha1 he did nol tcl'I 
,ny mnulh. Did n.01 take any S\\igs of alcohol 
prl~r to bre•th tes~ kind or 
dlfficull to do wbctt in hond dill"s. Pcmh 
-- 148 
ollowtmc to..,,,. ca-i.J 
16: I O;S9 "'"'I""'-°""" not~ ~llllnl lboul "'11ochot <>r 
OOI ab)' IO <,uiy ..i,J11 
16:1 1:0P r~ 
16: 11:3> Add tu: PllELl'S, DOliCLA', 
Rl-dl=t 
16, I l:lS Dcf<lldeal'! KRAMER, llDCIL\J:L 
Dl>aot btl~ve I .. u 1nm....i NI cby. 
16:11142 Sta1<Attoraer- Nisoto,AaJ 
Yoo did ha1-. a lwk 
16: I I >16 Add ha; l'R£Ll'S. OOUCIAS 
lllllbbeyaod-
16: I I :SO Dtl•~dul: l{RAM£R, t,flCIIAEL 
Diel bl"' I 1Jut w,d did ...... h "hllc 
""""110bDins-
16· I 2 ~ /\dd 1 .. , l'IT£LPS. DOOCL.\S 
Wewlllra:t. 
16; 12: 1$ Slate Alto....,., Nuon, Aaoy 
No rcbunal 
16 12 : 19 Judto, Buno.., Robtrl 
"11111 ls oil Ille evidmc:c. We will take a ,_ 
, • .,...,.,.. rl!Ul1 
16• I 2 :34 i•SlnlCtions.J will !hen n:ad lhme to you. 
Ckuingargumon1 will be ghm 
I 6: 12'4.S men you will have oppommity 10 delibcn,c. 
16: l-2!S6 AJ!i11Mish6 j wy. 
16:13:07 Stnp ra:onllog 
(OnR«t$$) 
16:41 :0l 
Recordiog Saned: 
16:41 :02 Reconl 
KRAMER. MICHAEL 
16:41 :OJ Judge: Bur10tl, Robert 
Back on l1>0<>!d. I Ii.ave 9Ubmined ihojwy 
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16:4 I '24 Stsu AIIOm<r. liuon, A•y 
No 11bjoi:1 Ion. 
16''1128 Add la,: PHELPS, DOUGLAS 
'Tbc one r """Id aik rat tboCoun 1flJ Oil! sr-,l. 
lhldfll"P"t"don 
16:4 1 :+I fn'lnl<lion n,pt\110. bffiwle l)cfbed I 
oaooclol!d v.upoo pc,rn1lt It lhould be 
16:42:08 allo...S. Addillonally, I know coun 111bmillcd 
O'lidco.., oflhe br<•lh lcsl 
16:42:1 S in light of argum<:nL. 11ml ,.t,ould nol hlff «»ne 
in. 
16:42:29 Judge: Bunon, Robert 
Concerning your requ<'II to your ~ 
iosnuctlon No. 4 you hid ,uhntiu.d 
16:43:02 it for tbecrline of conceal In, wio permit wt'ln 
city limlL ,li!ich is not !he 
I 6:43 : i'I issue on this c .... Issue is DOI tr-, had• 
conc:c:aled weapon but whether 
I 6:43:28 or ll04 person was canying "1iilc iutDtiCllcd. 
Which is why l refused. 
16:43:46 Add !Ulf: PHELPS, J)OUG~ 
I do halr'o a Rule 29 motion. l &we en rut. in 
fovor otDe!. Suuc has not 
16:44:00 p,o,•cn beyond rcaroollhie doubL DcfhAs right to 
ha..., firearm additionolly he 
16:44 : IO bod a pt"JTIUI v.ilit h gtlllllS f-rip!S ID 
Wfl' a firc:.um. SLttcs case Jaw 
16:44 :2S 10 supf)Ol1 tvgum<:nt. Reason he bad lhe firearm 
IJ bc:aiu!QC he wu SnOwmobilinS 
16·4S,49 in the mounwnsorldaho. Think 2nd Arn<:ndmeal 
prompts this low 1.hJ>t tr )<JU 
16:46 :03 arc m""'1tmd )'OIi farm! Iha! ripL [ -,bl 
ask Cn to dismiass th111 
16.46,I 4 COWll A, ID my cllcOI being intcdcalnll, there 
~KM.1:kl tx a d.bm.w.J al d.tb 
16·46 25 poutl. I think die o,,idenc< is in linor of ooo-
movlnJ p,,ty, 10 I will DOI 
16:46:39 ,......, -· llmc. 
16~ '4S Judge Bun.., Robert 
Court bas ID~ die (Jldl of in filvor of 
,...,. 
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....,.._lqpalt)', Mich It lho 
16:•6:.la 1111et1,,ceyoullN!n:alt111.i;M111t.oD!smbo I 
Utillk 1 will d,ey your Molioo on 
16:47:16 •11 3 C01111U- 1 dan11hl.U.ll'.o,-)<M1-,.i 
llr<ldootlt qwto. r."' 
16:47:29 yov would hlo: to. 
16:47 !31 Pbse brine 1n IIM>Jwy. 
16:47:4& 01bff: B1llill' 
Briop lack Ille JUI)'. 
16:49:17 Jad~:Burto11, Robat 
Reath fin•l ln•uvclions to Ille jurul. 
16!:56: l3 St.ate Attorn-,,-: Nb.an, Arny 
Slate's Closing ArJUfflC!IL 
16:56:17 Add Ins: PmtLPS, l>OUGLA.'1 
Def<ndanfs CloslnQ A,aumtnl 
17:25: 13 Stale Attorney: Nixon, An1y 
Smie's R.d:ruttal ClosiQg Argu.mcn1 
17:J I :29 Oilier: Cltrk 
Deliberation OJ!h lO &1110' 
17:J I :J7 J ud~: Burton, Rober1 
E.•u:uses Jurors ro, dcUbcnuion. 
17:32:SI Slop rewrding 
(0. R=) 
IS;lS:01 
Rcc.,rd1ng Sraru:d • 
IS:25:01 Rmnd 
KRAMER. MICHAEL 
Hl:25:01 Judg<: Bunon, Robert 
The )my his sulxnilled 2 questlcru. Fltst 
ques,ioo is "Whal Is ti.. dcllnitloa 
18:25:24 o( • ainoeakd ,....pen• 
18:25:33 Sr.rt Attorney, Nwm, Amr 
!u,f,r Ill Ille lll!llnl<tloa 
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I 8:2S:39 J•d&e: Burtoo, Roben 
Is then, M ln11Ncllc,n lhal r,,(c,1 10 !hat In 
the Codt7 
18:2.SJ7 I d1ln~ If you Jool, IQ lft-ll02 
18:2 6:16 I Will cbec~ 
18:26:30 S111t ANomry1 Nh,_, Amy 
Mo_vbe ii "'1IS - liw. 
18:26:35 Add bu: PIIPLPS. OOCGI.AS 
T ,an not 1t1ru. 
18:27: 10 Jud~e: Burton, Robert 
5-ld qunlion itdoe.thr ~-• bl,-. to be 
in...,daully hidden? 
18:27:23 Add Int: Pll£U'S, DOUGJ..AS 
!!.!Is IO be lhecomblnallon oflnitnt, 
18:27:33 Jud&o: Bunoa, Robert 
DiJoustr.s lnsuuctlotr tbl,r,,fCll 10 dull 
intidcn&. 
18:28:07 s .. ,. Allomey: Nb;oa, Anl)' 
I lhink lha-o nu,y be an ICJl fortho«-aled 
weapon. 
13:28:2' Judge: nuno.. Robert 
Ir lhcr« It In ICJI I might be inclined lo &<t 
iL 
18:34 ,SJ s .... Altorn,y: Nl.ron, Amy 
IJrheve nn lnrn,,ctlon you did no< give ml&h• 
have on lnlO\ICllon, but 1h11 
18:35 :()9 w.s, u,o law I don, believe 11 - an ICJI. 
18:3 7 :22 ,lull11•• Du n on. Roberl 
Mlgln Ju>1 have 10 Indicate 1ha1 one of my 
ln.nructJons lncHc:atc tO use your 
18:37~44 commonicnte. 
I R:38:0S Add 111,: PIIELl'S, DOUGLAS 
I would Just refer U1em bilek 10 lh•ir 
in, 1ruc1ion1. 
18:39:01 Judge: Burton, Rober, 
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18'39:U 
18:3 9:45 
18:40:57 
20:06:12 
I "ill indico10 lhal "you bav,o all inSU\IOtloos 
\hill pm1llln 10 this ...... 
please n,vlew tbcm In ill entirety• 
They WiO WIJII IO- tho yjd,o, 
RCC-Otding Scartcd: 
20:06:12 R«'Ord 
KRAMl!R, MIQJA61, 
20:06:13 Judge: Burton, Rob•rt 
I guess tho Jury has reach«! a vcnlicL Oo ahead 
and bring them In. 
20:07:02 Other: aerk. 
R<ods Verdicts Out Loud 
20:09:14 Other: Ju.-y 
Those are our \lerdicrs 
20:09:20 Add lns: PllELPS, DOUGLAS 
We would like ,o poll our verdict. 
20: I I :30 Other: Clerk 
Polls the Jury 
20:11 :3l Judge: Borlun, Robert 
As to Count l\,..o since there is not an unaimous 
vcrdic1. Do you think furlher 
10; 11 :46 deliberation would lead~ a verdict? 
20:12:01 Other: J, Jury No. 
Is ii against the law to CiUT)' CMCealed while 
drunk? 
20:121 JG Judge: Burton, Robert 
You have to find according the elements that 
w-erc given to you. You have to 
20: 12:31 follo,v the law. 
20: J 2:36 I think &t lhe late hour. sounds like-you are 
dead-locked on 1ho~ J will 
20:12:4 9 ei<cusc you from this. 
10: 13: J 2 We do thank you for )'C<lr service. 
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20: 13:48 Asio C:011111 OncandCoon1 Throe, tho Jill)' found 
vcrdicts'1r gull))' oo ihose. 
20: 14:01 Caimi 1'W(J lwilldelc4N,am\s.1n1n,.., th< Si•• mar wish to 10-Jlie Iba~ 
20: 14:13 .,,...., let moJmowifyou decide lodo tlut on• 
way oranod,o,-. 8o lhill ii 
20: 14:26 can be rescheduled or dl.$mll,ed. Ii rou could do 
lNll W/1n A iw,ek. I IISWfflO 
20: l 4:37 as lir IS lho l\'IO -nlS I will JCl ror 
.. n1tnclng111 a leacrday. I will 
20: J 4:50 w,nt an albohol ovolulllion bcloro the 
sentencing. 
20:14:56 Add Ju: PB.ELPS, OOOOLAS 
We win do Iha!. 
20:15:13 Slop rO<'Ordlng 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR ·rHE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL IAN KRAMER 
Defendant. 
DOB: 
DL or SSN: WA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-2009-0005447 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN 
Attached hereto are the jury instructions given on the trial of the above 
matter. 
Copies have been given to counsel of record. 
DATED this J d--fh day of [D JlA,clt) I 2010. 
Deputy Clerk 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _l_8 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, is charged in 
.com1t I with the crime of Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol 
alleged to have been committed as follows: .that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in the Com1ty of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did drive or was 
in actual physical control of a motor vehicle, on or at a street, highway, intersection or other place 
open to the public, while m1der the influence of alcohol · or, in the alternative, did 
drive or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle, with an alcohol concentration of .08 or 
more, as shown by an analysis of his breath. To this charge the defendant has 
pled not guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _j_£ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, is charged in 
Count II with the crime of Possession of a Concealed Weapon While Under the Influence of 
Alcohol, alleged to have been committed as follows: that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN 
KRAMER, on or about the 14th day of March, 2009, in Kootenai County, Idaho, did carry a 
concealed weapon, to-wit: a .40 caliber pistol on or about his person while intoxicated and/or under 
the influence of an intoxicating drink To this charge the defendant has pied not guilty. 
1 r:., 7 
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INSTRUCTION NO. K 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, is charged in 
Count ill with the crime of Transporting an Opened, Container of Alcohol in a Motor Vehicle, 
alleged to have been committed as follows: that the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, on or 
about the 14th day of March, 2009, i11 Kootenru County, Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully 
transport an opened and/or unsealed container of alcohol in a motor vehicle. To this charge the 
defendant has pled not guilty. 
1cn 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~;t __ 
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over 
with you what will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and 
what we will be doing. At the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance 
o:n how you are to reach your decision. 
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's 
opening statement, the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until 
the state has presented its case. 
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge(s) against the 
defendant. The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If 
the defense does present evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. 
This is evidence offered to answer the defense's evidence. 
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions 
on the law. After you have heard the instru~tions, the state and the defense will 
each be given time for closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will 
summarize the evidence to help you understand how it relates to the law. Just as the 
opening statements are not evidence, neither are the closing arguments. After the 
closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to make your decision. 
During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the exhibits 
. admitted into evidence and any notes taken by you in court. 
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:r:N"STRUCTION NO. 3 
A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent. This 
presumption places upon the state the burden of proving the defendant guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt Thus, a defendant, although accused, begins the trial 
with a clean slate with no evidence against the defendant. If, after consideiing all 
the evidence and my instructions on the law, you have a reasonable doubt as to the 
defendant's guilt, you must return a verdict of not guilty. 
Reasonable doubt is defined as follows: It is not mere possible doubt, because 
everything relating to human affairs, and depending on moral evidence, is open to 
some possible or imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which, after the entire 
comparison and consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in 
that condition that they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction, to a moral 
certainty, of the truth of the charge. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 4 
----
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my 
instructions to those facts, and in this ·way to decide the case. In so doing, you must. 
fol1ow my instructions regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should 
be, or what either side may state the law to be. You must consider them as a whole, 
not picking out one and disregarding others. The order in which the instructions 
are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The law requires that 
your decisfon be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor 
pre_judice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you 
of these duties is vital to the administration of justice. 
trial. This evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered 
and received, and any stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in 
court is governed by rules of law. At times during the trial, an objection may be 
made to a question asked a witness, or to a witness' answer, or to an exhibit. This 
simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of Jaw. Arguments 
on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be 
considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a 
question or to an exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or the exhibit 
may not be considered. Do not attempt to guess what the answer might have been 
or what the exhibit might have shown. Similarly, if I tell you not to consider a 
particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of your mind, and not refer to 
it or rely on it in your later deliberations. 
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of ]aw 
which· should apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other 
times I will excuse you from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 5 
If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am 
inclined to favor the claims. or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to 
be influenced by any such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor 
will I intend to intimate, any opinion as to which witnesses are or are not_ ~orthy of 
belief; what facts are or are not established; or what inferences should be drawn 
from the evidence. If any expression of mine seems to indicate an opinion relating to 
any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 6 
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That 
subject must not in any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it 
will be my duty to determine the appropriate penalty or punishment. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 7 
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you 
as to the law. 
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not foll_ow 
some and ignore others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for 
some of the rules, you are bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law 
different from any I tell you, it is my instruction that you must follow. 
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INSTRUCTION NO._£__ 
In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of 
act and intent. 
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INSTRUCTION NO._:[_ 
Each count charges a separate and distinct offense. You must decide each count 
separately on the evidence and the law that applies to it, uninfluenced by your decision as 
to any other count. The defendant may be found guilty or not guilty on any or all of the 
offenses charged. 
INSTRUCTION NO. _LQ_ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty of Operating a Motor 
Vehicle Wbile Under the Influence, the State must prove each of the following: 
J . On or about the 14th day of March, 2009; 
2. in the state ofldaho; 
3. the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
4. drove and/or was in ac~ual physical control of; 
5. a motor vehicle; 
6. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public; 
7. while under the influence of alcohol and/or while having an alcohol 
concentration of 0.08 or more as shown by analysis of the defendant's breath. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO.+ 
"Actual physical control" shall be defined as being in the driver1s position of the motor 
vehicle with the motor running or with the motor vehicle moving. 
168 
INSTRUCTION NO. E 
The term "highway" means the same as "street" and includes public roads, alleys, bridges 
and adjacent sidewalks and rights-of-way. 
169 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _i3_ 
To prove that someone was under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, it is not necessary 
that any particular degree or state of intoxication be shown. Rather, the state must show that the 
defendant had consumed sufficient alcohol and had used enough of any drug or intoxicating 
substance to influence or affect the defendant's ability to drive the motor vehicle. 
., ry 0 
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INSTRUCTION NO. l:j._ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty of Possession of a 
Concealed Weapon While Under the Influence of Alcohol, the State must prove each of the 
following: 
I. On or about the 14th day of March, 2009; 
2. in the state ofldaho; 
3. the defendant, MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
4. whlle intoxicated and/or under the influence of an intoxicating drink or drug; 
5. carried a firearm; 
6. whlch was ~aled on or about the defendant's person. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
1 71 
INSTRUCTION NO. /~ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the term "fueann" means any weapon from which a shot, 
projectile or other object may be discharged by force of combustion, explosive, gas or mechanical 
means, whether operable or inoperable. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. J.k_ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty of Transporting an Opened 
Container of Alcohol in a Motor Vehicle, the State must prove each of the following: 
I. On or about the 14th day of March, 2009; 
2. in the state of Idaho; 
3. the defendant, NJJCHAEL IAN KR.Alv'IER, 
4. either: 
a. broke open and/or allowed to be broken or opened any container of alcoholic liquor, 
and/or 
b. drank and/or used and/or allowed to be drunk and/or used any alcoholic liquor; 
5. while the same was being transported in a motor vehicle. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
I 
INSTRUCTION NO. p 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that "Alcoholic liquor" includes the following: 
(1) alcohol, meaning the product of distillation of any fermented 
liquor, rectified either once or oftener, whatever may be the 
origin thereof, or synthetic ethyl alcohol; 
(2) spirits, meaning any beverage which contains· alcohol 
obtained by distillation mixed with drinkable water and 
other substances in solution, including, among other things, 
brandy, rum, whiskey, and gin; 
(3) wine, meaning any alcoholic beverage obtained by the 
fermentation of the natural sugar content of fruits (grapes, 
apples, etc.) or other agricultural products containing sugar 
(honey, milk, etc.); and 
(4) any liquid or solid, patented or not, containing alcohol, 
spirits, or wine, and susceptible of being consumed by a 
human being, for beverage purposes, and containing more 
than 4 per cent of alcohol by weight. 
INSTRUCTION NO. ---62--
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding officer, who 
will preside over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is 
orderly; that the issues submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; 
and that every juror has a chance to express themselves upon each question. 
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a 
verdict, the presiding officer will sign it and you will return it into open court. 
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by 
compromise. 
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having 
fully discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to 
communicate with me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to 
me or anyone else how the jury stands until you have reached a verdict or unless 
you are instructed by me to do so. 
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to 
you with these instructions. 
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IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE l'l'RST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF lllE 
ST A TE OF IOAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STAT£ OF IOAHO, CASE NO. C lt-M09-544 7 
VEltDICT 
Ploinlitr. 
VS. 
MJCH,U:L I. KRAMER, 
l)efcndML 
We, lhc Jury, duly cmpancncd and sworn 10 try the above entitled action, for ou.r verdicl, 
siy th!l1 '"' find lhc dcf<ndani: 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY) 
X GUILTY 
NOTGUJLTY 
OF TRANSPORTING AN OPENED CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL IN A MOTOR 
VEHICLE.. 
DA TED lhe / :2.. day of m 4 {t l ,2010. 
I 
r 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-M09-5447 
VERDICT 
We, the Jury, duly empanelled and sworn to try the above entitled action, for our verdict, 
say that we find the defendant: 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY) 
GUILTY 
NOT GUILTY 
OF POSSESSION OF A CONCEALED WEAPON WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
OF ALCOHOL. 
DATED the ) 2 day of 772a v c k\ , 2010. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-M09-5447 
VERDICT 
We, the Jury, duly empanelled and sworn to try the above entitled action, for our verdict, 
say that we find the defendant: 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY) 
GUILTY 
NOT GUILTY 
OF OPERA TING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL. 
DATED the /2._ day of /11 A ( Ch .2010. 
P SIDING OF~v-
,/ 
~// c", ,,,,.., .... ,,,/ 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
AMYNIXON 
S O;,l E Ci- !DAhC 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAl~ss 
FILED: .:/) 1/ / 
2010 APR - I PH 3: 37 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-5447 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COUNT II 
COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, State of 
Idaho, and hereby moves the Court for an Order to Dismiss COUNT II: POSSESSION OF A 
CONCEALED WEAPON WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE, Idaho Code §18-3302B in the 
above-entitled matter for the reason that it was a hung jury on this count at trial. 
DATED this I ~T day of April, 2010. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that, on the _L day of April, 2010, I caused the foregoing to be 
transmitted as foJlowed: 
DOUGLAS PHELPS, A ITORNEY AT LAW (FAX 509~1~ 
MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT II 179 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL IAN KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-5447 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
_In Custody 
_ Out of Custody 
The Court having before it the Motion to Dismiss, and good cause thus appearing, now 
therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that COUNT II: POSSESSION OF A CONCEALED 
WEAPON WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE, Idaho Code § 18-3302B, in the above- entitled 
matter, be dismissed. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bond posted shall be exonerated. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any outstanding warrants shall be quashed. 
ENTERED this S-- day of~A __ p_...---_,-_I ___ , 2~2:? 
~ V,, 7 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the _/.e_ day of {lp,-; / , 2010, that a true and 
correct .copy of the foregoing was mailed/delivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, 
Interoffice Mail, Hand Delivered, or Faxed to: "Do11_,Jq s flu.I /J.5 
Prosecutor 208-446-1833-t tUted Defense Attorney S"tYl-9 .J./. o,o~ Defendant ___ _ 
KCPSB _____ Auditor ____ Police Agency ______ _ 
Bonding Co.___ Other,,,_-,-.------~-
~-t, -1 & ~~~ #qff? 
ORDER TO DISMISS COUNT II 
~ 
' 
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Court Mloutco: 
SC$$ion: CALO\Vl!U.062" IOP 
Session Date: 06/2412010 
Judge: C41dwell, Robcn 
.Rq,ortcr, 
Clcrk( s): ReynoldJ, Peggy 
Slllte Anome)'(s): 
Qowey, Roy 
Rynn,Jocl 
Stone, Kennoth 
Public Oefooder(s): 
Brooks, J. Lynn 
Clapin, Micl1ael 
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\Vaish, Mayli 
Zaneni, Cmig 
Prob. Offic:cr(s): 
Divl!lon: MAG 
Stmon Time: 09:38 
Court imerprcier(s): Q.,,, / __ ,-b"(-9-
----·---~" ~ - - -
Case ID: 0002 
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case number: CR2009-5447 
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Defendant: KRAMER. MJCHABL I 
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State Attomey: 
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FIRST JUDICIAL 00 CT COURT, STATEOF IDAHO, CO 
324 W. GARDEN .~UE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D• ALEN 
OF KOOTENAI 
0 83816-9000 
JUDGMENT ,/ 
FILED kf,p,ytJO AT~ 
OY, WA 99003 
,ntl.ltnE.:lff.13UL8 WA 
/28/1968 AGENCY: IDAHO STATE POLICE B 
# CR-2009-0005447 CITATION# 1367681 BO 
jlGE: 118-8004 Mt DRIVING UNDER fflE INFLUENCE lNW@!ffl"C I IW._ 
ENDED: ____________________________________ _ 
,e defendant having been fully advised of his/her statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
IJ Been advised of right to court appointed counsel if indigent 
Q.pefendant waived right to counsel p judgment--Not Guilty 
~ Defendant represented by counsel »Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
I] Judgment, Plea of Guilty/ Rights Waived D Judgment for Defendant/ Infraction 
IJ Withheld Judgment D Accepted D Judgment for State/ Infraction 
I] Dismissed_____________ D Bond Forfeited/ Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
D Bond Forfeited / Dismissed 
MONIESIERED PAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 0 ine I Penalty $ lJO t.:> which includes costs, and probation fee if applicable. Suspended $~9-' _____ _ 
· To be paid by O , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
Community Service____ _ _____ Setup Fee$ ______ Insurance Fee$ ______ _ 
Must sign up within 7 days. 
D Reimburse 
-------------------------------------
~:~tu E 1: e. rated, proviqed that any deposit shall first bl;! applied pursua~t-~-ldaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstandjnr:i fines, fee$ 
~nd costs with any remainder to be refunded to the posting party. o AuthonzatI011from defenaam1o p_ay restItutIon +Jor 1ntract1orrs trom bond. 
IJ No Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 1 
INCARCW,TION O~ERED: 
~~ail 70 days, Suspended t'~ days, Credit ____ days, Unscheduled Jail ____ days are imposed & will 
be scheduled by the Adult Misdemeanor Probation Office, or Court, for violations of the terms below or on the attached addendum. 
D Report to Jail _________ Release ____ =-------- D Work Release Authorization (if you qualify). 
lttsheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) /~ hours by ~ Z'{c/ D Must sign up within 7 days. 
~ollow the Labor Program schedule and policies. 
D 
DRIVING PR:;-;IV;.:IL-;:E~G~ES~S~U~S;;PE~N;;:D~E~D=~~!~=-::;-:da~ys::-:commenc=:::-::-:::--::-ing-:-_-_~:1.-+"""1_,_~:__;-;_'+t .30!~ P~ ~al_,~ _r _-_-_--~---~f _-._--'._(_ti_-..:::::;; ~t '_~_,.:: ..c;~ --....!-~:-~'t==-~-:-:...Li ..x-:...:,=:_, 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHE 
D Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencin.,,_ ________________________ _ 
To, from and for work purposes/ required medical care/ court ordered alcohol program/ communJty service. Must carry proof of wortc 
schedule and llabillznsurance at aH times. Not valid if Insurance expires. 
PROBAilO ORDERED FOR YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: D Supervised - See Addendum 
Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. D Commit no similar offenses. 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
D Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol or controlled substances in your bloodstream. 
D You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, with reasonable cause, by a peace officer. 
D Obtain a Substance Abuse/Battery Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within ____ days. 
l3a1nroll in ~'D \ S program, and file proof, within ___ days. Fite proof of completion within /2-o days. 
~Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
D Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for ____ year(s). To be instafled per attached addendum. D Other ______________________________________ _ 
FIRST JUDICIAL TRICT COURT, STATEOF IDAHO, C 
324 W. GARD \JUE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D' AL 
STA TE OF IDAHO V 
l\UC..."HAEL IAN KRAMER 
2171.9 N REGAL RD 
C ATTAROY WA 99003 
OF KOOTENAI 
AHO 83816-9000 
AGENCY: IDAHO ST ATE POLICE B--..::_,._;::;_--lC.,..;;..._i;;ut;:::...:;....::...:;__, 
CASE# CR-20O9-OOO5447 CITATION# 1367682 BOND: Surety $300.oo 
CHARGE: 123-505(1) ALCOHOL BEV-UNLAWFUL TRANSPORT/OPEN CONTAINER VIO 
AMENDED: 
--------------------------------------
The defendant having been fully advised of his/her statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
D Been advised of right to court appointed counsel if indigent 
D fendant waived right to counsel 
fendant represented by counsel 
udgment, Plea of Guilty / Rights Waived 
D Withheld Judgment D Accepted 
0 Judgment--Not Guilty 
~udgment on Trial--Guilty 
/ (3 Judgment for Defendant/ Infraction 
D Judgment for State/ Infraction 
D Dismissed 
-------------
0 Bond Forfeited/ Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
D Bond Forfeited / Dismissed 
ine / Penalty $ 5?) c) ? which includes costs, and probation fee if applicable. Suspended $ ______ _ MONIESIR ERED PAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
o be paid by =3,c..) u. a y 'i , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
Community Service ____ hours by ______ Setup Fee$ ______ Insurance Fee$ ______ _ 
Must sign up within 7 days. 
OReimburse 
------------------------------------0 Restitution 
------------------------------------
~Ron d Exon~rated, provi~ed that any deposit shall first~ applied pursuant to ldahofrCode 19-2923 in satisfacti.on of 9utstandjng fines, fees 
r'fuid costs with any remainder to be refunded to the posting party. D Authorrzal,on om defendantlo pay rest1tut1on +tor 1nfract1ons trom bond. 
D No Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
INCARCERATION ORDERED: 
D Jail ____ days, Suspended ____ days, Credit ____ days, Unscheduled Jail ____ days are imposed & will 
be scheduled by the Adult Misdemeanor Probation Office, or Court, for violations of the terms below or on the attached addendum. 
D Report to Jail _________ Release _________ D Work Release Authorization (if you qualify). 
D Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) ___ hours by ________ Must sign up within 7 days. 
Follow the Labor Program schedule and policies. 
D 
---------------------------------------DRIVINGPRIVILEGESSUSPENDED ___ dayscommencing _____________________ _ 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P .0. Box 7129, 
Boise, ID. 83707-1129. 
D Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commenci ·:,_ _______________________ _ 
To, from and for work purposes/ required medical care/ court ordered alcohol program I community service. Must cany proof of work 
schedule and Uabillty insurance at all times. Not valid if insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR ___ YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 0Supervised - See Addendum 
D Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. DCommit no similar offenses. 
D Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
D Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol or controlled substances in your bloodstream. 
D You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, with reasonable cause, by a peace officer. 
D Obtain a Substance Abuse/Battery Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within ____ days. 
D Enroll in. _________ program, and file proof, within ___ days. File proof of completion within ____ days. 
00 Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
D Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for ____ year(s). To be installed per attached addendum. 
D Other ____________________________________ _ 
THESUSPENDEOPENALTIESARESUBJECTTOVOURCOMPLIANCEWITHALL TER 
THE DEFENDANT HAS THE RIGHT TO APP EAL 
THIS JUDGMENT WITHIN 42 DAYS 
CopiesTo: ~ 
· Def. __ ---"'~'-----
Date 6../2'(/t () 
[ ] Jail ( ax 46-1407) [ ] KCS0 [ ] AMP (fax 446-1990) 
Date tD Deputy ClerkJ...:!::..~~,::___1_t::>-~~~==-------------
Phelps & Associates, PS 
Attorneys at Law 
2903 N. Stout Rd. 
Spokane, WA 99206-4373 
Phone:(509)892-0467; Fax:(509)921-0802 
phelps@phelpslaw1.com 
S iATE Of lOAHO }SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI FJL£0: 
2010 JUL 29 AN 10: 57 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
NO. CR-09-5447 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT (State of Idaho), AND THE PARTY'S 
ATTORNEY (Jim Reierson, Deputy Kootenai County Prosecutor, P.O. Box 9000, Coeur d' 
Alene, ID 83816), AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
I . The above named appellant, Michael I. Kramer, appeals against the above named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court/Court of Appeals from the Judgment and 
Sentence entered in the above entitled action on the 24th day of June, 2010 by Judge 
Robert Caldwell. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court/Court of Appeals and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph I above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to Rule 12(a) I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to assert 
in the appeal; provided, and such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal: The defendant appeals the court's ruling regarding 
denial of the Right of Confrontation under Crawford v. Washington and Melendez-Diaz 
in admitting breath test based upon affidavits certifying the breath test and equipment. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? YES 
186 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript in hard copy: The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 
25(a) I.A.R. supplemented by the following: 
1. The conference on requested instructions, the objections of the parties to 
the instructions, and the court's ruling thereon. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R: 
(a) Complete copy of Court file. 
7. I certify: 
( a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
1. 
1. 
1. 
[x] That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been 
paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript in the 
amount of $200.00. 
[x] That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been 
paid in the amount of $200.00 
[ ] That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
2. [x] That the appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
because this is a criminal appeal. 
( e) That service has been made upon all part1·t &flOOllllI 
20. 
DA TED THIS 2'6 day of July, 2010 \ 
DOUGLAS D. PHELPS, ISBA#4755 
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~Jt~ET~Fof: CKrtNA1}ss 
Phelps & Assoclolcs, PS FILE0° 
AtlOmcys •• Low 
2903 N. Stou, Rd. 1010 AUG -3 Al1 8: I~ 
Spokonc, WA 99206-4373 ~
Phone:(509)892-0467; Fax:(509)921-0802 ~c- t 
phelp,@phclpslawl .com  _ 
rN THe DISTRICT COURT OF Tli P. FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAJiO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENA I 
STATE OF ll)AJiO 
l)J3inU rr~RcsJ)ondont, 
vs, 
MICITA !ll. l. KRAMl!R 
D-Ofcndnnl-/\ppcl l1l!l. 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
____________ ) 
NO. CR-09-5447 
AMENDED 
'NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THI! ABOVE NAM ED RESPONDENT (State ofldaho). AND Tl{E PARTY'S 
11·n·oRNEY (Jim Rcicnon, IX1>uty Koo1er10i Couniy Prosecutor. l'.0. ll<>x 9000. Coeur d' 
/Ilene, ID/!3816), /\ND 'niE CLERK OF THE ABOVE E'NT!Tl..ED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
l. TI,e above namod appcllan~ Michool I. Krumcr, appcol, ngainst the obo,·c named 
respondent 10 rho Idaho Supn:mo Co,Jrt/Court of Appeals &om the trial and Judgment and 
Scnranco cnlcrcd in the above entitled octton on the 24• dlly or June, 2010 by Judge 
Robert Coldwell. 
2. ii.., the pony has a right to appeal to the D"'1ici Court ond the judgn,c,,u or ordenl 
described in parasraph I above are appcalablo ordcn under and pur1wu,t to Rule 12(•) 
I.AJl. 
3. /\ prcliminllr)I ~ tcmen1 of the i,sucs on appc!II which the nppelbnt then mtoods 10 ,w,cn 
in lhe appeal; provided. and $Uch ll$t of issues oo appeal shill not prevau ll)c 1ppc:llan1 
from asserting olher issues on appeal: The darcndant appeals lhe court's rulilljl rej!ll'dioa 
denW of the Righi orConfroniation under Crawford•, Wiuhr11g,,,,. Md M<lcnda-Dfa: 
in admitting bn:ath test hued upon •ffKlavi1$ certifying the lnath test and cqulpmcnL 
4. No order has been entered seal!Qg all or Illy portion of the m:ord. 
S. (a) Is a n,porta'• tnmsc:ripl requested? YES 
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(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript in hard copy: The standard transcript excluding jury selection as defined 
in Rule 25(a) I.AR. supplemented by the following: 
1. The conference on requested instructions, the objections of the parties to 
the instructions, and the court's ruling thereon. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR: 
(a) Complete copy of Court file. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
1. 
1. 
1. 
[ x] That the clerk of the court or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript in the amount of 
$400.00 
[ ] That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been 
paid. 
[ ] That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
2. [ x] That the appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
because this is a criminal appeal. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties r·ea-\Ht:.e:a 
20. 
DOUGLAS D. PHELPS, ISBA#4755 
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' 
Phelps & Associates, PS 
Attorneys at Law 
2903 North Stout 
Spokane, WA 99206 
{ 509)892-0467 
FAX {509)921-0802 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAl 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Plaintiff ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER ) 
Defendant ) 
___________ ) 
Case No. CR-09-5447 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
COMES NOW, the defendant, by and through his attorney ofrecord, Douglas D. Phelps, 
and respectfully submits the Proof of Completion of ADIS required by the court. 
DA TED this 16th day of August; 2010 
DOUGLAS D. PHELPS, Attorney for Defendant 
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legacy houseTM 
legacy House Counseling. ltC 
Certificate of CorT1pl etion 
Is hereby gro '\ted to 
Michoel Kramer 
lo cerbfy Iha! he hos completed lo solisloclion 
Alcohol Drug Information School 
G<onled Augu~ 7. 2010 
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08/18/!010 MON_ 11: 14 0802 Phelps & Associates 
Certificate of Service 
I, Leah M. Hill, hereby certify that on August 16, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Supplemental Report to be forwarded with all of the 
required charges prepaid by the method indicated below. 
L~-
LeahM. Hill 
PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
Kootenai County District Court 
P .0. Box 9000 
324 West Garden 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
__ Hand Delivery __ U.S. Mail X Facsimile __ Overnight Mail 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
501 Government Way 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
__ Hand Delivery __ U.S. Mail X Facsimile Overnight Mail 
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Clcrk(s): La1><n, Deni~ 
Sratc Aito,ney(s): WIili(, An,, 
Pub ll4 Dcfondor(,): 
C hupcnan, Brad 
Neils, Ma1in 
W~il>J<er, Jed 
Prob. Oflicer(s): 
Court lntcrprclcr(s): 
Ca,e 10: 00 LI 
Case number. CIU009-5447 
Plaintiff: 
Plainriff Allomcy; 
01~1,1oa.oun 
~n T1n1e, o?:so 
DofcndMC KRAMER. MICHAHL IAN 
rm. Anomcy: Phelps, Dcu.g 
Co,Dcfendanl(s): 
09/0Jno 10 
09:04:41 
09-04:41 
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Public Defender: 
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MOTION TQ STAY SE'ffil',ICll PENDING APPEAL 
09:05:17 n.r .. dHh Xl~mR. 1\IICHAEL li\N 
PRJlSBNTNOT IN CUSTODY 
0!>:05:21 Pen,. Allornt')': l'belp1, Doug 
HJ! HAS OONB E'.V ALAND ADIS-
O!>:OS:38 Judae: $impi0n, Bt•Jamfn 
TlllSISONAPPBAL, Wl! HAVBNOTRANSCRIPTYBT 
09:05:53 State AtfortlCJ'' Wick, Ana 
PRESE!Nl' 
09:05:59 Pers. Atlunie)': Phelps, Doog 
HE HAS COMPLETED EVAL TREATM!!1'"r-FU! DID HIS SCLP· 
Wll lU!ALL Y 00):,IT ANTICIPATE HE 
09:06:25 WILL OET lN ADOmONAL moUBU!-ASKJNO FOR STA y 
FOR LIC SUSPENSION AND 
09:06:36 IITTERLOCK-RIOHT NOW IT IS ~'TAYllD IN WASHJNOTON 
· BECAUSJ! WE ADVISED THEM OF 
09:06:SI THIS HEARING-I THINK HE HAS ALREADY CLEARED UI' 
TI.ffi IDAHO, THE-V BACK.0ATe0-8UT 
09:07:04 WASHINGTON llv{POSBD AOOJTIONAL SUSl'BNSJON AND 
TIIBY ARER.llQUIRJNO INTERLOCK-HE 
09:07:19 WORKS AS PLUMBER AND IS DISABL(;() AND IS CAUSrNO 
SOME PROBLEMS WITH' 
09:07:37 eMPLOYMENT, At.so WITH DUI CONVICTION-
09:07:44 ,Judgt: Simpson1 8C.'njs:unfo 
IF I STAY IT IT WILL TOLL Thill PROCEEDINGS 
09:07:52 Pers. Altorncy: Phelps, Doug 
1-IG UNDERSTANDS 
09:08:0 1 Judge: Simpson, Benjnmiu 
IF NOT SUCCBSSPUL ON APPEAL IVS WILL START /ILL 
OVER-
09:08:14 Pers. Attorney-: Phol11s , 'Doug 
1ssur, IS WHl;THER COURT IS UNDER MELENDEZ/DIAZ,. 
WHETHER NOT TO BRlNO IN EXPERTS 
09:08:38 OR CROSS EXAMINATION-DON'T THJNK 1T HAS EVER 
BBEN DECIDED 
09:08:52 StAlt Attorney: Wick, Ann 
, 
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NOTi)PPOSED TO STAY • 
09!08:56 J idge: Simpton, Jlenjamt. 
DO YOU WANT S1.JRETV POSTllD 
• 
09:09:0I) State Alforney: 'Wick, Ann 
OBl'llR TO COU~T 
09:09:07 Judi:e: Slmp,ou, BtuJ1111ln 
I WILL JSSUB ORD8R STAYING AN'/ UC SUS.PENSIONS, 
09:09:32 
lNTl!RL.O<;J< RllQU!Rfil,ffiNTS, 
~ROBATONARV CO>,'D11 IONS OR PAYMl!NTOFFINes 
Pl,NDIN<.'J o l.JTl'.:OMSOl' APrGAL-MR 
09:09:42 PH61.r$ TO PREPAR.B ORDER 
09:09:4S Pe ... Alloro<y: Phelps, Do•R 
COULD WE LIMIT IT TO JUST I..IC SUSPBNSIONS 
09:09:S6 Judge: Simpsu11, Benj1u11io 
OK-
09:10:02 Pc.·.rs. Att<,raey: Phelp~• Douc 
INTERWCK AND LlCl'!NSB SUSPENSIONS LIMIT lfTO-HE 
HAS NO PROl3L6M BRING ON 
09: 10:17 PROBATION-WE ARI$ ASKING FOR VERY LIMITED STA V 
09: l 0:24 Judge: SimM<Jn, koJamlo 
OK 
09: 10:26 Pers. Attorney: Phelps, Doug 
I 1l!1NK HE HAS SETUP PMTPLAN AL.READY 
09: I 0:36 D<(codoot.: KRAMER, MICHAEL lAN 
YES, I HA VE MADE 2 PlvIT 
09: 10:47 Stop recording 
• 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUN1YOF 0 
FILED;...· --,..J---'--L-~-,*~..,. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Respondent ) CASE NO. CR-09-5447 
) 
vs. ) NOTICE OF LODGING OF TRANSCRIPT 
) 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER, ) 
) Jury Trial 
Defendant/Appellant. ) (excluding jury voir dire) 
TO: THE PARTIES ABOVE NAMED OR THEIR ATTORNEYS: 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED PURSUANT TO ICR 54.9 that the 
transcript previously ordered in the Amended Notice of Appeal 
filed August 3, 2010, in the above entitled matter, has been 
lodged with the Clerk of the District Court, Magistrate Division 
of Kootenai County, State of Idaho. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that you have twenty-one (21) days 
from the date of this Order to secure your copy of the transcript 
from the Clerk of the District Court, Criminal Division, and to 
file any objections to the content thereof. 
DATED this _g__ day of September, 2010. 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
<L~~kv ~ Clerk 
Notice of Lodging Transcript - Page 1 196 
- . . 
I hereby certify t~t a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was mailed this ___::z_ day of September, 2010, to-wit: 
Barry McHugh 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax No. ( 2 0 8 ) 4 4 6-18 4 fo 
Honorable Benjamin Simpson 
Appellate Judge 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Bi't,_.JJ_ l.u 
D~Cl~ 
Douglas Phelps 
Attorney at Law 
Fax No. (509) 921-0802'} 
o-1 
Notice of Lodging Transcript - Page 2 1 ,.., 
I I 
l , 
r 
U:tl / .J.ol/ £U.J.U .lllUN .l3: ~'/ l<Al. 509 921 0802 Phelps & Associates 
( (( lai 002/002 
STATEOFIDAHO }ss 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIQ //. ,,,0 FlLED: ,-~, 
AT 8'!ab ' CKi£M Phelps & Associates, PS 
Attorneys At Law 
2903 N. Stout Rd. 
t~ DIST COURT k L<~~~ 
Spokane, WA 99206-4373 
Ph:(509)892-0467; Fax:(509)921-0802 
ISB #4755 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
MICHAEL I. KRAMER 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
____________ ) 
NO. CR-09-5447 
ORDER STAYING SENTENCE 
AND SETTING CONDITIONS 
OF RELEASE PENDING APPEAL 
After hearing argument and upon review of the court files herein it is the order of 
the court that during the pendency of the defendants appeal the following actions will be 
stayed: 
1. The suspension of the license of the appellant pursuant to the conviction for 
the Driving Under the Influence charge. 
2. Any requirement that the appellant have an ignition interlock device because 
of the conviction for DUI on this cause number~ ... 
3. Appellant is to comply with all other terms and conditions of the judgment 
and sentence during the pendency of the appeal. 
This order is based upon the perfection of the appellants/defendants appeal. The 
stay is to remain in place until the appeal is complete or until further order of this court. 
IT IS SO ORD,eo. 
DATED this l2dayofSeptember, 2010 
.~~s~ 
ORDER STAYING SENTENCE AND J 
SETI'ING CONDffiONS OP RELEASE 
PEJllDING APPEAL 
1qo 
: - () 
( 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
mailed through interoffice, postage pre-paid, or by facsimile on the A,,~ay of 
~~.2010to: 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
FAX: 208-446-1833 
DOUGLAS D. PHELPS 
FAX: 509-921-0802 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
FAX: 208-334-8739 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
by~~ 
. . ..... 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT or THE nRST JUDICIAL DISTRlC'r or THE 
STAT£ or IDAHO, IN /IND FOR TNE COUNTY or KOOTENAI 
STATE; Ot IDAHO, I 
) 
Plaintiff/Respondent, ) CASE -NO, CR-.'109-5447 
) 
vs. I Notlce of Settlln9 
J Tranaeript on Appeal 
MICHAEL {. KRAMER, I and Briefing Schedule 
} 
Defendant/Appellant. ) 
TO: THE PARTIES ABOVE NAN£D OR THEIR ATTORNEYS: 
It appearing that on September 9, 2010, a transcript of che 
requested hearing in this matter was received by the Clerk, and 
that a Notice of Lodging such transcript wa9 mailed or delivered 
by the Clerk to all attorneys of record or parties appearing ln 
person on Septellb4or 9, 2010, and chat no objection co the 
transcript havo been tiled, and tha~ more than cwenty-one (21} 
days have elapsed since such notice of Lodging was malled by che 
Clerk; and that such transcrlp~ ls deemed $ettled pu~suanc co 
I.C.R, 54.9: 
NOW, THEREFOR£, PURSUANT TO I.C. R. 54, 10, YOU AR£ Hi;:!U:BY 
NOTlFlED THAT such transcript together with the Clerk's record and 
any exhibits ottered or adrnilted in che crial in this mac-cer have 
b<len !iled with the District Court , as the Appellate Court in this 
Not.ice ot Settling 
Transcript on Appeal 
and ariefing Schedule - Page 1 
matter, and 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED THAT PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 54.15 and 
I.A.R. 34, Appellant's Brief must be filed with the Court by 
November 8, 2010; Respondent's brief so filed by December 6, 2010; 
and any reply brief so filed by December 27, 2010. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if briefs are not filed within 
the above referenced time limits, the Court may schedule this 
matter for argument pursuant to I.C.R. 54.16; or the Court may 
dismiss the appeal pursuant to I.C.R. 54.13. 
Dated this 4th day of October, 2010. 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH, 
OF THE DI ICT COURT 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
mailed this 4th day of October, 2010, to: 
Barry McHugh 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax No. 446-1841 ~ 
vP 
Honorable Benjamin Simpson 
Appellate Judge 
Notice of Settling 
Transcript on Appeal 
COURT 
and Briefing Schedule - Page 2 
Douglas Phelps 
Attorney at Law 
Fax No. (509) 921-0802 
vfl '1-,,' 
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PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS 
Attorneys at Law 
2903 N. Stout Road 
Spokane, WA 99206 
Phone: (509) 892-0467 
Fax: (509) 921-0802 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Respondent 
vs. 
MICHAEL L. KRAMER 
Appellant 
) 
) Case No. CR-09-5447 
) 
) BRIEF OF APPELLANT ON 
) APPEAL FROM MAGISTRATE'S 
) COURT 
Comes now, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, Douglas D. 
Phelps, hereby submits the following on appeal from_ his jury trial in Magistrate Court 
before the Honorable Robert Burton 
I. FACTS 
On Friday, March 12, 2010 a jury trial was held before the Honorable Robert 
Burton in Magistrate Court of Kootenai County. The defendant Michael Kramer was 
charged with Driving Under the Influence. At the time oftriaJ the state argued that the 
breath test should be admissible even though the test was tenninated after a first sample 
was taken followed shortly thereafter by two additional blows with readings of .174 and 
.175. No additional 15 minute observation period was taken before the breath tests were 
completed. (RP 2 line 22 to RP 2 line 15) The defense argued that this was an issue of 
121002/0l 9 
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11/08/2010 MON 19: 00 
mouth alcohol that established a factual question for the jury to decide if that was an 
unreJiable breath test. (RP 3-4) 
The defense then indicated that there were issues regarding the documentation 
regarding the breath machine. (RP 4 Jine 25 to RP 5). At trial the defense argued that a 
discovery demand was filed on March 18, 2009. The defense demanded disclosure of 
documents and experts that the state intended to use to lay a foundation for the breath 
test. (RP 9 lines 11-17) A demand included the disclosure of all experts, basis of expert 
testimony pursuant to IRE 705, and all analyses perfonned with testing procedures, and 
reagents or so]vents used in the testing procedures. (RP 9) The defense objected to the 
use of the breath test because the prosecution failed under IRE 702, 703, and 704 to 
disclose any discovery related to the breath test and failed to disclose Jeremy Johnson as 
an expert on the breath test. (RP 5 lines I - I 9) The defense argued that this demand 
included the expert and certificates used for the breath test. (RP 6 lines 4-20) 
The court inquired if the defense sought to obtain the documentation through a 
request from law enforcement. (RP I I) The defense argued that the government must 
timely produce the demanded material to allow the defense to prepare and respond to the 
state's documents and or witnesses. The prejudice to the defendant is from the failure to 
timely disclose denies the defense the ability to call witnesses or defense experts. (RP 11) 
The defendant argued that pursuant to Melendez-Diaz and the U.S. Supreme 
Court that where scientific evidence is used the defendant has a Sixth Amendment right 
to confront the witnesses against him at trial. (RP 12-14) The defense clarified the motion 
was three-fold to exclude breath test for the failure to timely provide discovery, the 
prejudice is the inability to now bring an expert on the breath machine, and the denial of 
li10031ou 
l 1/08/2010 KON 19: 00 FAX 921 
the right of confrontation under the Sixth Amendment. (RP 15) The defense explained 
that the government needed to bring the person that calibrated the equipment (Deb 
Schofield), the forensic services commander (Mr. Powell), and the person that prepared 
the simulator solution a David Lacock. (RP 15) The defendant argued that these people 
must be called to testify to preserve the defendants right of confrontation under the Sixth 
Amendment. (RP 16 lines 1-21) The defense further argued that the government could 
not lay a proper foundation to introduce the breath test because the witnesses were not 
called as required by the Sixth Amendment confrontation clause. (RP 17) 
The state responded that they provided, in response to the defense discovery 
demand, the breath testing ticket. (RP 18) The government provided the certification 
documents when they were received the week of trial. (RP 19) The prosecutor argued that 
bringing the forensic scientist from Kentucky, the forensic technician, "all those 
witnesses to present to the jury .. .is that gonna confuse and mislead the jury?" (RP 19 
lines 15-20) The court then points to the question of the need to bring the person who did 
the analysis so they can be cross-examined. (RP 20 lines 12-21) 
The prosecution argued that they had a Jeremy Johnson available to testify. The 
defense explained that David A Lacock was the forensic scientist that prepared the 
simulator solution to the target value of .081 and .073 to .089 of ethyl alcohol per 210 
liters of vapor. (RP 21) Mr. Johnson did not do that preparation of the simulator solution. 
(RP 22) Further, that Mr. Powell was the technician that needed to be called as technician 
to testify that the breath machine is properly certified. (RP 22) These people are needed 
to testify that the breath test was completed as required by 18-8004( 4 ). (RP 23 lines 1-7) 
The government here is using a breath machine to prove that alcohol is present in the 
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defendant and this goes to the heart of the issue as in a drug case and if the defendant 
blows above .08 he is presumed guilty. (RP 23-24) The defense argues that notice was 
not required here because there is a constitutional right of confrontation under the Sixth 
Amendment. (RP 24) That the prosecution must bring these individuals that are testifying 
by certificates and not Jeremy Johnson. (RP 24-25) 
The court rules that the motion to suppress was untimely and the state could bring 
Jeremy Johnson because he was disclosed. The court further ruled that Trooper Lind 
conducted the breath test and he will be present to testify. (RP 26) The court does not 
know that the technician who calibrated the instrument must appear pursuant to 
Crawford. The issue of lack of foundation may be renewed at that time in the trial. (RP 
26) 
The jury was called into the court and voir dire was conducted. (RP 27) The 
parties made opening statements. (RP 27-41) The state began their case with the 
testimony of Trooper Lind from ISP. Trooper Lind testifies regarding his training as a 
Trooper. (RP 45) Trooper Lind testified he was trained to do field sobriety tests. (RP 50-
51) Then the Trooper testified that he observed on March 14, 2009 a vehicle traveling on 
1-90. The Trooper stated the vehicle appeared to be going faster than other traffic on the 
interstate. (RP 52) The vehicle was a full sized and four door pickup pulling a 
snowmobile trailer with snowmobiles on it. (RP 54) 
The person driving the truck was identified as Michael Kramer. (RP 55) In 
conversation with Mr. Kramer the Trooper stated that Mr. Kramer had "sleepy looking, 
heavy, glassy'' look to his eyes. (RP 55) The speech was called slurred and very slow and 
taJoostou 
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deliberate. (RP 55) The characteristics were described as being indicators of intoxication. 
(RP 56) 
A pistol was on Mr. Kramer's hip which the Trooper did not see until Mr. Kramer 
exited his truck. (RP 58-59) The firearm was taken from Mr. Kramer and placed in the 
patrol car. (RP 59) Then the filed sobriety tests were given to Mr. Kramer. (RP 61-69) At 
the conclusion of the field test the decision was made to arrest Mr. Kramer who was 
handcuffed and placed in the back of the patrol car. (RP 69) In conducting the inventory 
of the vehicle the Trooper found three bottles of liquor. (RP 71) There were passengers 
with Mr. Kramer who left with someone that picked them up. (RP 73) 
Trooper Lind testified that he is trained in doing breath test on the Intoxilyzer 
5000. (RP 75) The defendant's mouth was checked as required and nothing was found. 
(RP 77) The fifteen minute observation period was then completed. (RP 77) The machine 
is described that is used for the breath test. (RP 79) Information is entered into the breath 
test machine. (RP 80) The procedures were described in operating the breath machine. 
(RP 81-83) The machine will print out a reading after the person blows into the machine 
· two times. (RP 82-87) The prosecutor sought to admit the breath test but a defense 
objection based upon lack of foundation was made as to exhibit 1, the breath test ticket. 
(RP 89) The court sustained the objection to the breath ticket based on lack of foundation. 
(RP 89) The prosecution conducts further questioning about the breath test document 
exhibit 1. Then the breath test document was offered again with another objection based 
on lack of foundation. (RP 91) The court sustains explaining that the prosecutor must 
show that the device was proved. (RP 91 lines 11-16) 
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The prosecutor proceeds to identify what is described as exhibit 2. (RP 91) Page 
one of that exhibit 2 provided solution numbers. (RP 91-92) The second page of exhibit 2 
was a log for the test that the Trooper conducted. (RP 92) Page four of exhibit 2 was the 
certification for the Intoxilyer 5000. (RP 93) The next page was indentified as a 
certificate for a solution lot number which was the same as appeared on the other forms. 
(RP 93) The last page of exhibit 2 was a calibration for the Intoxilyzer 5000. (RP 94) 
Testimony then moves to the video camera that was in the patrol car. (RP 94) The 
Trooper testified that he activated a camera in his patrol car that recorded his contact with 
Mr. Kramer. The video was introduced as exhibit 3 without objection. (RP 97) The video 
was played for the jury and courtroom spectators. (RP 98) The testimony further provided 
that Mr. Kramer had a flask. (RP 99) The defense cross-examined Trooper Lind. (RP 
100) Trooper Lind testified he did not observe the trailer moving from side to side as it 
traveled down the highway. (RP 102) 
There was a lot of road noise along the highway according to Trooper Lind. (RP 
104) The field test involved a need to hear and follow instructions. (RP 104) Mr. Kramer 
had on several layers of clothing as he had been snowmobiling. (RP 105) Head injuries 
and eye sight problems could affect a person's ability to do a gaze nystagmus test. (RP 
105) Two errors on the walk and tum test would be considered a failure of that test. (RP 
108) The defendant did not have it explained to him how the test was scored. (RP 110) 
There were questions of the officer regarding what acts would be a "fault .. in the field test 
scoring. (RP 111) There were a number of passengers in the truck and they had all been 
drinking. (RP 116) The red eyes that M.r. Kramer had could be due to being in the wind. 
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(RP 117-118) Mr. Kramer told Trooper Lind that he had a concealed weapons permit for 
the handgun that he had with him. (RP 118-119) 
The Trooper testified about the breath test and the ways that a person might give 
an invalid sample. (RP 120) The importance of the observation period and mouth alcohol 
was testified to including acid reflux and other contents in the mouth. (RP 121) There are 
two machines at the Kootenai County Jail and the Trooper was not certain ifhe switched 
machines after the first breath test. (RP 122) After the first invalid sample Trooper Lind 
testified that he stopped the test and started over. (RP 122) 
The Trooper testified he did not know how often the breath machine is calibrated. 
The Trooper could not testify that the breath machine was certified for the location where 
it was located. (RP 123) Trooper Lind was aware that radio frequency interference could 
affect the breath test results. (RP 123) The temperature of the simulator solution must be 
verified by the operator according to the Trooper. (RP 125) On redirect the Trooper 
testified he did not check the simulator solution lot number on the breath test. The 
operator is not required to check the simulator lot number for the breath test. (RP 129) 
The prosecution moved to admit the breath test ticket as exhibit 1. (RP 131) The court 
sustained the objection noting that there had not been admitted exhibit 2 to establish the 
fowtdation for exhibit 1. (RP 131) 
The prosecution then moved to admit exhibit 2. (RP 131) The defense objected 
based upon the government's failure to bring Mr. Powell the forensic services 
commander. (RP 131) Objection to the certificate of calibration page three of exhibit 2 
and certificate of simulator solution lot 7804 of David Lacock who did not testify except 
by the document prepared by the state in anticipation of trial to provide the foundation for 
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the breath test. (RP 132) The defense objects to the denial of the right of confrontation 
under the Sixth Amendment under Crawford and Melendez-Diaz. (RP 132) Further, no 
one testified that either simulator solution 007109 or 007804 were placed in the breath 
machine used in this machine. (RP 133) The defense also asks the court to incorporate the 
prior arguments made to avoid rearguing the issues. (RP 13 3) 
The trial court ruled that based on the Idaho Code 18-8004 and the applicable case 
law in Idaho and the earlier ruling (RP 133) the court overrules the objection and admits 
exhibit 2. (RP 134 lines 1-2) The prosecution moved to admit exhibit 1 and the defense 
maintained the same objection that were earlier argued. (RP 134) The court overruled 
those objections once more. (RP 134) The Trooper then testified about what the results of 
the breath test were at .174 and .157 on March 14, 2009. (RP 134) The court holds the 
Rule 29 motion until after further testimony from defense because the state rested. (RP 
135) The defense then called Michael Kramer to the stand to testify on his own behalf 
(RP 135) Mr. Kramer testified that he had been up for about 24 hours having left his 
house about 24 hours earlier. (RP 136) Mr. Kramer had been in the U.S.A Air Force in 
the Gulf War having served 10 years before being honorably discharged. He currently 
works as a plumber. (RP 13 7) Mr. Kramer testified as to his disability for a back injury 
which prevents him from standing or sitting for prolonged periods of time. His back is 
very painful and he talces medication for it from time to time. (RP 13 7) He has pain into 
his feet and it feels as though he is standing on pins and needles. (RP 138) Additionally, 
he suffers from lung disease. (RP 138) Mr. Kramer testified that he was in both the first 
and second Gulf Wars during the burning of the oil fields. (RP 138) Since that time he 
has retrained himself as a plumber. (RP 13 8) 
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On the day of his arrest he told the officer that he had neck problems. (RP 139) 
Mr. Kramer testified that he did his best on the field agility test. (RP 139) He was dressed 
that day in bibs, thennals, heavy boots, thick socks, and quite a few layers of clothes. (RP 
139) The gun war carried for protection up in the mountains and he told the Trooper that 
he had a carry pennit. (RP 140) The weapon permit for the permit issued by the State of 
Washington was offered as exhibit A. The court admits a copy of the concealed weapons 
pennit as exhibit A. (RP 143) 
Mr. Kramer testified that the breath machine that was used first malfunctioned 
and that the Trooper then gave him a second test on the second machine. (RP 143) The 
first test was invalid then there were another two blows and the test that was entered into 
evidence. (RP 143) The Trooper never checked the defendant's mouth before th_e test on 
the second machine. (RP 144) He has a stomach condition like acid reflux where he 
brings fluids up from his stomach and part of the esophagus. (RP 145) The pain in his 
back on a scale from one to ten was at about a six on the day he was riding the 
snowmobile. (RP 147) He did not conswne any alcohol after he was handcuffed. (RP 
150) Mr. Kramer stated he did not believe he was intoxicated on the day of his arrest. (RP 
151) 
The defense argued that the court should not have instructed on the reading of .08 
or above because the state failed to establish a proper foundation for the breath test. (RP 
154) Also the defense argued the ICR 29 motion and the court denied that motion. (RP 
155-156) 
The court then instructed the jury. (RP 157-162) The state then made closing 
argument. (RP 162-170) The defense then argued in closing that the video was available 
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for the jury to view. (RP 170) The defense argued that the breath test was completed 
hours after driving. (RP I 71) The defense argued the breath test was flawed by an invalid 
breath test and a re-test on a second machine. (RP 171) The defense challenges that 
exhibit 2 provided no credible evidence that the machine was properly calibrated. (RP 
172) The Trooper testified that he had an invalid sample followed by two good breath 
samples. (RP 172) There was no testimony from anyone saying that they placed the 
simulator sample into the machine. (RP I 72) Further, Deb Schofield, a technician from 
Kentucky, said the breath machine in this test was calibrated more than three years earlier 
on February 1, 2006. (RP 172) Lastly, a forensic services commander Mr. Powell 
certified that on February 14, 2006 the instrument was approved for Idaho Code 18-
8004( 4 ). (RP 173) There was a certificate from David A. Lacock that simulator solution 
7804 and 7109 hit the proper target for values. (RP 174) The government says you must 
trust the breath test because of these certificates. (RP 175) The breath test here is not to 
be trusted. (RP 180) The jury was left then to deliberate and they left the courtroom. (RP 
185) 
The jurors had questions regarding what was the definition of a concealed 
weapon. (RP 186) At the same time the jury questioned: "Does the weapon have to be 
intentionally hidden?" (RP 187) The court instructs the jury that they have all the 
instructions that apply to this case. (RP 190) The jury also requested to view the video 
again which the court arranged for them to view. (RP 191-192) The jury later returns 
verdict of guilty on DUI and not guilty on possession of a concealed weapon. (RP 192) 
The court polls the jury on request of defense counsel. (RP 193) Juror number six 
indicates that it was not her verdict of not guilty on the concealed weapon charge. (RP 
12!0ll/0l9 
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195) AU six jurors found that the defendant was guilty of the open container. (RP 196) 
The court rules the jury is deadlocked as to .the conceaJed weapon count. (RP 197) 
II. ISSUES ON APPEAL 
A. Did the trial court commit reversible error in admitting the breath test 
certificates to lay a foundation for the breath test where the prosecution 
failed to timely disclose the certificates after the defense timely ftled a 
discovery demand? 
B. Did the trial court commit revenible error in admitting the breath test 
certificates to lay a foundation for the breath test in violation of the 
defendant's right of confrontation under the Sixth Amend~ent and 
Crawford v. Washington and Melendez-Diaz? 
III. ARGUMENT ON APPEAL 
A. The trial court committed reversible error in admitting the breath test 
certificates to lay a foundation for the breath test where the prosecution 
failed to timely disclose the certificates after the defense timely filed a 
discovery demand. 
Idaho Criminal Rule 16 governs the duties of the government in disclosing 
evidence and materials. ICR 16(b)(5) requires that the prosecution disclose reports of 
examination and tests. ICR 16(b)(7) requires further disclosure based upon evidence rules 
702, 703, or 705 these require disclosure of the facts and data used as a basis for the 
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expert opinion. ICR 16(b)(4) requires disclosure of any reports that the prosecution 
intends to introduce at trial. The response is to be made within 14 days of the service of 
the request pursuant to the rule. 
The Idaho Criminal Code 18-8004( 4) sets out that a method for the state to admit 
a chemical test a1lows that the test may be introduced based upon "provisions of approval 
and certification standards to be set by the department, or by any method approved by the 
Idaho State Police." 
Jn the case before the court the defendant filed a written demand on March 18, 
2009. (RP 5) The court acknowledged that number 17 of the defense demand required the 
state provide "copies of all test results that would be utilized by the prosecution for 
identification purposes, including types of testing, testing procedures reagents or 
whatever solvents, comparative analysis .... " (RP 9) The government provided the 
documents the day before trial. (RP 1 1) The defense sought suppression based upon late 
disclosure and the prejudice that includes the inability to call expert witnesses due to late 
disclosure to address the breath test results. (RP 11) The defense argued that prior to the 
disclosure of the test certificates the state's case seemed to be based upon no chemical 
test. (RP 11 lines 13-19) The court ruled the motion to suppress for failure to comply 
with discovery was untimely. (RP 25) 
Whether to impose a sanction for a party's failure to comply with a discovery 
request, and the choice of an appropriate sanction, are within the discretion of the trial 
court. State v. Buss, 98 Idaho 173,174,560 P.2d 495,496 (1977); State v. Hawkins, 131 
Idaho 396,405,958 P.2d 22, 31 (Ct. App. 1998); State v. Matthews, 124 Idaho 806,812, 
864 P.2d 644,650 (Ct. App. 1993) Where a late disclosure witness has been allowed to 
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testify, despite the defendant's objection to the untimely disclosure, we will not reverse in 
the absence of a showing that the delayed disclosure prejudiced the defendant's 
preparation or presentation of his defense. State v. Byington, 132 Idaho 589, 592, 977 
P.2d 203,206 (1999); State v. Pizzuto, 119 Idaho 742, 751, 810 P.2d 680,689 (1991), 
overruled on other grounds by State v. Card, 121 Idaho 425, 432, 825 P.2d 1081, I 088 
(1991); State v. Johnson, 132 Idaho 726,728,979 P.2d 128, 130 (Ct. App. 1999) The 
magistrate here elected not to exclude the evidence or impose any sanction. Therefore the 
question on appeal is whether Mr. Kramer was prejudiced by the state's discovery 
violation that the trial court's refusal to exclude the evidence (certificates) constituted an 
abuse of discretion. 
"The inquiry on appeal is whether the lateness of the disclosure so prejudiced the 
defendant's preparation or presentation of his defense that he was prevented from 
receiving his constitutionally guaranteed fair trial." Byington, 132 Idaho at 592, 977 P.2d 
at 206; State v. Smoot, 99 Idaho 855, 858-59, 590 P .2d I 00 I, I 004-05 (1978); State v. 
Pacheco, 134 Idaho 367, 370, P.3d 752, 755 (Ct. App. 2000); Johnson, 132 Idaho at 728, 
979 P .2d at 130; Hawkins, 131 Idaho at 405, 958 P .2d at 31; State v. Hansen, 108 Idaho 
902, 904, 702 P .2d 1362, 1364 (Ct. App. 1985) This ordinarily requires that the 
complaining party demonstrate that the late disclosure hampered his ability to meet the 
evidence at trial. State v. Miller, 133 Idaho 454, 456-57, 988 P .2d 680, 682-83 (1999); 
State v. Pizzuto, 119 ldaho 742,751,810 P.2d 680,689 (1991); State v. Coburn, 82 Idaho 
437,444,354 P.2d 7S1, 75S (1960), had a deleterious effect on his trial strategy, United, 
States v. Marshall, 132 F. 3d 63, 68 (D.C. Cir. 1998); United States v. Camargo-Vergara, 
57 F.3d 993,999(I1 1h Cir. 1995); United States v. Lanove, 11 F.3d 966, 976-78 (1 st Cir. 
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1995). arrogated on other grounds by United States v. Watts, 519 U.S. 148,117 S. Ct. 
633, 136 L.Ed.2d 554 (1997); United States v. Koe, 821 F.2d 604, 607-08 (11 th Cir. 
1987), or that it deprived him of the opportunity to raise a valid challenge to the 
admissibility of evidence. Camargo-Vergara, 57 3d at 999. 
Here the record establishes exactly this type of prejudice. The breath test in this 
case involved an invalid sample.(RP119-121, 131-133) In the argument regarding the 
admissibility of the breath test the issue of the late discovery was raised and the prejudice 
stated by defense counsel. (RP 133 lines 11-21) The defendant here was hampered in his 
ability to challenge the admissibility and reliability of the breath test by the untimely 
disclosure of the breath test certificates. The court therefore on appeal should remand the 
case to magistrate court for retrial allowing the defense adequate time to prepare for the 
untimely disclosure evidence. 
B. The trial court committed reversible error in admitting breath test 
certificates to lay a foundation for the breath test in violation of the 
defendant's right of confrontation under the Sixth Amendment and 
Crawford v. Washington and Melendez-Diaz. 
The state addressing the charge of "persons under the influence of alcohol, drugs, 
or any other intoxicants" 18-8004(4) establishes various tests for "determining the 
alcohol concentration". But beyond that the statute declares: '"Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law or rule of court, the results of any test for alcohol concentration and 
records relating to calibration, approval, certification or quality control performed by a 
laboratory operated or approved by the Idaho State Police or by any other method 
approved by the Idaho State Police shall be admissible in any proceeding in this state 
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without the necessity of producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing 
procedure for examination." 
The court admitted first exhibit 2 which included certificates of Mr. Powell the 
forensic services coordinator (RP 131 ), a certificate of David Lacock regarding the 
simulator solution (RP 131-133), and that no one testified which simulator solution was 
installed in the breath machine. (RP 133) The defense objected that these documents 
denied the defendant his right of confrontation under the Sixth Amendment both prior to 
trial. (RP 12-14, 16 lines 1-21) The defense had previously argued that Deb Schofield 
must be brought as she certified that she had calibrated the breath machine. (RP 15) The 
defense cited to both Crawford v. Washington and Melendez-Diaz. (RP 12-14) 
The Idaho courts have considered issues of the right of confrontation after the 
case of Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, I 24 S. Ct. 36, 158 L.Ed.2d 177 (2004) and 
Davis v. Washington. 547 U.S. 813, 126 S.Ct. 2266, 165 L.Ed.2d 224 (2006) The Idaho 
Supreme Court held that the videotaped interview in. a lewd conduct case involving a 
forensic interview raised issues of Sixth Amendment confrontation. The decision led to 
the reversal of the trial court that admitted the video taped interview with the child 
witness. State v. Hooper, 145 Idaho 139, 176 P.3d 911 (Idaho 2007) 
The United States Supreme Court has further clarified the requirements of the 
Sixth Amendment confrontation clause in Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 557 U.S._ 
129 S. Ct. 2527, 174 L.Ed.3d 314 (2009). The U.S. Supreme Court held that analyst 
certificates showing the results of forensic analysis on seized substances were 
inadmissible absent testimony from the lab technician. In this case the court held that 
certificates that affidavits or declarations "are fu.nctionally identical to live, in-court 
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testimony, doing precisely what a witness does on direct examination." Melendez-Diaz v. 
Massachusetts, 557 U.S._, 129 S. Ct. 2527 174 L.Ed.2d 314 (2009) citing Davis v. 
Washington, 547 U.S. 813, 830(2006) The affidavits in Diaz were "made under 
circumstances which would lead an objective witness reasonably to believe that the 
statement would be available for use at a later trial." Washington v. Crawford, 541 U.S. 
36, 52 (2004) The court in Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 551 U.S._, 129 S. Ct. 
2527, 174 L.Ed.2d 314 (2009) held "analyst" affidavits were testimonial statements, and 
the analyst's were "witnesses" for purposes of the Sixth Amendment. Absent a showing 
that the analyst's were unable to testify at trial and that petitioner had an opportunity to 
cross-examine them, petitioner was entitled to "be confronted with" the analyst at trial. 
Crawford, supra at 54 
Here in a criminal prosecution the very issue before the jury is what was the 
alcohol level? The case involving Mr. Kramer raised a number of questions regarding the 
breath machine and the breath test. The issue of the calibration of the machine and what 
simulator solution was installed in the machine. (RP119-121, 131-133) All ofthese issues 
could not be adequately addressed without the opportunity to cross-examine the 
witnesses that appeared through the certificates admitted in exhibit 2. (RP 131-13 3) 
Absent the right to confront the states analyst there can be no effective method to 
challenge their assertions made by "certificate". The only effective remedy is remand for 
a trial where these witnesses can be cross-examined regarding their analysis. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
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The Kramer case raises issues which can lead but to one conclusion that is a new 
trial must be held. The defendant was denied his due process right by the state's failure to 
provide analysis testimony in a timely manner. Secondly, this error is further 
compounded by the government's use of ucertificates" to admit a drug analysis of the 
defendant's breath without a11owing cross-examination of these critical witnesses. 
Respectfully submitted this~ day of November, 201 
Douglas D. Phelps 
Attorney for Appellant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL KRAMER, 
Defendant. 
I. FACTS 
CASE NUMBER CR-09-5447 
STATE/RESPONDENT'S 
BRIEF ON APPEAL 
On March 14, 2009, Defendant Michael Kramer was driving a full sized pickup truck 
pulling a snowmobile trailer with snowmobiles on it. Idaho State Police Trooper Lind observed 
the truck speeding on 1-90, and he conducted a traffic stop. When he contacted the driver, Mr. 
Kramer, he noticed heavy, glassy looking eyes, and very slow, deliberate, and slurred speech. 
Based on Trooper Lind's training and experience, he suspected Mr. Kramer of driving under the 
influence. Trooper Lind asked Defendant Kramer to perform field sobriety tests, and based on 
Mr. Kramer's performance on the tests and his observations of Mr. Kramer's condition, he 
arrested Defendant Kramer for driving under the influence of alcohol. Three bottles of liquor 
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were found during the course of the inventory search of the vehicle; Trooper Lind also found a 
pistol and charged Kramer with Possession of a Concealed Weapon While Intoxicated and Open 
Container. The interaction between Trooper Lind and Defendant Kramer was videotaped, and 
the videotape was played to the jury. After deliberation, the jury returned verdicts of guilty 
against Defendant Kramer on the charges of DUI and Open Container, and a verdict of not guilty 
on the charge of Possession of a Concealed Weapon While Intoxicated. Following the trial, the 
State subsequently dismissed that charge. 
II. ARGUMENT 
1. This court should follow the reasoning of State v. Anderson and conclude that 
the magistrate court did not abuse its discretion when it determined that no 
discovery sanctions were warranted against the State 
The decision whether to impose discovery sanctions is within the discretion of the trial 
court. In re Doe, 129 Idaho 663, 666, 931 P.2d 657, 660 (Ct.App.1997) (citing Ashby v. W 
Council, Lumber Prod & Indus. Workers, 117 Idaho 684, 686, 791 P.2d 434, 436 (1990)). The 
trial court does not abuse its discretion if (1) the decision is recognized as discretionary, (2) the 
actions are within the boundaries of that discretion and the correct legal standards are applied, 
and (3) the decision is reached through an exercise of reason. In re Doe, 129 Idaho at 666, 931 
P.2d at 660 (citing State v. Hedger, 115 Idaho 598, 600, 768 P.2d 1331, 1333 (1989)). When 
imposing discovery sanctions, the court should balance the equities and make the punishment fit 
the crime. In re Doe, 129 Idaho at 668, 931 P .2d at 661 ( citing S. Idaho Prod. Credit Assoc. v. 
Astorquia, 113 Idaho 526, 746 P.2d 985 (1987)). The judge should balance the culpability of the 
disobedient party against the resulting prejudice to the innocent party. Id at 668, 931 P.2d at 661 
(citing S: Idaho Prod Credit Assoc., 113 Idaho at 532, 746 P.2d at 991). 
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In State v. Anderson, 145 Idaho 99, 175 P.3d 788 (2008), the Defendant was convicted by 
jury trial for misdemeanor driving under the influence with an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or 
more. Id at 99, 175 P.3d at 791. Following the trial, the Defendant raised a number of issues 
on appeal, including the State's failure to disclose the curriculum vitae of its expert witness. Id 
at 105, 175 P.3d at 794. At trial, the Defendant objected to and moved to exclude the expert's 
testimony. Id The magistrate found that the State had failed to disclose the required discovery 
materials, but that the State was minimally culpable and the Defendant was unable to show any 
prejudice as a result. Id To remedy the situation, the magistrate called a recess and allowed the 
Defendant the opportunity to review the expert's curriculum vitae prior to cross-examination. Id. 
The magistrate also noted that the Defendant did not allege that he attempted but was unable to 
contact the expert prior to trial. Id. Because the Defendant had been issued the discovery 
answer close to a year before trial and did not object until trial, the Idaho Supreme Court 
concluded that there was no error in the magistrate's decision not to exclude the expert's 
testimony from trial. Id. 
The facts of the present case are analogous to the facts of the Anderson case. Here, the 
Defendant was charged with a misdemeanor DUL Defendant Kramer, at the time of his contact 
with law enforcement, submitted to a breath test, and was ultimately charged by Trooper Lind 
with being over the legal limit of alcohol, with an alcohol concentration of .174/.157. Based on 
the citation itself, the Defendant and Defense counsel were put on notice of the results of breath 
test. Thus, both were aware that if the matter proceeded to trial, the breath test would be 
introduced by the State at trial. Additionally, the State's Amended Complaint, filed June 24, 
2009, and the State's Second Amended Complaint, filed August 11, 2009, further alleged that the 
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Defendant was over the legal limit, by again charging the Defendant with being over the legal 
limit at a .174/.157 level. When it became apparent that the matter would not be resolved before 
trial, the State attempted to obtain calibration documents; those documents were not in the 
possession of the Prosecutor's office until March 11, 2010, at which time they were promptly 
disclosed to Defense Counsel through a supplemental discovery response. 
As with Anderson, this Court should conclude that the Defendant was unable to show any 
prejudice as a result of the late disclosure of the calibration and solution documents. Despite 
being put on notice of the breath test, the Defendant never disclosed an expert witness to 
challenge the results of the breath test. Nor did the Defendant indicate that he attempted to 
obtain calibration documents directly from law enforcement through a subpoena duces tecum, 
but was unable to obtain the documents in preparation of his defense. The State's three 
discovery responses were provided to Defense counsel in March, April and June 2009, yet the 
Defendant did not raise his objection until trial in March 2010. 
For these reasons, the Court should conclude that there was no error in magistrate's 
decision not to impose discovery sanctions against the State. 
2. Because the State complied with the express requirements of Idaho Code 
§18-8004(4), the breath test certificates were properly admitted by the trial 
court, and no violation of Melendez-Diaz can be established 
a. Idaho Code §18-8004, by its plain terms, does not require the State to 
produce a witness to establish the reliability of the breath test 
Idaho Code § 18-8004 governs the crime of driving under the influence in the State of 
Idaho. Subsection (1) delineates the crime. That section provides: 
It is unlawful for any person who is under the influence of alcohol, drugs or any 
other intoxicating substances, or any combination of alcohol, drugs and/or any 
o_ther intoxicating substances, or who has an alcohol concentration of 0.08, as 
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def"med in subsection (4) of this section, or more, as shown by analysis of his 
blood, urine, or breath, to drive or be in actual physical control of a motor vehicle 
within this state, whether upon a highway, street or bridge, or upon public or 
private property open to the public. 
Idaho Code 18-8004(1)(a) (emphasis added). 
To further clarify the .08 alcohol concentration limit, Idaho Code 18-8004( 4) sets forth 
the appropriate standards by which to measure that limit. That section explains: 
For purposes of this chapter, an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration shall be 
based upon a formula of grams of alcohol per one hundred (100) cubic 
centimeters of blood, per two hundred ten (210) liters of breath or sixty-seven 
( 67) milliliters of urine. Analysis of blood, urine or breath for the purpose of 
determining the alcohol concentration shall be performed by a laboratory operated 
by the Idaho state police or by a laboratory approved by the Idaho state police 
under the provisions of approval and certification standards to be set by that 
department, or by any other method approved by the Idaho state police. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law or rule of court, the results of any 
test for alcohol concentration and records relating to calibration, approval, 
certification or quality control performed by a laboratory operated or 
approved by the Idaho state police or by any other method approved by the 
Idaho state police shall be admissible in any proceeding in this state without 
the necessity of producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing 
procedure for examination. 
Idaho Code 18-8004( 4) ( emphasis added). 
The admissibility and widespread acceptance of breath tests have been discussed in 
numerous Idaho cases. For example, in State v. Hopkins, the Court of Appeals discussed its 
previous ruling in State v. Hartwig regarding the scientific acceptance of the Intoximeter 3000: 
There we held that the Intoximeter 3000 is sufficiently recognized that it is not 
necessary for the state in each DUI case to adduce expert testimony on the 
machine's design and methodology in order to establish a foundation for 
evidence of a blood alcohol concentration test result. We did not hold that a 
defendant is precluded from introducing his own evidence to challenge the 
scientific soundness of the Intoximeter 3000 result. 
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State v. Hopkins, 113 Idaho 679, 680, 747 P.2d 88, 90 (Ct. App. 1987) (citing State v. 
Hartwig, 112 Idaho 370, 732 P.2d 339 (Ct. App. 1987)). Also in Hopkins, the Court of 
Appeals recognized that direct experience with a particular breathalyzer machine goes to 
the weight of the testimony, rather than the admissibility. State v. Pearce, l 46 Idaho 241, 
257-58, 192 P.3d 1065, 1081-82 (2008) (citing Hopkins, 113 Idaho at 681, 747 P.2d at 
90). 
Here, as with Hopkins, the issues raised by Defendant Kramer should go to the 
weight of the breath test, and not its admissibility. "[T]he decision whether to admit 
evidence at trial is generally within the province of the trial court." State v. Ward, 135 
Idaho 400, 404, 17 P .3d 901, 905 (Ct. App. 2001 ). "[O]nce the trial court has made the 
threshold determination of admissibility, a defendant is free to attack the reliability and 
accuracy of the admitted evidence through the presentation of evidence at trial." Id 
"This evidence could include concessions elicited on cross-examination of the officer 
who administered the test or testimony from a defense expert." Id 
In this case, Trooper Lind testified that he did not know how often the breath 
machine was calibrated, nor whether the machine was certified for its location. Trooper 
Lind did testify, however, as to his training and professional experience with the 
breathalyzer machine. He also testified as to how Defendant Kramer performed on the 
field sobriety tests as well as to Kramer's overall physical state at the time of the stop, 
which corroborated the results of the breath test. Because the Defendant was permitted 
to cross examine Trooper Lind, as the officer who actually administered the breath test, 
and because the defense could have offered testimony from a defense expert as to the 
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reliability and accuracy of the breath test, the trial court did not commit error in admitting 
the breath test. 
b. Melendez-Diaz does not require the State to call at trial everyone 
whose "hands laid" on the evidence; thus, the trial court properly 
admitted the results of the breath test 
In Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, the prosecution introduced certificates of state 
laboratory analysts stating that material seized by police was cocaine of a certain. amount. 
Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 129 S.Ct. 2527, 2529, 174 L.Ed.2d 314 (2009). As required by 
Massachusetts law, the certificates were sworn to before a notary public and were submitted as 
prima facie evidence of what they asserted. Id Melendez-Diaz objected, asserting that 
Crawfordv. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 124 S.Ct. 1354, 158 L.Ed.2d 177, required the analysts to 
testify in person. The U.S. Supreme Court ultimately agreed with Melendez-Diaz, concluding 
that the admission of the certificates violated petitioner's Sixth Amendment right to confront the 
witnesses against him. 
In his decision, Justice Scalia rationed that "[t]here is little doubt that the documents at 
issue in this case fall within the 'core class of testimonial statements' thus described." Id at 
2532. "The documents at issue here, while denominated by Massachusetts law 'certificates,' are 
quite plainly affidavits: 'declaration [s] of facts written down and sworn to by the declarant 
before an officer authorized to administer oaths."' Id. (citing Black's Law Dictionary 62 (8th 
ed.2004)). More importantly, the Court reasoned that "[t]he fact in question is that the substance 
found in the possession of Melendez-Diaz and his codefendants was, as the prosecution claimed, 
cocaine - the precise testimony the analysts would be expected to provide if called at trial." Id. at 
2532. 
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In the case before this court, Defendant Kramer alleges that the introduction of 
foundational documents for the breath test, including certificates relating to calibration and the 
simulator solution, violate the Defendant's right of confrontation under Melendez-Diaz. In that 
case, however, the U.S. Supreme Court directly refutes the issue raised by Defendant Kramer: 
" ... [w]e do not hold, and it is not the case, that anyone whose,testimony 
may be relevant in establishing the chain of custody, authenticity of the 
sample, or accuracy of the testing device, must appear in person as part of 
the prosecution's case. While the dissent is correct that "[i]t is the obligation of 
the prosecution to establish the chain of custody," post, at 2546, this does not 
mean that everyone who laid hands on the evidence must be called. As stated 
in the dissent's own quotation, ibid., from United States v. Lott, 854 F.2d 244,250 
(C.A. 7 1988), "gaps in the chain [of custody] normally go to the weight of the 
evidence rather than its admissibility." It is up to the prosecution to decide 
what steps in the chain of custody are so crucial as to require evidence; but what 
testimony is introduced must (if the defendant objects) be introduced live. 
Additionally, documents prepared in the regular course of equipment 
maintenance may well qualify as nontestimonial records. 
Id. at 2532, FNl. 
In this appeal, Defendant seeks to directly contravene the holding of Melendez-Diaz; 
specifically, he seeks a ruling that the State must produce in its case-in-chief "anyone whose 
testimony may be relevant in establishing the chain of custody, authenticity of the sample, or 
accuracy of the testing device." That is not the holding of Melendez-Diaz. Defendant Kramer is 
attempting, despite the unequivocal language in the Melendez-Diaz case, to have testimony from 
every party who "laid hands on the evidence," including parties who do not necessarily even 
reside in the State of Idaho, such as Deb Schofield, the technician from Kentucky who calibrated 
the instrument. To agree to with the Defendant's position would force the State to incur 
unnecessary and unrealistic costs in prosecuting misdemeanor DUis. It would also shift the 
jury's focus at trial from the issue of whether a particular defendant was driving under the 
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influence of an intoxicant to the issue of whether the testing procedures are reliable. While such 
evidence may be relevant, a blanket requirement of testimony from all such witnesses in the 
State's case would force the State to call on numerous witnesses in every single DUI trial 
regarding the calibration of the machine and the accuracy of the simulator solution. The 
practical result of agreeing with the Defendant's position would be a scheduling nightmare for 
those witnesses, along with increased pressure on law enforcement officers, prosecutors, and 
judges, to spend more time in DUI trials going over superfluous information that would likely 
confuse the jury. Such a ruling does not promote judicial economy, and does not comport with 
the holding of Melendez-Diaz. 
In the present case, Defendant Kramer was permitted to confront Trooper Lind regarding 
Lind's compliance with the procedures set forth by the Idaho Code. This is the only 
confrontation contemplated by the very language of LC.§ 18-8004(4), which expressly relieves 
the state of the burden of "producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing procedure 
for examination." LC. §18-8004(4). Because Melendez-Diaz does not contemplate the right of 
the Defendant to confront every single person who may have had a secondary function involved 
in the breath testing process, the introduction of the breath testing certificates at issue in this case 
in no way undermines the Defendant's right of confrontation. 
III.CONCLUSION 
The trial court was correct in admitting the certificates in support of the breath test, and 
the Defendant has shown no prejudice as a result of the late disclosure of the breath testing 
documents. Because the Defendant was permitted to cross examine the officer who performed 
232 
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the test, and because the foundational documents go merely to weight and not admissibility, the 
Defendant's challenge under Melendez-Diaz should be denied. 
DATED this 1.0~ciay of ])eC~ , 2ol 0 . 
Amy Borgman 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
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vs. 
MICHAEL L. KRAMER 
Appellant 
) 
) Case No. CR-09-5447 
) 
) APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF 
) ON APPEAL 
) 
I. FACTS 
The facts were set out in the Appellant's Brief previously filed. 
II. ISSUES ON APPEAL 
A, Must the state present at trial the individual responsible for performing 
the performance verification/calibration checks on the instant machine? 
B. Must the state present at trial the forensic scientist/s responsible for 
certifying those simulator solutions used in conjunction with the 
performance verfflcation/calibration checks and whose name/s appears 
on the Certificate of Analysts? 
m. ARGUMENT ON APPEAL 
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Admissibility of breath test results requires a showing that those procedures 
which ensure the reliability and in tum the accuracy of the test have been met. Those 
procedures are set forth in the Idaho State Police Standard Operating Procedure for 
Breath Alcohol Testing. Performance verifications/calibration checks are required 
periodically as part of the Standard Operating Procedure, specifically to ensure that the 
Intoxilyzer is in proper working order and capable of producing accurate results. Those 
performance verification/calibration checks require not only that certain procedures be 
followed, but also that the BTS use only properly certified simulator solutions when 
conducting the verification/check. Thus, admissibility of breath test results requires proof 
that the performance verifications/calibration checks were performed correctly using 
simulator solutions properly prepared and certified. 
LC.§ 18-8004(4) purports to allow for the admission of certain documents to 
satisfy this foundational burden without the need for witness testimony. However, the 
documents we have before us are deficient for that purpose, for by themselves, they fail 
to demonstrate compliance with the SOP with respect to either performance 
verification/calibration checks or simulator solution certification. Absent witness 
testimony showing compliance with the proper procedures, they are irrelevant and thus 
inadmissible in the instant case. Furthermore, that portion of I.C. § 18-8004( 4) allowing 
for their admission without testimony. stands in violation of the Confrontation Clause of 
the 6th Amendment. 
I. FOUNDATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSIBILITY OF BREA TH 
TEST RESULTS. 
ld]003/015 
The Court of Appeals, in State v. Bell, did an excellent job of explaining the 
relationship ofl.C. § 18-8004(4) to the admissibility of breath/blood alcohol results. In a 
nutshell, the Court held that while the legislature may deem a particular testing machine 
as extremely reliable, in this case the Intoxilyzer S000, the admissibility of test results 
produced by the machine still requires establishment at trial of proof "that those 
procedures which ensure the reliability and in turn the accuracy of the test have been 
met." State v. Bell, 115 Idaho 36, 39, 764 P.2d 113, 116 (Idaho App.,1988) 
In discussing the language of I.C. § 18-8004( 4) the court highlighted the necessity 
of strict adherence to a uniform procedure designed to assure quality control as a 
prerequisite to admissibility: 
[i]inherent in this statutory scheme, however, is an awareness by the 
Legislature of the need for uniform test procedures. An "extremely 
reliable" test result can only be the product of a test procedure which from 
previous use in known to be capable of producing an accurate result. This 
benefit is best provided by strict adherence to a uniform procedure. This 
was recognized by the Legislature and is apparent first, from the statutory 
language which provides for the test procedure to be determined by the 
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, and second, by the "shall" 
language mandating adherence to the standards set by that Department. 
State v. Bell, 115 Idaho 36, 39, 764 P.2d 113, 116 (Idaho App., 1988): 
[t]he acceptance by the Legislature oftest procedures as designated by the 
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare does not wholly eliminate the 
need of establishing foundational requirements for a test result. This is 
required even in light of the legislative directive to utilize an expedient 
means to admit such evidence. The adoption of the particular test · 
procedure merely recognizes the validity and reliability of that particular 
accepted test. It must still be establtshed at trial that those procedures 
which ensure the reliability and in turn the accuracy of the test have been 
met. 
State v. Bell, 11S Idaho 36, 39, 764 P.2d 113, 116 (Idaho App., 1988)(emphasis · 
ours). While the current incarnation of the statute vests approval of the proper procedures 
141004/015 
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and techniques in the Idaho State police rather than the Idaho Department of Health and 
Welfare, the holding of the Court remains the same. Prior to admissibility there must be 
evidence that the procedures put in place to ensure accurate and reliable results have been 
followed. Those procedures are currently set forth in the Idaho Standard Operating 
Procedure Breath Alcohol Testing manual. 1 
II. THE IDAHO ST AND ARD OPERA TING PROCEDURE REQUIRES 
PERIODIC PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION/CALIBRATION CHECKS 
UTILIZING CERTIFIED SIMULATOR SOLUTIONS. 
The current Idaho Standard Operating Procedure sets forth its scope and purpose 
at the outset: 
This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, for the analysis of breath for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instrument. This 
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol. 
Following all the recommendations of this external procedure will 
establish the scientific validity of the breath alcohol test. 
The SOP stresses the importance of performing periodic ''performance 
verifications" also known as calibration checks, to ensure that the machine is in proper 
working order: 
5. Perfonnance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments 
Performance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho 
State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in determining if a breath testing 
instrument is functioning. Performance verifications are performed using a wet 
bath simulator performance verification solution. The solution is provided by 
and/or approved by ISPFS. The ISPFS analysis establishes the target value and 
acceptable range of the solutions used for the verification and includes the 
acceptable values on the Certificate of Analysis of each solution ... " 
P. 10 ( emphasis ours) The important role which performance 
verification/calibration checks play in the breath testing process is underscored by the 
1 Please uote that the current ISOP went into effect on 8/27/2010. 
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fact that should the machine fail to yield proper results during a perfonnance 
verification/calibration check, the machine is to be placed out of service and sent back to 
ISPFS. ISOP p. 9, 1 I It is thereafter not approved for evidentiary testing until it has been 
recertified: 
5.2.5 ... if results after a total of three tests for any solution ... are still 
unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. The instrument should 
not be used for evidentiary testing until the problem is corrected and performance 
verification results are within the acceptable range. 
ISOPp.9 
7.1.4 If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an approved 
service provider. 
7.1.5 Upon return from service, the instrument should be recertified by ISPFS 
before being put back into service. 
ISOP p. I 1 (Emphasis theirs) 
III. THE PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION/CALIBRATION CHECK 
PRINTOUTS, BY THEMSELVES, ARE NOT RELEVANT. 
ER 402 states "all relevant evidence is admissible ... Evidence which is not 
relevant is inadmissible." In tum, ER 401 states: 
"Relevant evidence" means evidence having any tendency to make the existence 
of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable 
or less probable than it would be without the evidence." 
The performance verification/calibration check printouts would only be relevant 
in the instant case if they resulted ftom performance verification/calibration checks 
performed according to the procedures set forth by the Idaho State Patrol. The documents 
themselves do not provide adequate information evidencing proper compliance. 
~006/015 
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The printouts do not show that the operator made sure that the simulator solution 
had been properly warmed. They do not show that the hoses were hooked up correctly. 
They do not show that the operator checked the temperature and that it was within the 
correct parameters. They do not show that he or she blew correctly. And, perhaps most 
importantly, they do not show whether the printout resulted from the operator's first, 
second, third, or even fourth or more attempt running the performance verification. 
Without evidence that a perfonnance verification/calibration check was performed 
according to the proper procedures, it, like an evidential breath test, should not be 
admissible. State v. Bell, 115 Idaho 36, 40 (proof that blood alcohol test was administered 
in conformity with applicable procedure held to be prerequisite for admission ofresuJts). 
Absent testimony that it was performed correctly, the printout does not have a tendency 
to make any fact at issue more or less probable. Thus, by themselves, the documents are 
not relevant in this proceeding. Testimony would be necessary to shore up the documents 
deficiencies. 
Absent witness testimony, any probative value the printouts might have is 
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice and misleading the jury. ER 403 states: 
"Although relevant, evidence may be excluded its probative value is 
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of 
the issues, or misleading the jury ... 
Admission of the printouts, absent witness testimony, presents a particularly 
thorny issue with respect to the danger of unfair prejudice and potential for misleading of 
the jury. As stated above, the documents themselves are signed. However, there is no 
indication on the document as to what that signature signifies. There is affirmation stating 
that by signing below the operator is signifying that he or she performed the necessary 
---·----~-----------.-... ~--~.-~·--------
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procedures, or that the machine passed the check on its first. second, or third go around as 
is required by the SOP. That is not to say that a jury wouldn't draw such an unfounded 
conclusion, for to a layman, what else could the affixation of a signature mean? The 
admission of the documents, absent live testimony, would tend to mislead the jury. For 
that reason, their admission, without testimony from the responsible BTS operator, 
should not be pennitted. 
N. THE "CERTIFICATES OF ANALYSIS" LIKEWISE ARE NOT 
RELEVANT 
The certificates of analysis, like the performance verification/calibration checks, 
are void of any of the underlying information which would tend to make them relevant in 
the instant case. Thus, absent testimony from the forensic scientist "certifying'' the 
particular simulator solutions, they are not admissible. Furthermore, just as is the case 
with the performance verification/calibration checks, the signature of a forensic scientist 
upon those documents would tend to mislead the jury to believe perhaps that proper 
procedures were followed in the preparation and certification of the solutions, when no 
such positive assertion is being made. Thus, the admission of such documents should 
likewise be precluded as any possible probative value is outweighed by unfair prejudice 
and the potential for misleading the jury. 
V. THE EFFECT OF CRAWFORD AND MELENDEZ-DIAZ 
The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution, made applicable to the 
States via the Fourteenth Amendment provides that "[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the 
~ shall enjoy the right ... to be confronted with the witnesses against him." 
Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 129 S.Ct. 2S27, 2531 (U.S. Mass., 2009) In Crawford 
--· .. ---·--·--·----.--------
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v. Washington, after reviewing the Clause's historical underpinnings, the Supreme Court 
held that it guarantees a defendant's right to confront those ''who 'bear testimony ... 
against him. Crawford, 541 U.S., at 51, 124 S.Ct. 1354 A witness's testimony against a 
defendant is thus inadmissible unless the witness appears at trial or, if the witness is 
unavailable, the defendant had a prior opportunity for cross-examination. Id., at 54, 124 
S.Ct. 1354 
In detennining what is to be considered against the accused and therefore covered 
by the Confrontation Clause, the Court in Crawford focused on what it described as the 
core class of testimonial statements: 
Various fonnulations of this core class of testimonial statements exists: ex 
parte in-court testimony or its functional equivalent-that is, material such 
as affidavits, custodial examinations, prior testimony that the defendant 
was unable to cross-examine, or similar pretrial statements the declarants 
would reasonably expect to be used prosecutorially; extrajudicial 
statements ... contained in formalized testimonial materials, such as 
affidavits, depositions, prior testimony. or confessions; statements that 
were made under circumstances which would lead an objective witness 
reasonable to believe that the statement would be available for use at a 
later trial." 
Id., at 51-52, 124 S.Ct. 1354 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted) 
In the recent case of Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, the Supreme Court applied 
Crawford's testimonial statements analysis to "certificates of analysis" performed by 
analysts in the Massachusetts crime lab which positively identified a controlled 
substance. The Court determined that such "certificates of analysis .. fell within the core 
class of testimonial statements because they were "made under circumstances which 
would lead en objective witness reasonably to believe that the statement would be 
available for use at a later trial." Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 129 S.Ct. 2S27, 2532 
141009/015 
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(U.S. Mass .• 2009)(quoting Crawford, 541 U.S. at 52, 124 S.Ct. 1354) In so holding, the 
Court stated: 
[wJe can safely assume that the analysts were aware of the affidavits' 
evidentiary purpose, since that purpose-as stated in the relevant state-law 
provision-wa reprinted on the affidavits themselves. 
Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 129 S.Ct. 2527, 2532 (U.S. Mass., 2009) 
LC. § 18-8004(4) was no doubt born out of desire for expediency and the 
legislature's belief that the particular testing device the state had chosen was reliable: 
[ w ]hen this proposed statute was presented to the Legislature the statement 
of purpose accompanying the legislation explained that expert witness 
testimony was an unnecessary burden on the state. Such testimony, if used 
merely to establish a foundation, provided superfluous verification of a 
test procedure which the Legislature believed to produce an "extremely 
reliable" result. 
State v. Bell, 115 Idaho 36, 39-40, 764 P.2d 113, 116-117 (Idaho App., 1988) While such 
a rationale may have been appropriate at the time of the drafting of the statute, it is 
clearly not acceptable under the Supreme Court's cUITent interpretation of the 
Confrontation Clause. 2 In Melendez-Diaz, the Court refused to relax the application of 
the 6 th Amendment's Confrontation Clause merely because the particular evidence sought 
to be admitted was scientific in nature or possessed perceived guarantees of 
trustworthiness: 
... respondent and the dissent argue that confrontation of forensic analysts 
would be of little value because "one would not reasonably expect a laboratory 
professional ... to feel quite differently about the results of his scientific test by 
having to look at the defendant." Id .• at 31 (internal quotation marks omitted); see 
post, at 2S48-2549. 
2 Tbe'Idaho Legislature enacted I.C. § 18-8004 in 1984, four years after the Supreme Court's deciaion in 
Ohio v. Roberts, 448 U.S. 56, 100 S.Ct 2531, 65 L.Ed.2d 597 (1980)Roberuhad provided fur relaxed 
standards for admission of out of court statements under circumstances where there were "particn1am,ed 
guarantees of trustworthiness." Id, at 66 That rationa1c was rejeetcd and Roberts over.ruled by the SUprem.e 
Court in Crawfordv. Washington. 541 U.S. 36,124 S.Ct. 1354, 1,s L.Ed.2d 177 (2004) 
141010/015 
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This argument is little more than an invitation to return to our overruled 
decision in Roberts, 448 U.S. 56, 100 S.Ct. 2531, 65 L.Ed.2d 597, which held that 
evidence with "particularized guarantees of trustworthiness" was admissible 
notwithstanding the Confrontation Clause. Id., at 66, 100 S.Ct. 2531. What we 
said in Crawford in response to that argument remains true: 
''To be sure, the Clause's ultimate goal is to ensure reliability of evidence, 
but it is a procedural rather than a substantive guarantee. It commands, not 
that evidence be reliable, but lhat reliability be assessed in a particular 
manner: by testing in the crucible of cross-examination ... . Dispensing 
with confrontation because testimony is obviously reliable is akin to 
dispensing with jury trial because a defendant is obviously guilty. This is 
not what the Sixth Amendment prescribes." 
Melendez-Diaz, 129 S.Ct. 2527, 2536 (U.S. Mass., 2009)(quoting Crawfordv. 
Washington, 541 U.S. at 61-62) 
The Supreme Court recognized that confrontation may not always be the best way 
to challenge forensic tests, yet it held that it was an indispensible right guaranteed under 
the constitution: 
Respondent and the dissent may be right that there are other ways-and in 
some cases better ways-to challenge or verify the results of a forensic test. 
But the Constitution guarantees on way: confrontation. We do not have 
license to suspend the Confrontation Clause when a preferable trial 
strategy is available. 
Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 129 S.Ct. 2527, 2536 (U.S. Mass., 2009)(footnote 
omitted) Furthermore, the right to confrontation is most certainly not dissipated in a case 
dealing with forensic analysis: 
'~ ........... , ___ ...................... ___ _ 
Confrontation is one means of assuring accurate forensic analysis. While it 
is true, as the dissent notes, that an honest analyst will not alter his 
testimony when forced to confront the defendant, post, at 2548, the same 
cannot be said of the fraudulent analyst. See Brief for National Innocence 
Network as Amicus Curiae 15-17 (discussing cases of documented 
"drylabbing" where forensic analysts report results of tests that were never 
perfonned); National Academyreport 1-8 to 1-10 (discussing documented 
cases of fraud and error involving the use of forensic evidence). Like the 
eyewitness who has fabricated his account to the police, the analyst who 
provides false results may, under oath in open court, reconsider his false 
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testimony. See Coy v. lowa, 487 U.S. 1012, 1019, 108 S.Ct. 2798, 101 
L.Ed.2d 857 (I 988). And, of course, the prospect of confrontation will 
deter fraudulent analysts in the first place. 
Confrontation is designed to weed out not only the fraudulent analyst, but 
the incompetent once as well. Serious deficiencies have been found in the 
forensic evidence used in criminal trials. One commentator asserts that 
"[t]he legal community now concedes, with varying degrees of urgency, 
that our system produces erroneous convictions based on discredited 
forensics." Metzger, Cheating the Constitution, 59 Vand. L.Rev. 475,491 
(2006) One study of cases in which exonerating evidence resulted in the 
overturning of criminal convictions concluded that invalid forensic 
testimony contributed to the convictions in 60% of the cases. Garrett & 
Neufeld, Invalid Forensic Science Testimony and Wrongful Convictions, 
95 Va. L.Rev. 1, 14 (2009) And the National Academy Report concluded: 
"The forensic science system, encompassing both research and 
practice, has serious problems that can only be addressed by a 
national commitment to overhaul the current structure that 
supports the forensic science community in this country. " National 
Academy Report P-1 (emphasis in original). 
Like expert witnesses generally, an analyst's lack or proper training or 
deficiency in judgment may be disclosed in cross-examination. 
Melendaz-Diaz, 129 S.Ct. 2527, 2536-2537 (footnotes omitted) 
Like the certificates of analysis analyzed in Melendez-Diaz, the documents at 
issue in the instant case were made under circumstances which would lead an objective 
witness reasonably to believe that the statement would be used later at trial. They are thus 
testimonial and therefore, absent a showing of unavailability and prior opportunity for 
cross examination, they are inadmissible. 
As for the performance verification/calibration checks, their purpose is outlined in 
the SOP as necessary to assist in the admissibility of breath test results in criminal trials 
in order to demonstrate the reliability of the particular breath test machine. The SOP, 
from the outset, speaks to the importance of following the procedures set forth, including 
performance verification/calibration checks and does so specifically in relation to the 
Jl)0l2/015 
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admissibility in court of breath alcohol tests. ISOP p.4 On page 20 of the Idaho 
Intoxilyzer 5000 Reference Manual the importance of their use in adversary proceedings 
is again stressed: 
[ w )hen doing maintenance and repairs on your instrument it is a good idea 
to do a performance verification check before and after to help prevent 
arguments that may arise. 
(Idaho Intoxilyzer 5000 Series Reference Manual, Revision 0, Effective date 8-20-2010) 
Additionally, they are to be performed only by operators certified by the Idaho State 
Police Forensic Services, i.e. law enforcement, who no doubt realize that they will be 
used in criminal trials. See ISOP, p. 4-5 The SOP calls fro retention of these documents 
and any other maintenance/repair documents pertaining to the evidentiary used of breath 
testing instruments presumably for their use in later trials: 
4.6 Record maintenance and management. It is the responsibility of 
each individual agency to store performance verification records, subject 
records, maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other records as 
pertaining to the evidentiary use of breath testing instruments ... 
P. 9 Lastly, I.C. § 18-8004(4) speaks directly to the use and admission of these 
documents in trial. All of these facts lead us to the safe assumption that the BTS 
operators performing the checks and signing the performance verifications/calibration 
check printouts are well aware that they will be used later in trial. 
The same is likewise true with respect to the Certificates of Analysis. The top of 
the Certificate itself bears the Idaho State police insignia. Below that read "Idaho State 
Police Forensic Services." It is signed by an agent of the Department of Law 
Enforcement Idaho State Police Forensic Services, the very agency in charge of breath 
testing procedures. The heart of the document then states that the solution is certified ''to 
be used to conduct calibration checks within the State of Idaho in accordance with the 
---·····-~--- -
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policies and/or procedures promulgated by the Department governing breath alcohol 
examination ... " Surely the purpose of the solutions is not lost upon the state police 
forensic services employee certifying the solution. The forensic scientist signing the 
Certificate of Analysis undoubtedly is aware that the document would later be used as 
evidence in trial. Therefore, it must be said that he Certificates of Analysis as well as 
performance verification/calibration checks are testimonial statements. As such, the 
confrontation clause of the 6th Amendment guarantees that their authors or the persons 
responsible for their creation must be brought by the state to testify concerning their 
contents and be subject to cross examination by Defendant. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The performance verification/calibration check printouts and "Certificate of 
Analysis," by themselves. do not contain enough information within their four comers to 
afford them relevance in this crirnina1 proceeding. Furthennore, even if they did contain 
sufficient information, they are testimonial in nature and therefore the Confrontation 
Clause of the 6th Amendment should have barred their admission in Defendant's trial 
because there was not a showing of unavailability and prior opportunity for cross 
examination. For the state to have presented Defendant's breath test results in its case in 
chief, in addition to providing other foundational evidence, it must have presented the 
responsible individuals as witnesses at trial. 
Respectfully submitted this \0 day of January, 2011 
Douglas D. Phelps 
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MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
ON APPEAL 
MICHAEL L. KRAMER, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
Appeal from the Magistrate Court of the First Judicial District, State of Idaho, 
Kootenai County. Hon. Robert Burton, Magistrate Judge. 
Defendant appeals the Magistrate Court's admission of breath test certificates 
which Defendant argues were untimely produced by the State. Defendant also 
appeals the Magistrate Court's admission of breath test certificates to lay a 
foundation for the Defendant's breath test under the Sixth Amendment, Crawford 
v. Washington and Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts. Lastly, Defendant argues that 
performance verification/calibration check printouts or "Certificates of Analysis" 
should be excluded under I.RE. 401-403. This Court concludes that: Defendant's 
motion for discovery sanctions was untimely, Melendez-Diaz, Crawford and the 
Sixth Amendment were satisfied by the testimony set forth at the trial below, the 
requirements of LC. § 18-8004(4) were met, l.C. § 18-8004(4) is constitutional, , 
and the evidence admitted herein does not violate I.RE. 401-403. Thus, the 
Magistrate Court's judgment is affirmed. 
Douglas D. Phelps, PHELPS & ASSOCIATES, PS, for Appellant. 
Amy Borgman, Kootenai County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, for Respondent. 
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I. 
PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL HISTORY: 
On March 14, 2009, Trooper Lind of the Idaho State Police was working patrol on 
Interstate 90. Transcript of Proceedings, at 51-52. At approximately 5 :40 a.m., Trooper Lind 
initiated a traffic stop ofa vehicle being driven by Mr. Kramer.Id. at 52-55. Mr. Kramer was 
pulled over for speeding. Id. at 53-55. Upon making contact with Mr. Kramer, Trooper Lind 
observed that Mr. Kramer's eyes appeared sleepy looking, heavy and glassy.Id. at 55. Mr. 
Kramer's speech was very slow and deliberate, and Trooper Lind smelled the odor of alcohol 
emanating from the vehicle. Id. at 55-56. 
Trooper Lind ordered Mr. Kramer out of the car, and asked whether he had any weapons 
in the vehicle. Id. at 56-57. Mr. Kramer informed Trooper Lind that he was carrying a pistol on 
his person, which Trooper Lind then observed on Mr. Kramer's hip. Id. at 57-58. Trooper Lind 
took possession of the firearm, and placed it in his patrol car for safety. Id. at 59. Trooper Lind 
then commenced with field sobriety testing: Mr. Kramer failed the horizontal gaze nystagmus 
test (Id. at 63), he failed the walk and turn evaluation (Id. at 67) and he failed the one leg stand 
(Id. at 68). He was then placed under arrest for driving under the influence. Id. at 69. 
There were passengers in Mr. Kramer's vehicle, who were not arrested, and were picked 
up from the scene by third parties. Id. at 70. Trooper Lind inventoried the vehicle in anticipation 
of it being towed. Id. During this inventory search, Trooper Lind found three bottles of alcohol in 
the vehicle, one sealed, one opened, and one essentially empty, with very little alcohol inside. Id. 
at 71-72. Thereafter, Trooper Lind transported Mr. Kramer to the jail, where Mr. Kramer gave 
three breath samples. Id. at 82. Three samples were taken because Mr. Kramer's first sample was 
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invalid. Id Mr. Kramer's two valid samples revealed blood alcohol levels of .174 and .157. Id. at 
134. 
On the day of trial, March 12, 2010, Mr. Kramer argued that the State failed to provide all 
evidence required of it under a discovery request propounded on March 18, 2009. Id. at 4-5. Mr. 
Kramer argued that the State did not disclose documents (namely, the breath test certificates), 
which the State intended to use to lay a foundation for the breath test, until the day before trial, in 
violation Idaho Rules of Evidence 702, 703 and 704. Id. at 5. During argument on Mr. Kramer's 
motion, the Court asked defense counsel how many times he went to law enforcement himself in 
an attempt to secure the documentation regarding breath alcohol testing. Id. at 9-10. The 
following correspondence took place on the record: 
THE COURT: -- did you go to the State Police and attempt to obtain it? 
MR. PHELPS: Judge uh, I didn't because I figured that if [the State] didn't provide it to 
me and they didn't lay a foundation, that uh, they weren't intending to use the breath test. 
And that's - that goes to the harm that's uh, given to me by the late disclosure, Judge. If 
I'd have known that they were gonna use the breath test, I certainly could have hired an 
expert to come in and testify about the accuracy of the breath test and the way it was 
conducted. 
THE COURT: Well, but the -
MR. PHELPS: But they didn't-
THE COURT: -- very nature of the charge indicates a breath test, so it's not like you were 
surprised. 
MR. PHELPS: Well, certainly I was, Judge. They didn't lay a foundation. They have to 
provide these documents. 
Id. at 10. 
Mr. Kramer also argued, in his motion to the trial court, that the case of Melendez-Diaz v. 
Massachusetts, 557 U.S._, 129 S. Ct. 2527, 174 L.Ed.3d 314 (2009), required the State to 
subpoena and set forth the live testimony of the individual(s) responsible for calibrating the 
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breath testing machinery, the forensic services commander who certified the forensic alcohol test, 
and the person who prepared the simulator solution, in order for breath test certificates to be 
admissible in evidence to lay a foundation for the breath test administered. Id. at 15-16. 
The Court ruled, first, that Mr. Kramer's motion was untimely. Id. at 25. Further, the 
Court stated, with regard to Melendez-Diaz: 
THE COURT: ... I do know that there is a difference, and uh, it was pointed out, this 
[Melendez-Diaz] is a situation where somebody examined cocaine, uh, made a conclusion 
that it was cocaine, put it into an affidavit and submitted it for trial purposes. That seems 
to be different than a situation where an officer actually conducts a test, provides the 
information and can be here to testify. 
Now, whether or not the calibration of the instruments that this officer used is something 
that applies to Crawford, I don't know that this Court talked about whether the 
instruments that were used by this scientist in determining whether this was cocaine had 
to be calibrated by - and that person had to come into court and testify. I don't think 
that's in this case. I don't know. So I'm gonna- I'm kind of at a disadvantage here. This 
may be something that needs to be taken up at a later time. So at this point uh, as far as 
the actual suppression, I'll overrule that. ... 
Id at 25-26. The Court also overruled similar defense objections when the State sought to have 
the applicable exhibits admitted during the trial. Id at 131-134. The DVD recording of the traffic 
stop initiated by Trooper Lind on March 14, 2009, was also played for the jury. Id at 98. 
Following deliberations, the jury returned guilty verdicts as to the charges of driving 
under the influence and transporting an open container of alcohol. Id at 192-93. Mr. Kramer was 
also tried on a third charge, possession of a concealed weapon, which resulted in a mistrial. Id at 
198. 
Mr. Kramer appealed, and this matter came on regularly for hearing on March 25, 2011. 
On the record at the hearing, this Court orally ruled upon Mr. Kramer's request for discovery 
sanctions. 1bis Court's ruling on that issue is set forth below. Additionally, at the March 25, 
2011 hearing, this Court took the other two issues presented by Mr. Kramer under advisement. 
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This Court has reviewed the files and records herein and now being fully advised in the 
premises, and good cause appearing therefore, hereby sets forth its Memorandum Opinion. 
II. 
DISCUSSION 
1. Did the Trial Court Commit Reversible Error in Admitting the Breath Test 
Certificates to Lay a Foundation for the Breath Test Where the Prosecution Failed 
to Timely Disclose the Certificates After the Defense Timely Filed a Discovery 
Demand? 
Mr. Kramer first argues that the Court committed reversible error when refusing to order a 
discovery sanction against the State, in the form of excluding the breath test certificates. The 
decision of whether to impose a discovery violation, and the choice of an appropriate sanction, is 
left to the sound discretion of the trial court. State v. Huntsman, 146 Idaho 580, 586, 199 P.3d 
155, 161 (Ct. App. 2008), citing State v. Allen, 145 Idaho 183, 185, 177 P.3d 397,399 (Ct. App. 
2008). In reviewing a discretionary decision, an appellate court considers "(l) whether the trial 
court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion, (2) whether the trial court acted within 
the boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific 
choices available to it, and (3) whether the trial court reached its decision by an exercise of 
reason." Roe v. Doe, 129 Idaho 663,666,931 P.2d 657, 660 (Ct. App. 1996), citing State v. 
Hedger, 115 Idaho 598,600, 768 P.2d 1331, 1333 (1989). It is the duty of the trial court to 
"balance the equities by comparing the culpability of the disobedient party with the resulting 
prejudice to the innocent party." Id. at 668, 931 P .2d at 662 ( citation omitted). Thus, the court 
should balance the equities and make the punishment fit the crime. Id. ( citation omitted). 
Where the question is one of late disclosure rather than failure to disclose, the inquiry on 
appeal is whether the lateness of the disclosure so prejudiced the defendant's preparation or 
presentation of his defense that he was prevented from receiving his constitutionally 
guaranteed fair trial. 
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State v. Byington, 132 Idaho 589, 592, 977 P.2d 203,206 (1999), quoting State v. Olsen, 103 
Idaho 278, 283, 64 7 P .2d 734, 739 (1982). "To provide prejudice, a defendant must show there is 
a reasonable probability that, but for the late disclosure of evidence, the result of the proceedings 
would have been different." Id (Concerning late disclosure of a witness for the State) ( citation 
omitted). This requires the reviewing court to: 
examin[ e] the record to see if there was substantial and competent evidence to support a 
finding of no unfair prejudice. This is the appropriate standard of review because of the 
factual nature of the trial court's finding concerning unfair prejudice and is consistent with 
the manner in which we have reviewed other factual findings that underlie a trial court's 
decision that we review under an abuse of discretion standard. 
Id (citation omitted). 
The State argues that this matter is controlled by State v. Anderson, 145 Idaho 99, 175 
P.3d 788 (2008). The Defendant in Anderson was found guilty of enhanced DUI, after breath 
testing evidenced alcohol concentration levels of 0.22, 0.19 and 0.24. Id at I 02-03, 175 P.3d at 
791-92. On appeal, the Defendant argued, among other things, that the Magistrate erred in failing 
to issue discovery sanctions. Id at 103, 175 P.3d at 792. This issue arose on appeal because the 
Defendant, at the trial court level, objected to and moved to exclude an expert's testimony, based 
upon the State's failure to disclose the curriculum vitae of its expert witness. Id at 105, 175 P.2d 
at 794. There, the Anderson Court explained: 
Discovery sanctions are within the discretion of the trial court. The magistrate found that 
the State was minimally culpable in this instance and that Anderson suffered little or no 
prejudice as a result. Anderson was issued the discovery answer close to a year before 
trial and did not object until trial. Anderson did not allege that he attempted but was 
unable to contact [the expert witness] prior to trial. The magistrate offered a lesser 
sanction, and Anderson refused, contending that the exclusion of the expert was the only 
appropriate means. There was no error in the magistrate's decision not to exclude [the 
expert's] testimony from trial. 
Id In contrast, Mr. Kramer argues herein that he was "hampered in his ability to challenge the 
admissibility and reliability of the breath test by the untimely disclosure of the breath test 
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certificates." Brief of Appellant on Appeal from Magistrate's Court, at 14. 
However here, as in Anderson, the State testified that it was not in custody of the 
certificates in question until the week of trial. Transcript of Proceedings, at 19. The trial court 
pointed out that Mr. Kramer could not genuinely claim surprise, because ''the very nature of the 
charge indicates a breath test." Id. at 10. The court also concluded that the motion was untimely, 
Id. at 25, and that Mr. Kramer could have, but did not, take any independent step to obtain the 
certificates directly from the Idaho State Police. Id. at 10. Further, it was adduced at the hearing 
that the request for discovery was made on March 18, 2009, a year before the motion raised by 
defendant. Id. at 5. The trial court was certainly mindful of this when it inquired of defense 
counsel why "there was no attempt by you to secure any of these documents in advance in 
preparing for this trial, and there [were] no motions to compel filed by you ... " Id. at 11. 
Additionally, the State informed the trial court that the breath testing ticket was provided to 
defense counsel approximately one year prior Defendant's motion, and therefore defense counsel 
was properly put on notice that there was a breath test conducted. Id. at 19. 
The prejudicial standard, as set forth above, requires a reasonable probability that, but for 
the late disclosure, the result of the proceedings would have been different. Here, however, 
Trooper Lind testified that, when initially pulled over on March 14, 2009, Mr. Kramer had red, 
heavy, glassy eyes, that his speech was slow and deliberate, and that the odor of alcohol 
emanated from his vehicle. Mr. Kramer then failed all three field sobriety tests conducted by 
Trooper Lind, and Trooper Lind found alcohol, including an open and an empty container of 
alcohol, inside Mr. Kramer's vehicle. The jurors also watched a DVD which depicted the traffic 
stop, and thus the jurors were able to form their own conclusions as to Mr. Kramer's level of 
sobriety at the time of the stop. Therefore, it is clear that the disclosure of the breath test 
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certificates, even on the eve of trial, did not result in a reasonable probability that the result of the 
trial would have otherwise been different. 
In addition, defense counsel had been put on notice, for approximately a year, that a 
breath test was conducted, and defense counsel was provided the initial breath testing ticket 
which showed that there was a breath test result. Defense counsel could have contacted Idaho 
State Police in an attempt to obtain these certificates, or could have specifically sought these 
certificates through a motion to compel. However, defense counsel chose not to do so. 
The record shows that the trial court saw its decision as one of discretion, as is clear by its 
weighing of the particular facts, such as Defendant's ability to bring his motion at an earlier time 
and his potential to independently procure the certificates, as well as the fact that the court "did 
not indicate that its ruling was dictated by any legal rule." See, Weaver v. Searle Bros., 129 Idaho 
497,500, 927 P.2d 887, 890 (1996). "This analysis was tantamount to the trial court saying that it 
had discretion in determining reasonableness." Id. The trial court acted within its discretion when 
determining that Defendant had not suffered the requisite prejudice, specifically, because any 
claim of surprise by the Defendant was unreasonable. Lastly and as illustrated by the foregoing, 
the trial court very clearly reached its decision by an exercise of reason. Therefore, the trial 
court's decision to deny the discovery sanction sought by Mr. Kramer is affirmed. 
2. Whether the Trial Court Commit Reversible Error in Admitting the Breath Test 
Certificates to Lay a Foundation for the Breath Test in Violation of the Defendant's 
Right to Confrontation under the Sixth Amendment, Crawford v. Washington and 
Melendez-Diaz? 
a. The Principles Established in Melendez-Diaz are not Offended by the 
Admitted Certificates. 
Mr. Kramer next argues that the United States Supreme Court's ruling in Melendez-Diaz v. 
Massachusetts, 557 U.S._, 129 S. Ct. 2527, 174 L.Ed.3d 314 (2009) required the State to call 
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the individuals who signed the breath test certificates as witnesses at the trial, because admission 
of the certificates alone violated Mr. Kramer's Sixth Amendment right to confront witnesses 
against him. Constitutional issues are questions of law over which an appellate court exercises 
free review. Urban Renewal Agency of City of Rexburg v. Hart, 148 Idaho 299, 300, 222 P .3d 
467,468 (2009) (citation omitted). "The standard of review applicable to questions of law is one 
of deference to factual findings, but we freely examine whether statutory and constitutional 
requirements have been met in light of the facts as found." State v. Hedges, 143 Idaho 884, 886, 
154 P.3d 1074, 1076 (Ct. App. 2007) (citation omitted). 
In Melendez-Diaz, a Massachusetts court admitted affidavits into evidence which reported the 
results of forensic analysis of a substance seized by police. Id at_, 129 S.Ct. at 2530, 174 
L.Ed.3d at_. The defendant therein was charged with distributing and trafficking in cocaine. 
Id. At trial, the State submitted three "certificates of analysis", which showed results of forensic 
testing of a substance which was seized and associated with the defendant. Id. at 2530-31. The 
certificates stated the weight of the substance, and also stated that the bags "have been examined 
with the following results: The substance was found to contain: Cocaine." Id at 2531. These 
certificates were signed by analysts at the State Laboratory Institute of the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health, and the analysts' signatures were sworn to before a notary public. 
Id 
The defendant objected to admission of the certificates, arguing that the Supreme Court's 
Confrontation Clause decision in Crawfordv. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 124 S. Ct. 1354, 158 
L.Ed.2d 177 (2004) required that the analyst testify in person. Id. The trial court overruled the 
defendant's objection and admitted the certificates as "prima facie evidence of the composition, 
quality, and the net weight of the narcotic ... analyzed." Id (Citation omitted). Defendant 
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appealed, contending that the admission of the certificates violated the Confrontation Clause. Id. 
The Appeals Court of Massachusetts affirmed, and the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court 
denied review. Id. 
The Supreme Court granted Certiorari. After citing Crawford for its description of the class 
of testimonial statements covered by the Confrontation Clause, the Court explained: 
There is little doubt that the documents at issue in this case fall within the "core class of 
testimonial statements" thus described. Our description of that category mentions affidavits 
twice. See also White v. Illinois, 502 U.S. 346,365, 112 S. Ct. 736, 116 L.Ed.2d 848 (1992) . 
. . The documents at issue here, while denominated by Massachusetts law "certificates," are 
quite plainly affidavits: "declaration[ s] of facts written down and sworn to by the declarant 
before an officer authorized to administer oaths." Black's Law Dictionary 62 (8th ed. 2004). 
They are incontrovertibly a "'solemn declaration or affirmation made for the purpose of 
establishing or proving some fact."' Crawford, supra . ... The fact in question is that the 
substance founding the possession of Melendez-Diaz and his codefendants was, as the 
prosecution claimed, cocaine-the precise testimony the analysts would be expected to provide 
if called at trial. The "certificates" are functionally identical to live, in-court testimony, doing 
"precisely what a witness does on direct examination." Davis v. Washington, 547 U.S. 813, 
830, 126 S. Ct. 2266, 165 L.Ed.2d 224 (2006) (emphasis deleted). 
Id. at 2531-32. The Court, however, then went on to note: 
Contrary to the dissent's suggestion,post, at 2544-2545, 2546 (opinion of KENNEDY, 
J.), we do not hold, and it is not the case, that anyone whose testimony may be relevant in 
establishing the chain of custody, authenticity of the sample, or accuracy of the testing 
device, must appear in person as part of the prosecution's case. While the dissent is 
correct that "[i]t is the obligation of the prosecution to establish the chain of custody ... 
this does not mean that everyone who laid hands on the evidence must be called. As 
stated in the dissent's own quotation, ibid., from United States v. Lott, 854 F.2d 244,250 
(7th Cir. 1988), "gaps in the chain [ of custody] normally go to the weight of the evidence 
rather than its admissibility." It is up to the prosecution to decide what steps in the chain 
of custody are so crucial as to require evidence; but what testimony is introduced must (if 
the defendant objects) be introduced live. Additionally, documents prepared in the 
regular course of equipment maintenance may well qualify as nontestimonial records. 
Id. at 2532, nt. 1 ( emphasis added). 1 
1 It is also important to review Justice Thomas's concurring opinion. This is particularly 
important, as Justice Thomas's vote was necessary for the Court to reach a majority vote, here, 
5-4. In his concurrence, Justice Thomas explains: 
I write separately to note that I continue to adhere to my position that "the Confrontation 
Clause is implicated by extrajudicial statements only insofar as they are contained in 
10 
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V,', 
To determine the fear that the majority intended to alleviate in the dissenting justices 
through its explanation in Note 1, supra, we must look to Justice Kennedy's dissent, at 2544-45, 
2546. There, Justice Kennedy gives four examples of individuals which he perceives must now 
be called to testify in the face of Scalia's majority opinion: 
Consider how many people play a role in a routine test for the presence of illegal drugs. 
One person prepares a sample of the drug, places it in a testing machine, and retrieves the 
machine's printout ... A second person interprets the graph the machine prints out-
perhaps by comparing that printout with published, standardized graphs on known drugs. 
[Citation omitted]. Meanwhile, a third person-perhaps an independent contractor-has 
calibrated the machine and, having done so, has certified that the machine is in good 
working order. Finally, a fourth person-perhaps the laboratory's director-certifies that his 
subordinates followed established procedures. 
Id at 2544. The dissent thereafter opines that the scope of who, among these four examples, 
must provide testimony, is unclear from the majority's opinion. Id ("It is not at all evident which 
of these four persons is the analyst to be confronted under the rule the Court announces today."). 
Taking the majority's statement at Note 1, in context with the dissent's concerns set forth 
above, it is clear that the Court's majority opinion does not seek to require every individual who 
prepares documents in the regular course of maintaining machinery to testify, because these 
documents are not testimonial. Here, the person who extracted the sample from Mr. Kramer, and 
the person who received and interpreted the breath test results, actually testified at Mr. Kramer's 
trial. That person was Trooper Lind. Trooper Lind, under the facts of our case, is equivalent to 
the analyst in Melendez-Diaz who performed and reported the testing results therein. The 
formalized testimonial materials, such as affidavits, depositions, prior testimony, or 
confessions .... I join the Court's opinion in this case because the documents at issue in 
this case "are quite plainly affidavits," ante, at 2532. As such, they "fall within the core 
class of testimonial statements" governed by the Confrontation Clause. 
129 S. Ct. at 2543 (Thomas, J., Concurring) (internal citations omitted). The clear import of this 
concurrence is that, had these documents not been plainly affidavits, the Court's ultimate 
decision could likely have been a 5-4 vote affirming the Appeals Court of Massachusetts. 
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certificates of the individuals who performed maintenance on the breath test machine herein are 
not "testimonial" under the holding in Melendez-Diaz because they are far from "quite plainly 
affidavits", and therefore were not contemplated under the Supreme Court's holding. 
Further, the defendant in Melendez-Diaz argued that the analysts testing the substance for 
the presence of cocaine were not subject to confrontation because they were not "accusatory" 
witnesses, in that they did not accuse petitioner of wrongdoing. Id. at 2533. The Supreme Court 
noted that the Sixth Amendment guarantees the right of a defendant '"to be confronted with the 
witnesses against him."' (Emphasis added.)" Id. The Court then stated, "[t]o the extent the 
analysts were witnesses (a question resolved above), they certainly provided testimony against 
petitioner, proving one fact necessary for his conviction-that the substance he possessed was 
cocaine." Id. 
Here, the individuals signing the certificates are not "accusatory" witnesses, as a 
determination that a machine was working properly is not testimony that would "prov[ e] one fact 
necessary for [defendant's] conviction." The fact that Trooper Lind performed breath tests on a 
properly functioning machine does nothing to implicate Mr. Kramer in any wrongdoing. It does 
nothing to prove that Mr. Kramer drove under the influence of alcohol. Therefore, the trial court 
should also be affirmed, because the individuals who signed the certificates were also not 
accusatory witnesses. 
b. J.C.§ 18-8004(4) Permits Admission of the Certificates, and Comports with 
the Confrontation Clause and Melendez-Diaz. 
At the hearing on appeal, Mr. Kramer focused on Trooper Lind's inability, at the trial, to 
articulate whether or not the calibration solution in the breath testing machine was the proper 
solution. At trial, defense counsel asked Trooper Lind if he independently verified what the 
solution lot was in the instrument on the day of Mr. Kramer's testing, and Trooper Lind stated 
12 
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that he did not. Transcript of Proceedings, at p. 126. On redirect, testimony was elicited that 
Trooper Lind is not responsible for checking which simulator solution is in the machine, as that 
is not part of his job requirements. Id at 129. On objection to the admission of Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 2, which includes the documents complained of herein, counsel argued, in relevant part: 
MR. PHELPS: And then uh, judge, uh, as to the certification- the certificate of 
calibration uh, which is the third page, we haven't heard any testimony from- I think its 
Deb Schofield (phonetic) uh, regarding the certification of calibration, whether or not this 
uh, machine is approved for the particular location where it's placed. Additionally, Judge, 
as to the simulator solution, uh, 0007109 uh, there's - there is something here that seems 
to be a notarized statement of David Lacock, and- who's a forensic scientist, and then 
there's a certification of simulator solution 7804 of another David Lacock. And Judge, we 
haven't heard any testimony from Mr. Lacock. Uh, this is a document prepared by the 
State in anticipation of trial and to certify and attempt to provide the necessary foundation 
for the breath test ... 
. . . But what's maybe even more significant uh, than the denial of his right of 
confrontation under Melendez Diaz in laying the foundation is we have no testimony from 
anyone that the simulator solution was placed in the machine. Uh, there's been no one 
here that can tell us what simulator solution was placed in the machine, when that was 
placed in the machine. Even if they could lay a foundation ... there's no one here that can 
say that those particular simulator solutions were ever installed in the machine, and if 
they were installed in the machine, that those were the solutions that were in the - the 
machine on the night that my client was given the breath test. ... 
Id at 132-33. The trial court overruled this objection. Id at 133. 
LC. § 18-8004( 4) provides: 
For purposes of this chapter, an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration shall be based 
upon a formula of grams of alcohol per one hundred (100) cubic centimeters of blood, per 
two hundred ten (210) liters of breath or sixty-seven (67) milliliters of urine. Analysis of 
blood, urine or breath for the purpose of determining the alcohol concentration shall be 
performed by a laboratory operated by the Idaho state police or by a laboratory approved 
by the Idaho state police under the provisions of approval or certification standards to be 
set by that department, or by any other method approved by the ldalu state police. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law or rule of court, the results of any test for 
alcohol concentration and records relating to calibration, approval, certification or 
quality control performed by a laboratory operated or approved by the Idaho state police 
or by any other method approved by the Idaho state police shall be admissible in any 
proceeding in this state without the necessity of producing a witness to establish the 
reliability of the testing procedure for examination. 
265 
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Id (Emphasis added). 
Mr. Kramer argues that LC.§ 18-8004(4) allows for the admissibility of blood alcohol testing 
results, but as a prerequisite, there are requirements set forth in § 18-8004( 4) that must be met: 
LC. § 18-8004( 4) purports to allow for the admission of certain documents to satisfy this 
foundational burden without the need for witness testimony. However, the documents we 
have before us are deficient for that purpose, for by themselves, they fail to demonstrate 
compliance with the SOP [standard operating procedure] with respect to either performance 
verification/calibration checks or simulator solution certification. Absent witness testimony 
showing compliance with the proper procedures, they are irrelevant and thus inadmissible in 
the instant case. 
Appellant 1s Reply Brief on Appeal, at 2. 
Defendant relies upon State v. Bell, 115 Idaho 36, 764 P.2d 113 (Ct. App. 1988) to 
support his argument. There, the Court analyzed the admissibility of certain documents under 
§ 18-8004( 4 ), such as documents pertaining to calibration and quality control. The Bell court 
stated: 
The acceptance by the Legislature of test procedures as designated by the Idaho Department 
of Health and Welfare does not wholly eliminate the need of establishing foundational 
requirements for a test result. This is required even in light of the legislative directive to 
utilize an expedient means to admit such evidence. The adoption of the particular test 
procedure merely recognizes the validity and reliability of that particular accepted test. It 
must still be established at trial that those procedures which ensure the reliability and in tum 
the accuracy of the test have been met. Absent such a showing, the expedient scheme adopted 
by the Legislature fails to guarantee the admission ofreliable evidence. Without expert 
witness testimony to establish these necessary foundational elements, compliance with the 
test procedure must be shown. We hold that to admit the test result the state must provide 
adequate foundation evidence consisting either of expert testimony or a showing that the test 
was administered in conformity with the applicable test procedure. Of course, a test result, 
once admitted, still may be attacked by the defendant. In that event, the trier of fact will 
determine the ultimate weight to be given the test result. 
Id at 39-40, 764 P.2d at 117-18. Additionally, Bell explained that even though expert testimony 
pertaining to documents such as calibration posed "an unnecessary burden on the state," 
[i]nherent in this statutory scheme, however, is an awareness by the Legislature of the need 
for uniform test procedures. An "extremely reliable" test result can only be the product of a 
test procedure which from previous use is known to be capable of producing an accurate 
result. This benefit is best provided by strict adherence to a uniform procedure. This was 
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recognized by the Legislature and is apparent first, from the statutory language which 
provides for the test procedure to be determined by the Idaho Department of Health and 
Welfare, and second, by the "shall" language mandating adherence to the standards set by 
that Department. 
Id. at 39, 764 P.2d at 116. 
While Mr. Kramer correctly cites Bell, he also misconstrues the language of the court's 
opinion. The language set forth above does not support a conclusion that individuals who 
calibrate and check the machines for quality assurance must testify at trial. In fact, what is clear 
from the language of Bell is that testimony should be set forth which tends to show that the test 
itself was administered properly. Here, that testimony was set forth by Trooper Lind. Evidence 
that Bell did not intend to place more strenuous conditions upon the State is found in the Court's 
determination that the witnesses which were presented in the Bell trial were sufficient to meet the 
foundational requirements of LC. § 18-8004( 4): 
We conclude that the district court erred in stating that compliance with the testing standards 
went to the weight of, rather than to the foundation for, the evidence. The next question is 
whether the proof presented at trial established the requisite compliance. This proof included 
the test kit itself with the manufacturer's certificate, the testimony of the nurse, the officer 
who oversaw the blood withdrawal, and a state forensic officer who performed the test 
analysis. The state contends the proof established that the kit was complete with all required 
contents including the chemical additives. We agree with this contention. Among the 
foundational proof presented, the test kit, along with its certificate, constitute an adequate 
showing by the state of the presence of the required chemicals. 
Id. at 40, 764 P .2d at 117 ( emphasis added). 
In pertinent part, the record herein contains a Certificate of Calibration, a Certification 
that the testing instrument was approved for the performance of Forensic Alcohol Testing as per 
LC. § 18-8004( 4) and the Idaho State Police Rules and Regulations, and two Certificates of 
Analysis. Defendant argues that while these documents were admitted into evidence, they are 
insufficient to show compliance with LC. § 18-8004 because witness testimony is necessary to 
ensure that proper procedures were followed when making these certifications. However, neither 
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§ 18-8004( 4 ), nor Bell, require this testimony. Here, the Certificate of Calibration provides that 
the Intoxilyzer employed to measure Mr. Kramer's blood alcohol level was tested, and its 
calibration found to be in compliance with applicable standards. Another certificate provides that 
the Intoxilyzer employed was specifically "approved for the performance of Forensic Alcohol 
Testing as per Idaho Code 18-8004( 4) and the Idaho State Police Rules and Regulations." The 
Certificates of Analysis provide the target values and ranges for Simulator Solution Lot Numbers 
7109 and 7804, which, according to the Instrument Operations Log, were those used with the 
corresponding Intoxilyzer employed here. According to the Instrument Operations Log, also 
admitted at trial, the last solution change occurred on March 2, 2009, when the solution was 
changed from the .20 solution, to the .08 solution. The .08 solution, Solution Lot Number 7804, 
had a target value of0.081 with a range of0.073 to 0.089 grams of ethyl alcohol/210 liters of 
vapor, according to the Certificate of Analysis. The Instrument Operations Log further provides 
that Mr. Kramer's testing, which was performed on March 14, 2009, included a calibration 
check, and a reading of 0.086, which was within the range. This document is expressly 
admissible under LC.§ 18-8004(4), as it is a quality control document. 
Additionally, the testimony of the person who performed the actual breath testing was 
presented through Trooper Lind. The printout from the breath testing machine, which showed the 
blood alcohol results from Mr. Kramer's breath testing, was subsequently admitted. Taking Mr. 
Kramer's argument to its natural conclusion, the Bell court should have required live testimony 
from the individual who signed manufacturer's certificate in order for the State to prove that the 
tubes in the kit contained the required chemical additives. Clearly, Bell did not require this. 
Therefore, this Court holds that Mr. Kramer's argument is not supported by the language ofl.C. 
§ 18-8004(4), nor is it supported by Bell, and therefore Mr. Kramer has not set forth sufficient 
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authority to support his argument 
Mr. Kramer was, of course, permitted to attack the accuracy and reliability of the State's 
evidence once the evidence was admitted by arguing, for example, that no one was able to testify 
that the correct calibration solution was in the machine used by Trooper Lind to test Mr. 
Kramer's blood alcohol level. See State v. Ward, 135 Idaho 400,404, 17 P.3d 901, 905 (Ct. App. 
2001) (citation omitted). The initial decision of whether to admit evidence at trial, however, is 
typically within the province of the trial court. Id "Thus, a trial court's 'general admissibility of 
the results of [a breathalyzer test] in no way limits the right of a party to introduce before the jury 
evidence relevant to the weight and credibility of such evidence."' Id, quoting State v. Van 
Sickle, 120 Idaho 99, 104, n. 2,813 P.2d 910,915, n.2 (Ct. App. 1991). Therefore, if Mr. Kramer 
cared to do so, he could have subpoenaed the individuals who signed the certificates himself, in 
an attempt to discredit Mr. Kramer's test results, even though the State was not required to 
present the testimony of these individuals. 
Additionally, this Court declines Mr. Kramer's invitation to find LC. § 18-8004(4) 
unconstitutional. "The party attacking a statute on constitutional grounds must overcome a strong 
presumption of validity." State v. Laramore, 145 Idaho 428, 179 P.3d 1084 (Ct. App. 2007), 
citing State v. Korsen, 138 Idaho 706, 711, 69 P.3d 126, 131 (2003). On appeal, courts are 
"obligated to seek an interpretation of a statute that upholds its constitutionality." Id The 
Constitutionality ofa statute is reviewed de nova. Korsen, 138 Idaho at 711, 69 P.3d at 131. 
Defendant's argument is based upon the Confrontation Clause, and whether the evidence 
deemed admissible under LC. § 18-8004( 4) is testimonial under Crawford and Melendez-Diaz. 
Based upon the foregoing analysis of applicable case law and legal principles, this Court holds 
that LC. § 18-8004( 4) is constitutional under the State and Federal Constitutions, as well as 
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Melendez-Diaz. 
3. Whether the Performance Verification/Calibration Check Printouts or "Certificates 
of Analysis" Should be Excluded Under I.R.E. 401-403? 
In his Reply brief, Mr. Kramer argues that the Calibration Check Printouts and "Certificates 
of Analysis" are inadmissible because they are irrelevant, and that any relevance is outweighed 
by the danger of unfair prejudice and/or misleading the jury. Defendant cites I.R.E. 401-403 in 
support of his claims. 
I.R.E. 402 provides that relevant evidence is admissible, and evidence which is not 
relevant is inadmissible. I.R.E. 401 provides that '"Relevant Evidence' means evidence having 
any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the 
action more probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence." Under I.R.E. 403, 
relevant evidence "may be excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the 
danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of 
undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence." 
Mr. Kramer argues that the performance verification/calibration check printouts would 
only be relevant, if they were shown to comply with Standard Operating Procedures set forth by 
Idaho State Patrol. Thus, without evidence that these procedures were complied with, the printout 
does not have a tendency to make any fact at issue more or less probable, and thus, the printout 
would not be relevant. Even if relevant, however, Mr. Kramer argues that admission of the 
printouts, absent witness testimony, is unfairly prejudicial and has the potential for misleading 
the jury. 
Not only does Mr. Kramer fail to set forth any authority which clearly supports his argument, 
but his relevancy argument is also moot, as this Court has determined that the calibration check 
printouts and Certificates of Analysis were properly admitted and aid in meeting the foundational 
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requirements necessary for the State to admit into evidence the results of Mr. Kramer's breath 
testing. 
While the Court is mindful that these documents are prejudicial, I.R.E. 403 requires unfair 
prejudice. These documents are expressly admissible under I.C. § 18-8004(4), are highly relevant 
in establishing the requisite foundation of the breath test results, and are admissible "without the 
necessity of producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing procedure for 
examination." Id Therefore, the documentary evidence admitted by the State was both relevant, 
and outweighed any unfair prejudice or danger of misleading the jury. 
ORDER: 
The court being fully advised in the premises and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HERBY ORDERED, as follows: 
1. That the decision of the Magistrate Court is hereby AFFIRMED. 
DATED: The4 day of March, 2011. 
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